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one ! .quality crystal
microphones at a
reasonable price

A crystal hand er
33 -I:
desk omni- directional microphone for
the high quality public address and tape

MIC

field, incorporating a
specially designed acoustic filter
giving a response flat from 30 to 7,000

recording

RETAIL PRICE

f2- 10

-Od.

Ideal for tape and disc recording,

P.A. and amateur radio.

MIC

35 -I:

A general purpose

hand microphone of robust

construction with substantially flat
response from 50 to 5,000 c.p.s.
Suitable for recording apparatus.
Public Address equipment etc.
RETAIL PRICE

LI -5

-0d.

\°xcz:zrz
ACOS devices are protected by patents,
patent applications and registered designs
in Great Britain and abroad.

always well ahead
COSMOCORD

LIMITED

ENFIELD

MIDDLESEX
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I

little brother

have a
they call him

" ISEE.''

He's

a

fine little fellow, just like me

We are both nice to look

at- befitting

!

any set

enhancing those, we have already met !

YOU

CAN

OBTAIN US
NOW FROM
YOUR LOCAL
COMPONENT
STOCKIST

-

AN ENGRAVING FOR EVERY PURPOSE
RADIO " Volume," " Tuning,' " Wavechange," " On -Off,"
" S.M.L.- Gram.," " Radio -Gram., ' " Tone," " Vol. /On -Off."
TELEVISION : " Focus," " Contrast," "Brilliance," " Br;ght'
ness," " Brilliance /On -Off."
AMPLIFIER : " Bass," " Treble " (plus any of above).
TAPE RECORDER : " Record -Play " (plus any of above).
AVAILABLE IN WALNUT OR IVORY.
PRICES : Type " A," 1/6 each Type " B," 1/2 each.

The complete range of control knobs you've been

waiting for ! 16 special GOLD FILLED inscriptions
that will meet the demand of every radio, T /V, tape
recorder or amplifier enthusiast-beautifully made and
designed to enhance the appearance of every commercial or amateur constructed set.
dia. Type " B " IA" dia. Both
Sizes : Type " A "

I"

;

Plain knobs can also be supplied at

types are ö" deep.

Ifm difficulty please write to :
Orchard Road ° East Croydon
Cherry
°
139
Co.,
Ltd.,
Uncles, Bliss &

°

II- and

10d., respectively,

Surrey

CROYrCeg

379'6390

BE PREPARED ! Save TIME and
MONEY with these PROFESSIONAL AIDS.

Present -day service demands a high The PULLIN
resistance meter.
" 100 " is 10,0002 per volt and has
resistance ranges reading up to
1,000,000Q on internal batteries.
4in. meter in handsome diecast

Speed the job with this BLACK &
DECKER in. Electric Drill.
J6+ with & 12/6 monthly

L
32

/

67

order

I

for

8

months

CASH PRICE. £5.19.6

case.

£3.17s.
£I monthly

and

with order

for

9

months.

CASH PRICE £11.11.0.
DATE

EASY PAYMENT ORDER BLANK
To:

Frith Radiocraft, Ltd., Leicester

No. ofPa'mts

Full lists of other high grade equipment free on request.

supply
Deposit and agree to pay
for which I enclose L
commencing on the first day
further monthly payments of L
of next month
SIGNED usual signature)
P.W. Mar. 54
Please

i

NAME IN FULL (CAPITALS)
ADDRESS
State if Householder

If over

21

I

Occupation

I
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111155 RECEIVER UNIT
Communications. D.F. and " ham," 20, 40,
80. 5 ranges 18 -7.5 Mc /s., 7.5 -3 Mc's., 1,500000 kcls., 500 -230 kc /s. and 200-75 kc's.
Complete with 10 valves. S.M. drive, ME.
dining, B.F.O., etc. In metal case 161 x
9 x 91n. External Power Supply required.
Used, good condition. In Transit Case.

TRANSMITTER TUNING UNITS
Each having Vernier /tuning dial, Variable Capacitor, Tank Coil unit on ceramic
former, Ceramic Switch, etc., etc. In metal
cabinet 171in. x 71ín. x 8in., finish black.
Unused, but externally soiled, scratched
and dented, due to being Loose Stored.
TU.7B. Range 4,500 -6.200 kc: s. Ask for PiR29.
ASK ;FOR
CARRIAGE, TU.BB. Range 6.200 -7 700 ke .'s. Ask for P H30.
£6.19.6
P, 11916
A
TU.9B. Range 7,000 -10,000 kc s. Ask for
ALSO AVAILABLE
P H967
R1155, as above, but loose stored.
CARRIAGE
ASK FOR
CARRI
1U
UNIT
Each
2/- EXTRA
£5.19.6
P/11898
AGE
IFF RECEIVER 113108
1'1154 TRANSMITTER. UNIT
Ref. No. 101)ß305.l
Medium /high powered for C.W.- M.C.W. RIT,
3 ranges 10 -5.5 Mc's. 5.5 -3 Me's. 500 -200 kc s. Contains
Motor Generator input 12 e.
Complete with 4 valves, etc.. in metal case 3.8 a. Output 480 v..04 a. D.C. with a gearbox
14in. x 161in x 91ií1. External Power Supply operating a switching mechanism to det.ube
the receiver at time interval;. Data availregs fired.
l'or converting to 250 v. 50 c;s use as
ASK FOR
39/6 Each 7'6 EXTRA able
motor.
P/E5A
Plus
4 VR65A (SP41), 21VR92 (EA50),
ALSO AVAILABLE
2'CVii (Oct. 201 Valves, etc., etc.
T1154 as above, but less valves.
12in. x 12in. a
ASK
CARRIAGE Metal Case, dimensions
Bin.
15 Each
Weight 24 lbs.
7,,G EXTRA
CARRIAGE
VISUAL INDICATOR TYPE 1, Ref. 1018 2 ASK FOR
19/6
PH961.
Each
Dual reading left'right D.F. meter l'or
R1155, 2ün
Scale overall dim.: 31in. x
28 WATT OUTPUT TRANSFORMER
21in. In used condition.
AS
POST Parmeko time AF5084 1A. (Mfg. Surplus.)
12 /6 Each
PAID Primary 6,600 ohms C.T. Sec's 3.5, 5, 7.5
or 10 ohms. Dimensions
3i in. x 21in. x
POWER UNITS FOR 1'1154 R1155 UNITS 31in.
Fully shrouded. Weight 3 lbs..
Each a Motor Generator Unit, smoothed,
ASK
etc., in metal case Odin x 71in x Gin
19/6 Each
/H565.OR
PAID
LOOSE STORED.
Types 33 or 33B. Input 24 v. D.C. 16A. Output

/

:

:

/

:

,

:

:

1,200 v. D.C. 200 mA.

Order direct from

CARRIAGE

P/E7A

OR
42/6 Each
PAID
Type 35A. Input 18 v. D.0 12 A. Outputs
7.2 v. D.C. 13 A. and 225 v. D.C. 110 mA.
ASK FOR
£1. U.9 Each CARRIAGE
PAID

:

March, 1954

BC-456 SPEECH MODULATOR UNITS.
Part of SCR-274 -N. " Commandpîquipment."
(U.S.A. made)
Complete with valves 1625, 1215 and VR150 /30,
transformers, relays, etc.. less dynamotor.
Overall dim. : 101 x 71 x 41ín. Loose stored.
ASK FOR
CARRIAGE
17/6 Each
PiE42
PAID
Available. ßG956 as above, in orig. carton.
ASK FOR
CARRIAGE
27/6
P/E42A
Each
PAID
Circuit 1'3.
GLASS DOME INSULATOR, with
Threaded Terminal Top and Metal Leadthrough Rod. Dome dim. : 21 x 12in. high,
lead -through projects 61in. Overall length
91in.
ASK FOR
POST 3d.
2/" Each
P/1154
EXTRA
CERAMIC AERIAL SPREADER individually boxed.

/

Length overall ]fin:, between centres Olin.
OR
POST 3d.
1/_ per
ASK
EXTRA
BLACK PLASTIC CHAIN AER
INSULATORS
Comprising 3 links, 3:in. long, 1;in. wide.
each link. Total length 71in. A.M. ref.
10A'1275.
ASK FOR
POST 3d.
OJ

L

g.Tr

-

EXTRA

CLYDESDALE CO."

Phone: South 2706 /9

ASGOVKSTR C5
LTD. G
Branches in Scotland, England and Northern Ireland

"YOU CAN RELY ON US"
Some of Our Surplus BargainsVALVES
KTZ41

4i6
7/8
6K89
8/12K8GT 8/7S7
8/8
6K7G
7/1T4

PT251I
807
35Z4
EBC41
113

605

.

'
-

51-

9/8
8/8

10 /-

91-

9D2

IRS

65E6
Eß34
524G

3A4.
2524

5Z3
6V6G
U78
76

7/8/8
1013/6
7/8
7/12/8
8/6
7/6
8/8
8/7/8/-

MSPEN (7)
5/1S4
8'8
12ßE6
7 6K7GT 7.6
EL41
7,8
5005
2525

7;8

EL84
6X5G
VU39A
6N7GT

12,6
8/8
7/9/7/8/6

7/6 12A6
2A3
77
5/- 6AM6
EF50
6/ECONOMY VALVE SUGGESTIONS
3D3, 5 /-. Is an excellent 1.4 v. loctal base
O,P valve. 6U5, 8/ -. Is a 6.3 v. inter-

national octal based magic eye (will
replace Y63, VIL03, etc.). 6BW6, 7 -6.
Is the 8V6 in miniature B9A base. VU39A.
9 -. Replaces nearly all 4 v. 4 -pin rectifiers. (Ideal for repair work.) 12J5, 4,6
Is an octal 12 v. triode-useful for detector
valve in TRF, using .15 a. chain.
We Have Some Excellent EF50 at Bargain
/

Offer.

Price -6 for 27.6. (All Seals Perfect.)
ELECTROLYTICS
[nid, 350 v.
mfd., 350 v.
mfd., 350 v.
mid., 450 v.
mfd., 350 v.
32 mfd.. 350 v.
16 mfd., 450 v.
2
4
8
8
16

8-16 mfd., 450 v. 5/1/3
1/8 8-0 mfd., 500 v. 48
2/6 16-24 mid.. 350 v. 5'6
2/6 25 mid., 25 v.
1 8
2/6 50 mfd., 12 v.
3/- 50mfd,50v.
2/4/6 60-200 mfd., 275 v. 81

RADIO

MICA MOULDED CONDENSERS
.0001, .0002, .0003, 50 of.. 5 pf., 75 pf., 13.1.
each. .01, .005, 9d. each.
TUBULAR CONDENSERS
.001..002, .004, .005, .01, .02..05, .1, 6d. each.
.25, 350 v., .5, 350 v.. 1.6 each.
VOLUME CONTROLS
2,500 to 2 mg., 2//9 each, with switch, 4.3.
SPEAKER TRANSFORMERS
48 1, 4/6. 30 1, 4 6. Midget for 3S4,
:

BARGAIN SPEAKER
Plessey 5in. mains energised 1.000f?,
with matching transformer, 15' -. New and
Boxed. 61ín. Elac P.M.

Boxed, 15' -.

SPANNERS
Set of 2, 4, 65A, 1' -. 4ßA box spanner,
6d. (5. for 2; -). Miniature 12 v. 5 m'a.
Instrument or bias rectifier, 1/ each.
(Two for full wave.)
GERMANIUM CRYSTALS. G.E.C., 38
each. .0005, twin gang condensers (standard size), 7/6. .0005 twin gang complete
with drive and drum, 10/ -.
RESISTANCES
I w..
w.. 4d. each. 1 watt, 8d. All Valves
in 10 ohms to 10 mg. standard range.
NEW PRODUCTS
(Additions to Catalogue No. 12.)
Tyana Soldering Irons. 16'9.
The New Henley Instrument Iron. 18/9.
A New, Good Quality EHT Oscillator Coil,
6 to 18 kV. Complete with circuit (mounting for rectifier, fixing, etc.). Price, 29/6.
TV POWER TRANSFORMER. -350-0350 v., 250 m!a. 6.3 v. at 8 a., 5 v. at 3 a.,
6.3 v. and 2 v. at 2 a., 67/6.
1

82, SOUTH

EALing 5737

:

DL92, 5!-.

L.T. METAL RECTIFIERS
12 v.2 a., 6 v. 2 a., 10/6. 12 v. 3 a., 6 v. 3 a..
12/ -. 12 v. 4 a., 6 v. 4 -a., 14/. 12 v. 6 a., 6 v
6 a., 18/9.
12 V.
a., 7;8. All full wave.
6 v. 1 a., C. tapped, 5;
PUBLICATIONS
Williamson Amplifier, 318. Wireless World
Valve Data, 3 6. A Modern Crystal Set,
8d. Midget A.C. Mains Receiver, 641.
TV Fault Finding, 5' -. TV Faults, 5: -.
How to Make Radio Gadgets, 5' -.
Send stamped addressed envelope for our
surplus list.
STOP PRESS.-We now have a range of
high stability 2 per cent. precision resistors, 1 w. 100 ohms to 2.2 mg. (These
are extremely accurate.) Price
16
each.
In addition to the above we stock all new
proprietary components Denco, Allen,
Osmor, Wearite, Weymouth, Bulls In,
Belling Lee. T.C.C., Hunts, Colvern
Lab, Ediswan, Goodman,
Garrard,
BSR. Elec. Haynes. Jackson, etc., etc.
5 and 10 w. wire -wound resistors. silver
micas, plugs and sockets, instruments.
281 types of T.C.C. condensers, 187 types
of Hunt's condensers, wide angle coils
and equipment, midget resistors, Erie
resistors, etc., etc.
We make a point of keeping a range of
condensers, resistors, etc., for your
convenience.
A Catalogue (250 illustrations, 70 pages) is
available price 1 /-. NOTE : This does not
contain any surplus components or units.
Please add sufficient post and packing
fee to avoid delay. etc.

SERVICING
EALING

ROAD, LONDON, W.5.

Next Door to South Ealing Tube -65 Bus.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIAIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIN
SETS OF VALVES
Ten EF50 (Ex -Brand
New Units) 545/- Set
each
6K8G. 6K7G, 6Q7G
5Z4G, 6V6G, (or
KT61)
.37'6..
1R.5, 1S5, 1T4. 154
.301- ..
or (3S4 or 3V4)
HL231DD.
TP25,
VP23. PEN25 (or
..251- .,
...
QP25)
6K8G, 61{70. 6Q7G,
25Á6G, 25Z5 or
..37/6
25Z6G
12K7GT,
12K8GT.
12Q7GT. 35Z4GT.
35L6GT or 50L6GT 37'6 ,.
12SA7GT. 12SK7GT.
12SQ7GT. 35Z4GT.
356LGT or 50L6GT

37/6

PX25, KT33C, KT36.
GU50
17'6 each

PX25's Matched
_9,51- pr.
Pairs
TEN 6A116 (EF91) 80T-

CRYSTAL MICROPHONE
INSERTS

N

RY,SIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
R.F. UNITS
RF24 20 -30 mc's

We have over 20,000 American and B.V.A. valves in stock.
ALL
7(6'6
gr8!-

OZ4 A
1G6
1R5

iS4

8I- 1622

88-

1155
2X2
341

8

OAC7

riAG5
6A8G
6AM5

'TSC7
5- 6SS7

6C4

6C5GT

6 6 6V6GT
6 61 7C5
S 6'I 7A7

6C6
6D(i

6E60

66

0G6G

35'1.1GT
25.55

8H6M

8 617137

6J11

8 6 12A,
9 - 1006
9 - 12116

66
818
9-

6J7G
6J7h1

9'-

8 6
8 6

8'6
8'6

7'6
8 6
8 6

8-6

8'6
7-6

12K7GT
12K8GT
12Q7GT

8'6

8:6
8/6

151 - post free
mc's
19'6 post free
mc's
45/- post free
mc,s
45/- post free

RF27 65 -65
K'F66
1216
6r6 0E50
12/6
ALL BRAND NEW WITH
4r6'6 XP2V
VALVES
EF91
9'- XII (1.5) 4i4.'- ('ATJIODE RAY TUBES :
EL32
7'6 VU111
4- VCR97, Guaranteed full PicEF.50
8/6 VU333
V1.(120 A 4rEF50 (Red.
ture. 40.- carr. 2' -.
7 6 3BP1.
Sy1.) 10.1- 6190
Suitable for 'scopes
7475 (VS70)
FF59
and Tel. 25 -. Carr. 3 -.
7-6 MU - METAL SCREEN far
(ES-Unitsì
CV66
6:VCR97. 10T -.
SP_'
8'6 VR159 30 8 6 VCR139A (ACR10), 351 -. Erand
VP2
8'6 CK510AX 5new.
TDD2A
Ás ACEPEN 86
DK49
VCR517(' Blur and White

El

843

6'6

35

EF39

EK:o2

.

-

9/- AC5 PENDO
9'126

4'- PKN25
4'- PEN 19

716

6/6
4- QP25
4i10,- "I'll
6 - R'3
4I13i6 SPI
5'- H1,-3.DD 616
041
'1001
6!6
5!- VP23
D42
9308
VP41
7.8
4J1
D"+3
022
8,6
955
6-- KT2
4°
059
U52
8/6 ATP4
8r6
Dr- TP22
76 117
1299A
TH7J3
10'10 TZ f9
37'6 1.119
7'6
8,6 41MP
9?lA
50- Yii3
614- 42SPT
2 - 02
EA59
2153G
4iMU14
8/6 MS PENS
EF54
(VRL'9) 61- 0X25
126
7/6
7/8
EB3-1
3 B KT33C 10'- VT591
4D2

6; in. 'Tube. This Tube replaces the VCR97 and
VCR517 without alteration and gives a foi!
Blue and White picture.
Brand new in original
crates, 35/ -, carr. free.

6-6

1502

6 -

6

'

8-6
10B

40 -50

RF26 50-65

816 KT61

EBC33

9001

10r- 9002
7;6,9073

7C7

5-,7H7

6H6GT

OAKS

8'8

6Q7GT

7 6 G3N7GT
6

6Ba

FREE

6L7

8.6
8:6

GUARANTEED.

8/6 ;3.d%1
8/6 OL6G T S 6
8 6
8/6 42
8,6 43
8 6
S6 UL41
7,6 75
8 6 UY41
7,6 78
86 4D1
8 6 55K7GT 7'6 07
9 - 6RL7G1'
19-- 0132,
91- 766A

5Z4
6A7G

6J5GT
6J5M

-

8 6 GX5G
8 6 6SA7GT
8 6 rlSQ7GT
6 6 GSG7
7 6 65117M

:SLü

OST

7-6 14A7
7-6 257J1GT
7'6 ^5Zi

8 6 0R77GT

57,3

816

SUS
6125G

613 12SA7GT 8 6
796 12SQ7GT 8 6
7 6
9'- 12SG7
7 6
9 - 12SH7
6
86 12S.f7
8$
11!- 12SK7
6
7'6 12SR7

51- 6N7GT

331

POST
FREE

(iKBG
OKBGT

81- 616G

159
111
1A7GT
105

816

T

AND

NEW

VALVES

6K7G
6K7M

RF25

No.

38

WALKIE-TALKIF

TRANS-RECEIVER complete
with Throat Mike, Phones
Junction Box and acria
Freq
rods in canvas bag.
range 7.4 to 9 mcls. All unit
are as new and tested before
dispatch. As supplied to Over
seas Police Forces. £4.10.0.
INDICATOR
182A "
L'NIT.- Complete with

816
Ideal for tape recording and
VCR517 and Screen. 3amplifiers. No matching transEF50. 4-SP61 and -5124G.
SEND POSTAGE FOR NEW 1954 COMPREIIENSIVE 23-PAGE CATAformer required.
v'controls. Ideal
9 w
BARGAINS.
EX.
GOVT.
LOGUE CONTAINING COMPONENTS &
for TV or 'Scope. Brand
RECORDING TAPE
In
New (less relay).
G.E.C.
Please add postage up to £1. 1'- £2 or over 21-.
original cases. 67'6 plus
...
600 feet Reels
10'7/6
carr.
1
p.m.
-Fri.
9
-6.
Thurs.
Mon.
Open
...
Reels
1,200 feet
176
TEL : PADDINGTON 1003/9, 0401.
5 HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.2
61{6

I

1

:

:

VD
LEARN THE

EXPERIMENTAL OUTFITS

PRACTICAL

\v, \Nova
WAY

Specially prepared sets of radio parts (which you
receive upon enrolment) with which we teach you, in
your own home, the working of fundamental electronic
circuits and bring you easily to the point when you can
construct and service radio sets. Whether you are a
student for an examination: starting a new hobby;
intent upon a career in industry; or running your own
these Practical Courses are intended for
business
and may be yours at very moderate cost.
YOU

-rr

--

EASY TERMS FROM £1 A MONTH

POST

THIS COUPON TODAY

Please send ene your FREE book on Practical Courses:

EXPERIMENTAL
OUTFITS
RADIO

am interested in
To: E.M.I. INSTITUTES,
I

Dept. 32X, 43 Grove Park
Road, Chiswick, London, W.4.
NAME
ADDRESS

RADIO

1

''-

'

-A course in basic principles.

2- Instruction

""we
and equipment from which you build

TELEVISION

-

E

INSTITUTES

Receiver.

a

Radio

Instruction and equipment for building a Television
Receiver.
Also for Mechanics, Electricity, Chemistry, Photography, Carpentry,
Draughtsmanship, Commercial Art, Amateur S.W.Radio, Languages.
The only Postal College which is part

IM

www.americanradiohistory.com
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PREMIER RADIO COMPANY
6

OPEN TILL
P.M. SATURDAYS

(Regd.) B. H. MORRIS & CO., (RADIO) L-D.

EDGWARE

207,

ROAD,

Telephone :
AMBASSADOR 4033

W.2

LONDON,

PADDINGTON 327112
RADIO SET AT LESS THAN HALF 'f0-DAY'S PRICE
PREMIER MAINS TRANSFORMERS
THE COMPLETE HIT to construct a 3 -valve plu e All primaries are tapped for
200. 230 -250 v. mains
rectifier T.It.F. Receiver for use ou 200;250 v. A.0 40 -160 cycles. All primaries are
you. Drum (21in.
screened. ALL Ts
nains can be supplied at £5.15.0, plus 2;6 packing are centre tipped.
dune.), 116. (Driving
and
carriage.
SP175B,
175
-0
-175,
head 118- Doubl'
50 mA., 4 v. ® I a. 4 v.
Each
kit
is
complete
in
every
detail,
nothing has to
2 -3 a.
pointer 44. Spring
25/be male or improvised. Easy to follow point -t,,- SP301B.: /tl- 0.30. 130 InA.,
Nylon Cord
3d.
4 v. C 2 -3 a. 4
point diagrams are supplied caking construction
(yard) 6d.
Din
t) 2 -3 a. .I v. 01 3-5 a.
281very simple. The Dial is illuminate,' and the SP350A.
250- 0-27M, 100 mA. 5 v. N 2 -3 e.
Front Plate 2'8.
Receiver housed in its Cabinet size 12in. x Sin. x Sin..
0.3 v. it 2 -:+ a.
Engraved Glass
29/presents an attractive appearance. The valve lire -up SP351 /I i0- 0.350, 150 mA., 4 v. Q 1-5 a.
Dial, 180 -250 and v00- 2.2ni;m.
4 v.
-' 7175 -11.F. Pentode.
V11,116-Detector.
2-3 a. 4 v. ,m 3 -6 a.
With station names, new wavebands
88/1:6 ATP4- Output and \letal Rectifier.
SP352, b :nr0 -aì36,150 m A., á v., 2-3 a. 6.3 o.
T.R.F. Coils, 100-520, 800 -2,200 metres, pair
5'8
Waveband coverage
" -3 a. 6.3 v. 2-ti a.
Punched chassis 3-va ve plus rectifier T. R F.
3613,9
urA..6.3 v.® 2-3a:
Cabinet, Bakelite, in Walnut or Ivory or
is for the medium SP375A.
Wooden in Walnut finish ...
...
55/and Ions hands.
...
17.8
SP591.:uu.u-:,au.
Iaa
mt4.,
Packing and Insurance
J
r.
:3
a.
4
v.
Choice of 3 l.'ah
28
ï
"-'
SEND 1/6 FOR EASY TO FOLLOW POINT -TO47/inets
Bakelite in SP501A,
500-0-300, ISO mA.. .5 v. ® 2-3 a.
POINT DIAGRAMS AND CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
Walnut or Ivory
6.3 v. it 2-3 a.'l.:t v. 0) 2-3 a
which shows how YOU can build the Receiver
or Wooden (Wal- SP425A. 455-11--123, 200 ulA.. 6.3 v.® 241 a. 501illustrated above.
nut finished).
6.3v.
67,6
25v-0-!50,80 ni 1., 6.3 v. On 4 a. 5 v.
C.R. TUBES
ALL BRAND NEW
WIDE RANGE OF ALL TYPES
er 2 a
...
VCR 516 91n. Ilhæ picture..
...
...
...
19,8
VALVES
Please
write
for
details.
350-0-370, 50 mA., 8.3 v. g 4 a. 5 v.
Heater Volts 4, Anode 4 1ív..
l'y 2 a.
in
Manufacturer's original
19/
output
Carton-. PRICE £3.19.6
3
v.
-30
e Ç a. 17,6
WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER KIT Mains Transformer,
sub chassis mounted,
Plus 5'- pkg., cary., ins.
A couq,:ete lit of parts for the construction of
575-0-32S, 70 mA., 5 v. Q 2 a, 6.3v.
the latest version of this famous amplifier,
VCR 5170 65 in. picture. This
2'-5 a.
complete with calves, output and mains
19/6
tube Is a replacement for the
VC R971 und VCR517. Guar transformer'.
E.H.T. Upright for VCR 97 tobe, 2.500 v.
anteed full else picture. PRICE 351 -, Pins 2'6 likg
15
Gns.
o n..4. 2 -0 -2 c., 1 -la, 2.0 --2 v., 2 a.
carr. ins.
...
57/6
Plus 7:6 p09., rare. und A,s.
BUILD A PROFESSIONAL LOOKING
\Ve can supply all
the parts W help

.

II

14

:

r:

.

'

'

,

CRYSTAL HAND MICROPHONE
High impedance.
quency response,
(dives very high
when used x ith
amplifies fur any

WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER
TRANSFORMERS (To specification)
The Output 'l'rin-'ormer 3a6 ohms sec., 244/-

Excellent frelight

weight.

quality results
tape 'recorder.
One of P.A.

The Mains Trau =former. PREMIER SP425A.
23,7 8.

I132A RECEIVER

UNITS

valve Sq,erbet re
g Ivu to 124
\lc's. using four V
two VI1Sii anal V Ií06. \'1167,
\'S70, V1154, and 5'1157 calves. Fitted x,th Tuning
meter, slow- urotion drive. 11.1.'. and L.P. Gain
etc. Circuit:
:.l'. amp. llegnem:y
11

I

equilunent.
Complete with screen lead and TERMS OF BUSINESS : CASH WITH ORDER OR Det., First audio and un;i -ut. Brand New xith
rust dixaam.
r mg.
fins I,6 J'ky.
Carr. C.0 D. OVER f1. Please add 11- for Post: Orders
Price 29 6.
PRICE 59'6 lil' l 7/6 i :kg., care., ic..
under 30'-, 1/8 under 40' -, unless otherwise stated:

t

REAL HIGH. FIDELITY at modest cost
Manufacturer -to-Consumer policy
No.

I

"SYMPHONY" AMPLIFIER is

5 -watt Gram /Radio Amplifier
astonishingly flexible tone -control.
You can lift the treble, the bass, or -and
here is the unique feature -the middle
frequencies to suit your own ear characteristics and the record or radio programme
being heard. It is thus possible to arrange
the frequency- response of the amplifier to
a curve equal and opposite to the resultant
curve of the other items in the chain so that
what finally registers in the brain is as per
original. This flexibility of control is far
more important than mere nominal linear
response of the amplifier, as the pickup,
speaker, etc., are not linear. Independent
Scratch -Cut is also fitted and special
negative -feedback circuit employed. The
Amplifier can accommodate a wide variety
of records from old 78's to new LP's. Input
is for all types of pickup of 0.2v. output or
more and there is full provision (and power)
for Radio Tuner. It is available to match 2/3
or 15 ohms speakers. Price IO gns. (carriage
Fitted in Portable Steel Cabinet -3S/5 / -).
extra.

a 3- channel

with

No. 2 " SYMPHONY" AMPLIFIER
above but with 10 -watt Push -Pull triode
output and triodes throughout.
Woden
mains and output transformers and choke.
Output tapped 3, 7.5 and 15 ohms. Competes with the most expensive amplifiers
on the market yet costs only IS Ens (carriage
as

5/-). Fitted in Portable Steel Cabinet 2 gns.

extra.

"SYMPHONY " AMPLIFIERS WITH

REMOTE CONTROL. Both the above
model Amplifiers are available with all

saves

controls on a separate Control Panel with
up to 4 feet flexible cable which simply plugs
into the amplifier. Enables the Amplifier
proper to be sat in the bottom of a cabinet
whilst the controls are mounted conveniently higher up. Extra cost 2 gns.

"SYMPHONY" AMPLIFIERS
DECCA MAGNETIC PICKUPS.

for
Same

Standard models but specially designed
for these famous pickups or heads. The
pre -stage and bass - compensation network
is switchable so that the amplifier can be
used with other pickups also.
Prices :
No. 1 612/7/6 ; No. 2 17 gns. ; carriage 5/ -.
as

GARRARD

MODEL

GRAM UNIT
With turnover Magnetic

3 -SPEED

"T."

Pickup Head or turnover Asiatic Crystal
Head E10, post and pack., 2/6.
MODEL " TA " as above but fitted with
the latest Radio Show High -Fidelity Acos
HGP35 Pickup Heads (one for Std. and one
for L.P.). Price 612/3/9, post and pack., 2/6.
Heads only 43/- each, post' I / -.
MODEL
As above, but with two
separate Decca XMS Heads, 613/7/6, post
and pack., 2/6. Or with two separate Acos
GPI9 Mk. 2 Heads, 612/10/0. Or with
Garrard Head for fibres (78) and Acos GPI9
Mk. 2 for L.P., 612/5/0. Post 2/6.

"TB"

GARRARD 3 -SPEED AUTO- CHANq,-

ERS Model RC90 in de luxe rexine- covered
Portable Case 623/1/ -.' Or, fitted with
Garrard Magnetic Turnover Head £25/3/S.
Or fitted with two separate Acos high fidelity HGP35 Heads, 627/7/.. Carriage
in all cases 7/6.

"SYMPHONY"

CABINET KITS

REFLEX
high, consist of

BASS
30 in.

www.americanradiohistory.com

you one -third cost ;!
fully -cut

; in. thick, heavy, inert, non resonant patent acoustic board, deflector
plate, felt, all screws, etc., and full instructions.
8 in. speaker model, 85/- ;
10 in. speaker model, 97/6 ; 12 in. speaker
model, £5/7/6. The design is the final result
of extensive research in our own laboratory
and is your safeguard of optimum acoustic
results.
Carriage 7/6. Ready built, 10/6
extra, also available fully finished in figured
walnut veneer. 8" E10/10í -, 10" £II /-/ -,
l2" £11/10/-. Treble baffle to match, 45/-.

STANDARD

PORTABLE RECORD
PLAYER CASES, strongly constructdd.of
in. thick ply, rexine- covered, measure
internally 15 in. by 12 in. by 6/ in. Uncut
motorboard. Will take any of the Garrard,
Decca, B.S.R. or Collaro sinele- record
2

units. Makes
Post 2/6.

a

de luxe Player.

Price 57/6.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND
SUPPLEMENT. Our new catalogue just
published will save all those considering the
purchase of radio or record- reproducing
equipment much time, trouble and money.
Send two 2/d. stamps for your copy now !
Our CHIEF ENGINEER will be pleased to
afford
TECHNICAL
ADVICE
where

required.

NORTHERN RADIO SERVICES
16,

KINGS COLLEGE. RD, LONDON,
N.W.3.

Tubes

:

Phone : PRlmrose 8314.
Swiss Cottage and Chalk
Buses : 2, 13, 31. 113,187.

Farm.

AMPLIFIERS

i

A.C. or A.C. /D.C. 3 valve, ideal
for pick-ups or microphone. 4 watts
output. Post 1' -.
77'6. 4 valve, push -pull type. 7 watts
57;8.

output. Post

1, -.

96. Brand new
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RECTIFIERS
319. Brand new, selenium. Type I.T.
and T. REC. 1. Approx. rating 1s

7.h GRA6677

NEY

i!r

IGUA ANTEE,

(ex W.D.), unused.

transformers. 900
Contains EF36.
ohm relay, volume control, various
Case
condensers, resistors. etc.
measures 5in. x Sin. Post 16. Less valve 48.

[621 ROMFORD

Salvage, guarAlso seconds, used but
5,2. Post 1/2.
300 v.. 250 mA.
11.9. T.V. type.
Salvage, guaranteed. Post 1/3.
Copper plated
34.1.
each.
RODS.
AERIAL
anteed.

LONDON, E.12.

RD.

guaranteed.

2

KNOBS. 1'-. Radio and TV. Not engraved.
Beautifully designed, Perspex rimmed
Latest type.

SPOT LIGHTS
8,9. Butler's new
but ex W.D. Sin.
dia.. Olin. deep. Post
1/3.

TV TUBES
£5 12in.. £3 gin.

shown to callers.

v., 40 mA. Post 63.
8/9. 2..50 v., 60 mA.

GODH

Most makes. Picture
Seconds, not ex W.D.
15/6 extra.

Carriage.and Insurance

British
SPEAKER CABINETS. 12/6. Ex Volume
Relay Wireless. Sin. baffles fitted.
Repolished
control position provided.
walnut or oak Post and packing 26.
16 et. gold
brushes. Flexible shaft, as new.
ex W.D. Post 26.

MOTORS. 17/6. 12-24 v.,

steel.

Post

Interlock to any length.

ors

12/6.
latest American
DIIC'RO SWITCHES.
midget. 2,0 v.. 5 amps. Measures 1ln.:: tin.
x Min. 316 each. post 4d.

£8'176 each.
Write for full

RADIO-TELEPHONES.
Mc's, Model OF, 1.
details.

53-75

RADIOGRAM CHASSIS FROM £101176

ROTARY CONVERTER. 126.
Ex W.D.. New. Input 24 v., output
200 v.. at 50 mA. Poet 26.

SIDE LIGHTS. 1/9. Fitted with infra -red
glass, but easily changed for clear or red.
Post 9d.
CRYSTALS, GELS MANIUM. 1'9. With
Brand new by B.T.H.
3 FREE circuits.
Long wire ends. post 6d. Also crystal -set
coils at 1 / -, drawings FREE. Make a set
the
children.
for
a
INSULATING TAPE. Brand new and
wrapped, lb. rolls, lin. wide. List price

.

1

3/8, our price 1/6.

Car Radio trans.,
TRANSFORMERS.
5.9. 6 or 12 v. Post 2 / -. O.P. trans.. 1'9.
Salvage, tested. Post 6d. Microphone
trans., 3/9. Ex W.D.. new condition. In
fully shielded case. Post 9d. Pick-up trans..
new. ex W.D. Unused. S.M.I. type. Fully
shielded. 3 9. l'n_t -.
1

POWER SUPPLY UNIT. 4716. Ex
No. 19 set. Z.A. No. 3105. New. 12
v. in.. two H.T. output at 275 v.,
and 500 v. Post 26.
VIBRATORS. Ex W.D., brand new.
Z.A. No. 120769. £51213. Carriage
paid.

BURGLAR ALARMS.

Brand
new self- contained unit, made by
Consists of bell, and
Truvox.
in
metal
trip device mounted
cover. V,'orks off 41 volt battery. SPECIAL
OFFER, 5'9, post 13.

METERS. New and boxed. Moving coil
movement, giving full and half scale
deflection at 100 micro -amps. 2in. scale in
2/In. square mounting. SPECIAL PRICE.
12'9. Post 16.

Latest show, brand new.

6

wave -band

(illustrated). 15 ans. with 6- position tone
3- waveband (B3) at 12 gns.
control.
£1017,6 (X9). similar to above by another
manufacturer. All models have 5 valves
neg.
(latest miniatures). flywheel tuning. Y.U.
feed -back, gain switch, ex. sp. and
sockets. Post 3/6.
SIiNI) STAMP l'Olt 1954 ('A'f,V.OGI'l:

POST THE COUPON TODAY FOR OUR
BROCHURE ON THE LATEST METHODS
OF HOME TRAINING FOR OVER
150 CAREERS & HOBBIES
PRIVATE
City

and

INDIVIDUAL TUITION

AND

Guilds

Grouped

Certificates

in

IN

YOUR

OWN
A.M,

Telecommunications:

HOME

Brit.

I.R.E.

Examination, Radio Amateur's Licence, Radio and Television Servicing Certificates,
General Radio and Television Courses, Radar, Sound Recording, etc,

Also Courses la

all other branches of Engineering and Commerce.

*

r NEW

LEARN. THE
PRACTICAL WAY.
With many of our courses we
supply actual equipment. Courses
include : Radio, Television,
Draughtsmanship,
Electronics,
and
Carpentry, Photography,
Commercial Art. etc.

I

The teaching methods are
The advantages of E.M.I. training.
planned to meet modern industrial requirements. *We offer training in
all subjects which provide lucrative jobs or interesting hobbies. *A tutor is
personally allotted by name to ensure private and individual tuition. *Free

advice covering all aspects of training

is

given to students before and after

enrolling with us.

Courses from
£1 per month

I j iYU j

r

POST

THIS

COUPON

NAME
'`

.:./

part of
world -wide Industrial Organisation.

ADDRESS

The only Postal College which is
a

1

TODAY

Send without obligation your FREE book.
E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 32K
43 Grove Park Road, London, W.4.
Phone: Chiswick 4417/8.

LSUBIECT(S) OF INTEREST........-
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A R64 IN FOR

/

The overwhelming reception you get when you fit one of these
really powerful units in compact form, is more proof that OSMOR
Q" Range Coilpacks provide quality and performance right out of
proportion to their midget size and modest cost. They have every-

thing that only the highest degree of long practised technical skill
can ensure extra selectivity, super sensitivity, adaptability. Size
only 1,f" x 3r x 2r, with variable iron -dust cores and polystyrene
formers. Built -in trimmers. Tropicalised. Prealigned, receiver tested and guaranteed. Only 5 connections to make. All types for
Mains and Battery superhets, and T.R.F. receivers. Ideal for the
reliable construction of new sets, also for conversion of the 21
Receiver, TRI196, Type 18, War -time Utility and others. Send
to-day for particulars I
full range is available for all
COILS Apopular
wavebands and purposes.
Fully descriptive leaflet and connection data available. Just note
these " plus points "
Only lin. high. Packed in damp-proof containers. Variable iron -dust
cores. Fitted tags for easy connection. Low loss Polystyrene formers.

SEPARATE

Lines-Joo're ou the right lines

1fï1Jf

eimaritouns
A spotlight on another of the
"specials" in the OSMOR r'Q"
coil range.
45

K /c.

Tape Recorder Oscillator Coil

measuring 7 in. x

Type Q T 8
A centre tapped wavewound coil as illustrated, for TRUVOX and
Similar tape- decks.
Single screw fixing.

Fitted tags.

DIALS

Type A GLASS
DIAL ASSEMBLY (as illus.),
7in.

(9)in.

x 9)in.

overall) mounts in
ony position on or

7,6
each

TWO for the Price of ONE

I,

OSII011

The NEW
CHASSIS CUTTER
An

inexpensive but invaluable tool
of entirely new design. Cuts two hole
sizes with any one reversible punch
and d:e ; and can be operated with a
spanner or tommy bar.
Blanks easily
removed. For use on Steel up to 18
s.w.g; Brass and Dural up to 16 s.w.g.
Aluminium and Copper up to 14 s w.g.

chassis

P. Pa.
1131-al.i.i

1

2
3

4

Hole Sizes

lin. x I ¡in.
gin. x lain.
sin. x Illn.

Ì¡in.x2in.

"JAR- RACK"
OS;LIOR
(If you're
generous husband you'll

and

Ilius.
Price
List
on
Request

Tommy Bars available

a

buy one or two for your wife's larder,
she will appreciate the extra space they
make !) Hold:
Ib. jam jars with or
without lids. Easily removed, cannot
fall out. just the thing for the tidy
" HAM " or Radio Dealer.
Type I for wall -fixing, 6/9 each, holds
8 jars. (Jars are not supplied but are
easily obtained.)
Length 24in., enamelled olive 'green.
Type 2 (as illustrated) for screwing
1

METAL DIALS

Overall size 5jin. sq., Printed Area 4in.
sq.
Cream back -ground, 3- colour.
Type MI, L.M.S. waves, M2, L.M.
waves. M3, M. & 2/S waves. Price 3/6
'each.

Pointer, 1/6.

Drum, Drive, Spring and Cord 'o. use
with both types of dials, 3/2.
Send
for

descriptive

including

The
Superhet Circuit
Drawings, 6 valve ditto.

rectifier)

circuit,

T.R.F.

really

efficient

and

practical

3

under a shelf, 5/9 each, holds 6 jars.
Length 18in., enamelled green.
Post and packing, I/- (either type).

(stamps)

5d.
fully

literature
5 -valve

Type

those small components -etc.,
neatly stored yet visible by using an

Keep
L=-dabove

works with
any type of drive.
Choice of two
3- colour scales -GI (L.M.S.) or G2
(M.S.S.). Price complete, 24/6. P. & P.,
1/6. Pulley assembly for right -angle
drive if required, 1/9. Escutcheon 4 / -,
the

valve

;4

OSDIOR "Station
Aerial

(plus

Battery portable

WIRELESS
;

"JIFFY PUNCH"

for cutting smaller holes neatly and
quickly with one blow of a light hammer.

;

"WIRELESS WORLD"

No Compromise T.R.F. Tuner
Midget Mains
Receiver.
Sensitive
2-Valve Receiver
Television Converter.

Hole Size
lin.

Illus.
Price

B
;lin.
List on
C
;in.
re q uest
on Steel up to 20 s.w. g8 . Brass
n t up to 18 s.w. . Aluminium
per up to 16 s.w.g.

3

267-341
319 -405
395 -492
455 -567
1450 -1550

410- 550k /c

(Special coils in cans available), etc., etc.

We can't mention all our products here
but shall be glad to receive your enquiries

rl.F.s.

for

465

' with

flying
x

Permeability- tuned, I

kc.

Ilin.

leads.
x

311in,

Standard
For

use with

OSMOR coilpacks and others,
14/61
I pair.
PREALIGNED, 1/6 extra.
I

Chassis,

Tuning

Condensers,

Switches, Volume Controls, and a1I
other Radio Components. If it's top
quality components
and
a
speedy,

size'

are looking for-try
We really shall do our best for you.

courteous service you

Osmor.

Osmor Radio Products Ltd.

P45) 418, BRIGHTON ROAD, SOUTH CROYDON, SURREY.
yr4.q Trade Enquiries Invited)
P
b^F
.

218-283

Dear Reader,

;

Type
A

"

Metres
141 -250

2

principle, which will reject an undesired
signal when inserted in the aerial lead.
Easily tuned to eliminate any one Station
within the ranges stated. Fitting takes only
a few seconds.
Sharp tuning is effected
by adjusting the brass screw provided.
Post
Complete wich full instruc!/w1`
Free I Lions- nothing co add.

;

The OSMOR

I

This is a device on
known " wave - trap

"

Coronet " FOUR," Beginners' Superhet.
Modern High Power Amplifier 2 Attaché
Case Portable
RI155 Converter : A.C.
Band -pass 3 Modern I- Valver
3 -Speed
Autogram, etc., etc.
;

I

Plug into 5
Receiver 6
the well- 7
8

component lists, etc., etc.
We keep stocks of many radio components
for use in published circuits, including :

" PRACTICAL

'-

in here

superhet circuit, Coils and Coilpack leaflets,
Chassis Cutter leaflet, and full radio and

Separator"

Type

plugs

www.americanradiohistory.com
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I.

CAMM

THE BATTERY CORONET FOUR
THE two versions of the Coronet Four so
far produced have been for A.C. and
We have not overlooked
A.C. /D.C.
those who are still compelled to operate battery
receivers and they will welcome the news that,
in next month's issue, we shall commence publication of constructional details for the Battery ,
Coronet Four. It will make use of the same
Major components, the circuit being virtually
unchanged, except for those modifications necessary to adapt it for battery operation. Some
of the components will, of course, have different
values but readers may like to commence to
collect those parts such as the tuning unit, tuning
dial, etc., common to the three versions of the
Coronet Four. Whilst we are dealing with
battery receivers, those still operating the old
Fury Four will be glad to know that the modern
version of this famous receiver is now in an
advanced stage and constructional details will
follow the battery version of the Coronet.
CAR RADIO-NEW M.O.T. LICENCE

REGULATION

EVERY application form for a Road Fund

licence for a motor car contains a new
question which must be answered. Applicants
are asked whether their car is equipped with
radio and, if so, whether a BBC licence has been
obtained for it. This new quiz has been interpreted by some as an unwarranted interference
with the liberty of the subject and that the
M.O.T. has exceeded its powers in imposing it.
Some, indeed, have refused to answer the
question, but the M.O.T.. say they are well
within their rights in insisting upon the question
being answered, and that failure to answer the
question would entitle them to withhold the
licence. We have taken legal advice on the
matter and we are informed that it is a case
which is arguable at law. We hope, therefore,
that a test case will be brought to settle the
problem. It is our view that the M.O.T. has
arrogated unto itself powers which it does not
possess, wide though its existing powers are, to
make regulations without reference to Parliament. We must be particularly careful, even in
small things, to hang on to the liberties left to us,
otherwise we shall become a police state. It is
not the business of the licensing authority to act
as detectives for the Post Office.
Carried to extremes, one may be asked before
a TV licence is installed whether one has a

7rìi:i4, n`,

`

OF

ISSUE

By THE EDITOR

COMMENTS OF THE MONTH

nrcò

22nd YEAR

refrigerator, a vacuum cleaner, electro- medical
or other electrical apparatus capable of causing
interference with TV, and if so whether such
apparatus is fitted with suppressors
VACANCIES IN THE R.A.F. RADAR
REPORTING UNIT
THE Royal Auxiliary Air Force, No. 3700
(County of London) Radar Reporting Unit
for the first time for some years now needs
recruits owing to over rapid expansion. This
unit is the only one in the London area which
trains radar operators. It is a mixed unit, and
whilst a knowledge of radar is not necessary a
basic idea of radio is most useful in training
responsible operators to nian the radar defences
of this country.
Much of what this unit does is, of course,
screened by security, but briefly it trains radar
operators and mechanics to operate and maintain the aircraft early warning system so vital to
this country's survival in the unhappy event of
future hostilities. Both men and women volunteers are required. For evening training periods
the pay is now 3s. 6d. to 4s., according to rank
for a two -hour period, plus 2d. per mile travelling
allowance. Full details are available from The
Officer Commanding, No. 3700 (County of
London), Radar Reporting Unit, 23, Bridford
Mews, London, W.I.
There must be many hundreds of readers of
this journal who could help in this important
work which is both pleasant and interesting and
provides free training of value in civil life.
OUR BLUEPRINT SERVICE
WE often receive letters from readers complaining that components for some of our
receivers are difficult to obtain. During the past
two years we have removed a number of receivers
from our blueprint list because of this and
replaced them with designs of a more modern
type. We have herd a difficulty, however, because
we also receive letters from constructors who
have, during the years, accumulated large
numbers of components which are no longer
made and asking for designs incorporating them.
We are, therefore, retaining in our list certain
of these older designs, where modification to
suit modern components would not occasion
any difficulty. In general, whenever we produce a
design we also produce a blueprint for it, put we
are unable, of course, to control the supply of
components. We are always delighted, however,
to help readers by suggesting alternatives. -F.J.C.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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ROUNIl
the
WORLD
LD of WIRELESS
Broadcast Receiving Licences
statement shows
THEthefollowing
approximate number of
sound receiving licences issued
during the year ended November,
1953. The grand total of sound
and television licences was
13,216,644.
Region
Number
London Postal
... 1,670,288
Home Counties
... 1,455,467
Midland
... 1,280,992
North Eastern
... 1,666,324
North Western
... 1,298,559
South Western
... 1,020,934
Wales and Border
...
650,316

ground beacons, enable aircraft to are Orson Welles, who will be
be directed accurately to particular heard in Pushkin's " The Queen
sites.
of Spades " ; Sir Ralph Richardson
Rebecca Mark IV was developed in Conrad's " The Tale " ; Michael
by E.M.I. in conjunction with the Redgrave in " The Overcoat," by
British Ministry of Supply and is Gogol, and Robert Donat and
produced by E.M.I. Factories Ltd. Rene Asherson in Stevenson's
" The Sire de Maletroit's Door."
" Laurence Olivier Presents "
BEGINNING on February 2 the Himalayan Expedition
Light Programme presents a
conjunction with Marconi's
series of sixteen weekly half-hour IN Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd ,
programmes under the title Auto Diesels Ltd., of Uxbridge,

Total England and Wales 9,042,880
Scotland
... 1,111,360
Northern Ireland
216,177
...

Grand Total

... 10,370,417

The Cup Final
WHILE many League clubs are
still battling through the
early rounds of the F.A. cup
competition, the BBC have already
reached an agreement with the
Football Association to broadcast
on sound and television the whole
of the final match from Wembley
Stadium on May 1.

" Romance of Radar "
MR. E. J. DOHERTY

recently
gave a talk to children at
the Sir John Cass College, Jewry
Street, Aldgate, the subject of his
lecture being " The Romance of

Radar."

Mr. Doherty shows his young audience the oscillograph at his recent
lecture at the Sir John Cass College, Aldgate.

In his demonstrations he used " Laurence Olivier Presents."
These
a whistle to show the effect its are
dramatised short stories in
echoes had on the radar screen of most of which Sir
Laurence will
an osciPograph.
appear as actor and host, although,
in some cases, the star part may be
Radar Equipment for French Air
Force

THE

French Embassy in London
have placed an order in excess
of £100,000 with E.M.I. Factories
Ltd.
This order is on behalf of the
French Air Ministry, who will
shortly take delivery of 100 Airborne Navigational Aid Equipments, including spares and test
gear. These are Rebecca Mark IV
medium range homing devices
which, used in conjunction with

are loaning small generating sets
for working the portable radio
equipment of the Himalayan expedition financed by the Daily Mail,
which left London early in January.
The sets will operate at an altitude
of 20,000 ft. in temperatures of
-40 deg. to -60 deg. Under
these conditions the engine- generator will be required to provide
an output of 200 watts at 12 -15
volts D.C. and will work direct
into the motor -generators on the

given to an actor of world renowned fame. The programmes
are produced by Harry Alan
Towers with special music composed by Sidney Torch. Among
the stories which will be heard are
" The Purse," by Balzac ; Robert
Louis Stevenson's " Markheim"
and "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde " ; radio equipment.
" The Canterville Ghost," by
Oscar Wilde ; Dickens' " Bardell Daventry Transmitter
Versus Pickwick," and H. G. Wells' THE BBC announces that the
" The Country of the Blind."
Third Programme transmitter
The guest artists so far chosen at Daventry, working on 464
.
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metres (647 kc /s), has now resumed
transmission on full power. This
will have improved reception,
especially for the more distant
Further adjustments
listeners.
to the aerial system are being
made to reduce the fading which
is experienced at night time in the
more remote areas.
Wireless Saved the Eiffel Tower
is now revealed that the
IT Eiffel
Tower would long ago
have disappeared had it not been
for wireless, despite the fact that
for generations it has been one
of the greatest attractions of the
city.
The 50th anniversary of the
Wireless station on the Eiffel
Tower has recently been celebrated.
It was first a purely military post,
created in 1903 by General Ferrié,
then a captain in the Engineer
Corps.
One of the chief workers was
not forgotten during the celebrations, Raymond Braillard, chief
of the Eiffel Tower station early
in the century. He was responsible
for the first jadio programme.
One of the functions of the
Eiffel Tower to -day is to broadcast
the midday and other time signals
to all shipping crossing the Atlantic.

B.E.A.M.A. Appointment
S. WADDINGTON,
F.S.E., A.M.(s.a.), I.Mech.E.,
M.Inst.W., Associate.l.E.E., Associate (s.a.), I.E.E., of Philips
Electrical Limited, Industrial Products Department, has been reelected vice-chairman of the Arc
Welding Plant Section of British
Electrical and Allied Manufacturers' Association.

7,4R. E.
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departments, including the Cathode vessel is due back at Southampton
Ray Tube Service Depot (new on 4th June.
telephone number Central 2206),
Pest Radio Student
have operated from this address.
Medal of the City
THEandBronze
Obituary
Guilds of London Instiregret to announce the tute for the best student in Great
WE death
of Mr. C. F. Cogswell, Britain in the 1953 Intermediate
A.C.A., secretary of Philips Elec- Radio Servicing Examination has
on Monday, been awarded to John McCubbin,
Limited,
trical
December 28th, at his home in 306, Todd Street, Glasgow, E.I.
McCubbin, who is employed by
Messrs. James Anderson & Son
(Glasgow) Ltd., is a student in the
radio technology classes at Allan
Glen's Further Education Centre,
Glasgow. He is now in the fourth
year, studying for the Radio Trades
Examination Board, Final Certificate.
This is the first time the bronze
medal has gone to Scotland.
Roadmen Directed by Radio

BIRMINGHAM Corporation is
considering the use of radio

The late Mr. C. F. Cogswell

Haves, Kent, after a long illness.
Mr. Cogswell, who. was 55, leaves
a widow and two sons. He joined
the company (then known as
Philips Lamps Limited) as secretary
in December, 1928, and became
secretary of many of the Philips
Subsidiary Companies and also a
director of several of them. During
the 1914 -18 war he was a pilot
in the R.F.C.
Although he always preferred
to keep in the background, his
unfailing sense of justice and
constant preoccupation with the
welfare of the employees earned
the respect of all of them, and
the loyal affection of those who
were privileged to know him well.

as a means of directing Council
roadmen from one job to another.
To give the idea a trial, an
experimental radio telephone system
has been installed in a city engineer's department tower wagon for
Roadmen, it is
three months.
hoped, will be able to move from
repair job to repair job much more
instructions
if given
quickly
immediately by radio, time being
an important factor during bad
weather conditions.
It is understood that the only
other town to carry out similar
tests is Southport in Lancashire.

Appointment of I.P.R.E. Officers
the Annual General Meeting
AT of
the Institute -of Practical
Radio Engineers, Group Captain
(Ret.) V. H. Whatling and Mr. C. H.
Gardner were elected honorary Philips Radio Crusade
vice- presidents of the Institute.
hundred dealors, whose
Mr. C. H. Gardner, a past Presi- ONEefforts to re- establish the
liaison
appointed
also
dent, was
of sound radio in their
officer between the Institute and popularity
area have proved the
particular
industry.
radio
the
in
interests
other
most outstanding, will sail from
London for the Mediterranean on
Change of Address
22nd May as the guests of Philips
Glasgow District Office of Electrical Ltd.
THEEdison Swan Electric Co. This is the date upon which the
Ltd. has moved into new premises new 28,000 ton P. & O. Liner
at 167, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow. S.S. " Arcadia " begins her maiden
Telephone number Central 0687/8/9 Mediterranean cruise. Ports of call
on this 13 -day cruise will be Ceuta,
as before.
From January 5th, 1954, all Naples and Barcelona, and the
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B.I.R.E.
following meetings will be
THEheld
during February, 1954 :
London Section. Wednesday,
February 17th, 6.30 p.m., at the
London School of Hygiene and
Tropical Medicine, Keppel Street,
ElecGower Street, W.C.1.
tronics in Film Making," W. D.
Kemp and B. R. Greenhead (High
Definition Films Limited).
North- eastern Section. Wednesday, February 10th, 6 p.m., at
Neville Hall, Westgate Road, Newcastle- upon -Tyne.-"Some Aspects
of Micro -wave Aerial Design,"
J. Bilbrough (Microwave Instruments Limited).
West Midlands Section.-Tuesday, February 23rd, 7.15 p.m., at
Wolverhampton and Staffordshire
Technical College, Wulfruna Street,
Wolverhampton. Details from the
Local Secretary, Mr. R. A.
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., 20,
Lampitt,
Northfield Grove, Merry Hill,
Wolverhampton,

-

-"

-
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Modifying the Testmeter Type " E "
DETAILS FOR ADAPTING THE METER
By

B.

SOONER or later the amateur constructor feels a
real need for a reliable testmeter giving a range
of A.C. and D.C. volts, D.C. current and direct

L.

TO TEST A.C. VOLTAGES

Morley
of A.C. volts, and this is probably the reason for its
being rather neglected by the amateur.
It is possible to modify it for A.C. voltages by the
inclusion of rectifiers in the circuit. Undoubtedly, the
best method is to use a bridge rectifying circuit across

measurement of resistance in ohms.
Unfortunately, such instruments are rather expensive
and are beyond the pocket of many ; but there is a
very useful instrument on the ex- Government market
which meets most of the requirements mentioned
above and is available for a very reasonable price.
/000v
20A
This meter is known as the Testmeter Type " E "
and has been made by the Avo company.
The instrument can be bought for as little as 49s.,
200v
2A
and it has the following D.C. ranges :
D.C. volts
D.C. current
0 -2 v.
0-20 mA.
20v
260mA
0-20 v.
0 -100 mA.
Volts
Amps ti
Vote s
K=/
Ohms
0-200 v.
K =2
0 -200 mA.
0-1,000 V.
0-2 amps.
v
0-20 amps.
/OOmA
Resistance readings : 0- 10,000 ohms.
It also incorporates a switching device which
multiplies the D.C. voltage ranges by two, thus giving
Neg
/0 000r
C-4 v., 0-40 v., 0 -400 v. and 0-2,000 v.
The instrument uses a small 1.5 v. cell for the
Fig. 1 -Face panel of the meter.
resistance range, the battery being housed within the
case. A U10 battery can be used for this purpose.
the moving coil. However, such a method would
involve a complicated switching device and would be
Moving
coil
rather difficult to mount within the narrow confines
of the case.
A more simple solution to the problem was sought
which could be undertaken even by the novice with
To voltage
the aid of a few simple tools.
ranges
It was decided to use crystal diodes in a
forward rectifying circuit as shown in Fig.straight2,
Fig. 2. -Basic circuit.
while some efficiency is lost on the A.C. ranges, it and
was
considered
that
the
simplicity of the scheme coupled
Spring e
with
the
ease
of
modification justified the use of
4 Spring f
the circuit.
Spring g
The loss in efficiency on the A.C. range is just
Side view
Plan view
under 10 per cent. ; this means that I /10th must be
Fig. 3.-Details of the three spring contacts required.
added to the reading given by the meter. For example,
if the meter reads 200 v. on A.C., then the actual
The scale is marked 0-40, 0-20, 0-10 amps and voltage i3 220 v. Thè D.C. readings are unaffected.
The parts necessary for the modification are given
volts, and 0- 5.,000 ohms, and infinity on the resistance
below. The only tools needed are a pair of pliers,
range. (Fig. 1.)
Normal voltage ranges require a total current of soldering iron and a /16th inch drill.
} mA for full -scale deflection and therefore give a
PARTS
figure of 800 ohms per volt. This figure puts it well
Two crystal diodes type CG4 (B.T.H.).
above many other meters classified as " inexpensive,"
One spring contact set (see text).
and enables quite accurate readings to be taken.
Odd length of wire, solder and insulation tape.
One important feature it does not possess is a range

20ii

-

----

1

1

a

a

ea
D

Existing spring set

Fig.

4.- Diagram

listing

of

the
contacts in the

switch.

Sectionn8/

Fig. 5.

Aof

ví

of shaft

sectional view
the cam.

i
Built

up

section on short

)

New spring set

6. Showing
the Fig. 7. Diagram of the
shape of the cam to be new spring set arrangebuilt up.
ment.

Fig.
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The spring contact set may need some explanation.
What is required is three spring contacts such as are
used in ex- Government and ex- G.P.O. relays. Fig. 3
shows in detail the types required.
Modifying the Switch
The major modifications of the meter are to the

CVL

An additional spring set is required made up from
the parts mentioned previously. They function in a
similar manner by operation of the shaft of the switch.
The new spring set arrangement is shown in Fig. 7.
It is required that springs f and g are closed, f and e
being open when the switch is in K =1 and also the
" Amps and Ohms " position, and for f and e to be

%/6/

away"

Fig.
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ho/es

9.-Mounting the new spring contacts.
Flat edge

e

of shaft
{

ICI

Fig.

-Shaft

PH

Fig. 10. -Plan of the new springs in position.

switch which is marked " Volts K =1," " Amps and
Ohms," " Volts K =2."
Fig. 4 shows a diagram of the existing contacts in
With the switch on " Volts K=1"
the switch.
position the contacts a and b are made. When the
switch is in either of the other two positions the
contacts b and c are made, the contacts a and b being
open.
The operation of the contacts is brought about by
the cam formation of the ebonite shaft of the switch.
Fig. 5 shows a sectional view of the cam, the switch
being in mid -position (amps and ohms) ; it will be
seen that if the shaft is rotated to the right the cam
will operate the spring set so that a and b are closed
and b and c are open. This is when the switch is in
the " Volts K =1 " position.
Furthe4 examination will show that if the shaft is
rotated to the left instead of to the right, then b and c
will remain closed and a and b will stay open.
Now the first requirement of our modification is to
arrange that if the shaft is rotated to the left (K =2),
then a and b springs close and b and c open.
To do this a cam must be built up so that it is
shaped as shown in Fig. 6. The method of doing this
will be explained later. It will be observed that under
these conditions rotation of the shaft either to the
right of to the left will operate the spring set.
Nut

-CEO

Brass
movnting
Paxo /in

Spring
Paxo/in

-{

Spring c
Paxolin
Brass
mounting
Paxolin
Bearing spring

Bolt
A

i:.._...,

11.-Fitting

the new " cam."

closed while f and g are open when the switch is in
the K =2 position.
A summary of the required spring operations is
given below :
Position of
switch

,

K=1
Amps and ohms
K =2

Spring
set

X
Y
X
Y
X
Y

Position of contacts

a&

b made,

b&

c open

f&gmade,e&fopen
a and b open, b& c made
f&gmade,e&fopen
a&bmade,b&copen

f&g open, e&.fmade

Fig. 8 gives a semi -exploded view of the existing
spring set mounting. The new springs are fitted on
the same mounting above the existing ones.
Two bolts are provided for holding the springs,
and it will be necessary to undo partially the top
bolt on both left -hand and right-hand mountings
so that the new springs can be slipped in.
An insulating tube is already fitted over the bolt,
and each new spring will have to be cut slightly so
that it can be inserted between the paxolin leaves,
the top edge of the spring being level with the top
of the paxolin strips (Fig. 9). The top bolts are then
tightened' so that the new springs are held firmly in
position.
It is important to note that the
Nut dome contacts of the springs must
be opposite each other, as shown in
Washer
Fig. 10.
Paxo /in
There should be no difficulty in
Spring e getting access to th; spring sets as
}
Paxolin the back of the meter can be easily
removed by undoing the four brass
Bras; retaining bolts.
mounting
It may be found easier to mount
Paxolin
the springs if the switch is removed.
Bearing
To do this release the split pin, take
spring
off the washer, and then gently pull
Bolt
the switch out from the front of
the meter.

-

ti
....r:$

1

B

A

9

L.H. SIDE

R.H. SIDE

B

Fig. 8. -Sen i-exploded view of the existing spring movnting.
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Modifying the Shaft
The shaft is now modified, to enable the " cam " operations to be made
as the pointer of the switch is moved.

;

.
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It will be found that when the switch is in the
K =2 position a flat side of the.shaft is facing the
moving spring arm. 'This flat section must be formed
into a cam so that spring b and spring f are both
operated when the switch is moved to K =2.

The simplest method found was to drill a Agin.
hole tin. from the two ends, on the flat portion on
which it is desired to make the cam. A short piece
of 14 s.w.g. wire was then bent and worked through
the holes, as shown in Fig. 11. This provided enough
lift to operate the springs.
The wire is withdrawn and the shaft reinserted
into the meter ; the wire can then be reinserted into
the holes and bent as shown in the figure. The
washer and split pin at the retaining end of the shaft
can be replaced. Note that the wire lies along the
D/

March, 1954

Testing

All that remains to be done is to mark the front
of the meter. By the side of K =1 put " D.C." and
by the side of K =2 put "A.C."
The meter can now be tested by putting the switch
to K =1 and testing a D.C. voltage, and then switching to K =2 and testing an A.C. voltage.

Ba/anc,ng

resistor

Fig. 14. -The position

Fig. 12. -The

theoretical circuit.
Moving
cod

length of the shaft (flat side) so that both springs
b and f are lifted when the switch is in K =2 position.
The springs can be adjusted so that the contacts
are made and broken in accordance with the plan
given previously.

Wiring
The meter can now be wired. Fig. 12 shows the
theoretical circuit. When the switch is in the K =1
or the amps /ohms positions, the diode D1 is short circuited and the diode D2 is out of circuit. When
the switch is operated to the K =2 position the
short -circuit is taken off DI and D2 is connected
across the meter.
Fig. 13a shows the part of the circuit wiring which

of the crystals.
Note that the K =2 no longer operates on the
D.C. side so that the multiply -by -2 facility has been
lost. The meter now reads A.C. instead of D.C.
multiplied by 2 and the loss will not be found inconvenient as existing D.C. ranges are adequate for all
normal purposes.
Remember `that all A.C. voltages are multiplied
by 2 so that the full ranges of the meter are now
D.C. volts A.C. volts
D.C. mA.
0-2 v.
0-4 v.
0-20 mA. 0- 10,000 ohms
0 -20 v.
0-40 v.
0-100 mA.
0-200 v.

0-1,000 v.

0-400 v.
0-2,000 v.

0-200 mA.
0-2 amps.
0-20 amps.

Note that the less the current consumed by the
meter the greater the accuracy. As an example
with the meter under test a more accurate reading
was obtained on the 0-2,000 v. scale when testing
350 v. A.C.

(B8/ancin
1 /PS/Stol
,7
Moving
Coi/

--r

Earth on
\ meter

j

A

H
Nog

Fig. 1 3a.-The part of the wiring to be altered.
requires alteration, and Fig. 13b shows the crystals
wired in, the heavy lines denoting new wiring, the
light lines denoting existing wiring remaining in
situ.
Only the actual wires associated with the modification are shown.
It will be found that the crystals can be fitted
among the other components, as shown in Fig. 14.
D2 should be covered with insulation tape, but Dl
can be left bare. All new wires should be insulated.
Do not allow the soldering iron to linger when
soldering the wires to the diodes or the material
enclosing them will be melted.

Fig. 136.-New wiring denoted by heavy lines.
It would be unwise to test A.C. voltages greater
than 1,000 v. on the meter because of the possibility
of breakdown in the insulation.

NEWNES RADIO ENGINEER'S
POCKET BOOK
By F. J. CAMM

5/ -, or by post 5/3
Obtainable from booksellers, or by post from
George Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept.), Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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SUPERH ET
HINTS

SOME

FOR

MODIFYING

RECEIVER CIRCUITS IN ORDER TO
BETTER STABILITY

EXISTING

OBTAIN

AND IMPROVED RESULTS

By K. C. Ireland, A.R.I.C.S.

THIS article has been written for the beginner
and young enthusiast bearing in mind that
these amateurs are unlikely to have access
to test instruments.
Many newcomers to radio consider the superhet
difficult to understand and for this reason adopt the
policy of leaving it alone. Do not be deterred, on
this account, from experimenting with this type of
set, as you will find much that is fascinating.
The writer first became acquainted with the super het many years ago and gained his introduction to
the subject via a publication written by the Editor
of this journal. 1 suggest the beginner obtains a
book on the subject and digests the general principles
of its functioning. He will realise that there is
nothing too difficult either in its fundamentals or
construction that the average amateur cannot understand or tackle. He will probably also realise,
having once grasped the underlying principles, that
the circuit has tremendous potential amplification
and that if this could be used to the full a very efficient receiver would result. I do not propose to
delve into the theory of the superhet in this article
but go right on to the practical side of improving an
average type of set of this class.
Let us take as our example the normal five -valve
superhet of commercial design built, say, about
12 years ago. This will have a frequency changer
valve, intermediate amplifying stage, second detector
and automatic volume control stages in one valve
and a pentode output stage. Sometimes there is a
first audio A.F. valve incorporated with the

AC
mains

Chassis

Fig.

1.

-Tire

heavy lines show the ntodijicalions
to be made to avoid modulation hum.

second

detector

and automatic
.

control circuit for
volume control.
We will also assume that our set is operated from
A.C. mains, and therefore the fifth valve will be a
rectifier to supply smooth D.C. current for the anodes
and screens of the amplifying valves.
The designer of such a commercially built set is
catering principally for -the average listener rather
than the enthusiast, and absolute stability and ease
of operation are important factors which he must
take fully into account when deciding between high
efficiency or docility.
One way of achieving this stability is to use ample
screening in all the ` hot " circuits, and although
this may produce the desired result as far as stability
is concerned high performance may be sacrificed by
providing capacity losses between screens, i.e., earth
and leads carrying minute voltages often at high
frequencies (I am referring now to short -wave reception).
My policy is to omit screening wherever possible
in those stages of the receiver carrying H.F. currents
and to obtain stability without sacrificing efficiency,
without screens, if this can be arranged. 1 believe
in ample screening on the audio stages where losses
from screening do not arise.
Let us assume that our receiver suffers from the
following defects :
1. Modulation hum.
2. Overall high hum level.
3. Lack of sensitivity on the short waves.
4. Quality of reproduction is flat and uninteresting.
I will deal with numbers 1 and 2 first and 3 and 4
in a stage-by -stage analysis of what can be tried
to improve each valve and its associated circuits.

Stage-by -Stage Analysis
It will be appreciated that no single set will require
all these refinements that I am suggesting but they
are based on notes made on a number of sets over
the past years.
The elimination of this
1. Modulation hum.
annoying trouble is fortunately a comparatively
simple matter. The hum is mostly apparent when
tuning through a powerful short -wave transmission
and can be recognised by the fact that it is tunable
with the signal. It is due to poor voltage regulation
modulating the oscillator anode voltage. An almost
certain cure is the provision of smoothing at the
source of H.T. supply and a .1 ,uF.. condenser
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connected across each anode and heater of the rectifier.
I also believe in earthing the metal frame of the
At the same time include R.F. stoppers and filter loudspeaker, particularly
when a mains energised
condensers as shown in Fig. 1. The latter refine- speaker is used ; there is always
the danger of stray
ment is not necessary for the removal of modulation currents from the field causing puzzling
hum.
hum. The R.F. stoppers should have a resistance
Now let us see what can be done with regard to
of about 100 ohms and be of about 3 -watt rating. faults
3, i.e., lack of sensitivity, and No. 4, poor
All condensers should be rated for 1,000 volt working qualityNo.
reproduction. It is usual to find in sets built
to ensure complete safety for the rectifier.
about 1940 that the tag group board system of wiring
has been used. It obviously helped mass production
on a conveyor belt. But if you examine a set wired
in this manner you will find that many long leads (a
potential source of hum) have to be employed to get
from widely separated components to the group
board. Examine your set and decide which of the
boards can be dispensed with by wiring from point-topoint and then deal with these stage by stage through
the set.
Secondly, provide each valve with its own stout
earthing connection ; this will facilitate the rewiring.
It is usually quite a simple matter to use a holdingdown bolt as the anchor point.
In Fig. 7 I have shown a typical group board
applicable to the R.F. pentode of the I.F. amplifier.
Note, even in a simple example, how many less joints
there are to solder and the smaller space occupied by
the components when point -to -point wiring is adopted
and leads are shorter and more direct. Do make
certain, however, that the contact between chassis and
anchor tag is perfect ; a number of poor earthing
points will give rise to all manner of curious effects
in the superhet.
Fig. 2. -H.F. stoppers are shown here at RI and R2.
Thirdly, provide each valve with its own H.T.
feed back to the smoothed output from the rectifier.
2. Removing ham. A lot of time can be spent A common coupling
can cause instability. I
eliminating this trouble. I remember one set which appreciate that this point
suggestion may conflict with
defied all efforts. Increasing the capacity of the suggestion No. 2 about
short connections, but
smoothing condensers had little effect. Wiring a much can be achieved
further choke in series with the existing one only with a little forethought
see text
decreased the available voltage to the valves. It before wiring. [A separ
had been noticed that even with the volume control ate H.T. line
do
at minimum the hum persisted and it was apparent much to reduce will
the risk
that the mains transformer, rectifying valve, mains of interstage interference
energised speaker or output stage must be suspect.
Changing the L.S. and rectifier did not improve
matters.
Fig. 3.-1.F. stoppers
It was decided to remove the mains transformer fitted in the second deand examine this. On taking off the half-shroud cover
tector stage.
it was noticed at once that a number of the top layers
of the windings were loose and, in addition, the whole
of one winding could be moved slightly on the core. and break -through. It
It was now apparent that the hum was caused through also has the advantage
Load
res.
magnetic induction \i brat ing the windings, and this of enabling the correct
was being transmitted to the speaker in the form of a voltage to be applied to
AVC
50 -cycle hum. The transformer was heated in front the electrodes of the
see text
of the fire and coated with pitch (obtained from old valve without upsetting
H.T. batteries). Bolts and nuts holding core lamina- others and to decouple where required, although
tions were tightened in a vice and the transformer it is not usual for a simple superhet to require
refixed in the set mounted on hard rubber washers. heavy decoupling.
As these insulated the core from the chassis, a stout
earthing wire was connected to two of the mounting Stage by Stage
bolts and really well soldered to a large tag bolted
I will now deal with the circuit stage by stage,
through the chassis. No further trouble was commencing with
the rectifier and working back to the
experienced.
aerial. I feel that it is better for the beginner to carry
If the mains transformer, speaker, smoothing out modifications in this order as he will be working
choke and condensers are of good quality and on familiar ground when dealing with the rectifier
adequate size (electrically), there is little risk of hum and audio stages, as these do not differ from those
if only one audio stage is used. There is greater risk used in a straight circuit. By working this way he will
with two, and care should be taken amply to decouple be better able to assess the value of improvements
the anode of the first stage and all leads to signal when he reaches the more intricate circuits, confident
grids and volume-control well screened and earthed.
that the output stages are stable.

-Z
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Rectifier (Fig. 1)
The suggested refinements for this stage were
discussed earlier in these notes and I do not think it
necessary to go beyond this. If the speaker is mains
energised it will probably be fitted with a hum -bucking
coil. Try shorting this out ; it may improve the bass
response, but generally little will be gained as this
coil has a very low resistance.

143

voltages. No screening should be necessary on this
stage in a well- designed set.

Automatic Volume Control Stage (Fig. 3)
A.V.C. will aid stability generally over the circuit,
but does impose a damping effect. To offset this
try reducing the value of the diode coupling condenser (as low as 20 pF can be tried). This will reduce the
damping on the I.F. transformers and so increase
volume and also improve transient notes. At the
Output Stage (Fig. 2)
increase the value of the A.V.C. filter
The additions that can be made to this circuit are same timefrom
the usual megohm or megohm to
resistance
of
5,000
-stopper
of
a
grid
consist
2
and
in
Fig.
shown
ohms to prevent any residual I.F. voltages from
reaching the grid of the output valve and causing
instability. R2 can be added as an anode stopper
against parasitic oscillation. Remember, this resistance must carry the full anode current and must be
capable of doing this without overheating. A resistor
rated at three watts will be suitable for most valves
likely to be found in the average receiver.
I will not deal with tone controls as it is most
likely that the set will be fitted with one, either
variable or fixed, and this can remain. Cl can be
added as a precaution to by -pass to earth any I.F.
voltages which may get as far as this ; a value of
.0001 pF is suitable.
Providing a negative feedback system to the
audio stage is very useful in securipg stability and
for improving general overall response, but there is
little scope with only one audio stage of including
There is insufficient gain available to offset
this.
the amount which must be tapped off to provide the
You might care to try omitting
feedback voltage.
Fig. 4.- Decoupling the screen-grid of an I.F. stage.
the output bias condenser, as by so doing a proportion
to
made
common
is
voltage
A.F.
available
of the
anode and grid circuits which gives in effect a simple 1 megohm or even more. This higher value may reduce
the overall damping effect of the A.V.Ç. circuit and
feedback system.
Some readers may consider all these refinements thereby increase-efficiency.
unnecessary in a low -power amplifier of simple design,
I feel, however, that they are particularly necessary Intermediate Frequency Amplifier (Fig. 4)
where amplification is confined to one stage, for
This is one of the " hot " circuits. It has two
the reason that on many occasions the set will be functions to perform : to provide the high amplificaworking at full gain and, therefore, in its most danger- tion of the R.F. signals passed to it from the frequency
ous condition (in so far as risk of instability is changer and at the same time control selectivity.
Practically all the R.F. amplification is carried out by
NTt
this valve, and if efficiency is to be maintained care
should be taken to see that none is lost or wasted.
Some screening is essential here, but let us see what can
be done to reduce this to a minimum and at the same
the
Modifying
Fig. 5.time keep the stage stable and under control.
oscillator section of the
If the valve is metallised I have found it better
frequency changer.
to- scrape this from the glass and completely screen
the valve in a metal can, not forgetting to provide
a few ventilation holes at top and bottom. My experience is that the metallising tends to flake from the
glass under heat and age and provide poor contact
and worse screening. Do not enclose a metallised
In a high -gain amplifier, with two valve in a can ; it will over -heat.
concerned).
or more stages of amplification, the necessity of
Make the flying lead from the I.F. transformer
running at full gain rarely arises.
to the signal grid as short as possible, and try an
unscreened lead here -there is no reason why a well designed set should become unmanageable by reason
Second Detector (Fig. 3)
If yott find
This operation is usually performed by one diode of the omission of the screened lead.
make the signal
of a dual purpose valve, and there is little that can screening of this lead is necessary,
reduce to a
go wrong or that can be improved. There might be a carrying wire as thin as possible and thus
to the capacity
slight risk of instability and if not already fitted try minimum the losses to earth due the
R.F. pentode
of
an I.F. stopper of 100,000 ohms in series with the effect of the screen. If the screenusing
a 20,000 ohm
load resistance with a small, fixed condenser of is not decoupled try doing so
about .0001 pF as by-pass to cathode for any I.F resistance as a basis for experiment with a .1 µF
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condenser to earth. The voltage drop caused by the
resistor may help stability in this stage.
Frequency Changer and Oscillator (Fig. 5)
I will deal with these as one stage partly for convenience and also because the beginner will probably
think of them that way, as the two stages are combined in one valve performing two distinct operations,
i.e., as a generator of local oscillations and as a
mixer of these oscillations with the signal oscillations
received via the aerial and tuning coils.
If the oscillator section of the valve oscillates too
/0,000n res.
Primary of
as meter

'set"

LS

f
Westector_

transformer

0006

Mi//iammeter
/ 2mA

Output
va /ve

Fig. 6.

-A

simple output meter.

hard, or not sufficiently, then sensitivity will be
poor-so give some attention to the oscillator anode
voltage experiment with a variable resistance in the
anode lead and adjust this to give a nice control
over the whole of the band. When you are satisfied,
the variable resistance_can be substituted by a fixed
resistor of the correct value. I have found a voltage of
about 70 -80 suitable for a valve of the TH4 type.
It is as well to provide a small resistor (IO ohms)
soldered direct to the oscillator grid pin socket as a
precaution against instability on the short waves.
Make certain that all leads to the oscillator section
are short and stout enough to be unaffected by
vibration. Powerful signals from a loudspeaker
situated in the same cabinet as the chassis can start
vibrations of sufficient intensity to cause the oscillator to " spill over."
If the lead from the aerial socket to the wavechange switch is screened, omit the screen. This
lead will often be carrying small voltages at high
frequencies when screening will cause losses. I think
it better to rely on the screening provided to the l.F.
stage where losses will be lower because the frequencies carried by this stage are lower.
;
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each trimmer on the I.F. transformers for maximum
reading on the meter. Commence with the secondary
of the second transformer and work back to the
primary of the first. Do this two or three times and
satisfy yourself that, you cannot get a higher reading.
When this has been done tackle the oscillator
trimmers.
Keep to the medium band and adjust the oscillator
trimmer for maximum reading; do this a number of
times on the one station, remerhbering that each
adjustment of the trimmer will necessitate retuning
the set slightly. Any small discrepancies between the
dial reading and the correct frequency of the station
can be ignored. Now tune to a known station at the
top of the dial and note the reading
the error
approximates to the other you can be reasonably
sure that the oscillator tracking is accurate. Try
adjusting the trimmer on this new station and note
any improvement by reading the meter. Now go
back to the first station and check the dial reading.
If this has remained steady give a final adjustment
here. If the dial settings are not seriously out I am
in favour of sacrificing accurate dial readings for
maximum results.
The simple procedure outlined above is usually
sufficient to provide good signals over the whole of
the medium band. Trimming of the long-wave band
is similarly carried out.
The oscillator trimmer
settings, however, will not be so sharp. Endeavour
to get a station at each end of the band. This is not
always easy as the number of stations is limited, but
it is satisfying to know that the set is tracking accurately right through the band.
Alignment of the short -wave band is rather trickier,
the oscillator tuning will be very sharp and care must
be used not to miss the point of maximum meter
reading.
Again use stations of known frequency, one at each
end of the dial to commence with, and checking with

-if

Bias condenser
Bias resistor

Simple Alignment and Trimming

Accurate alignment of the superhet is essential for
high efficiency, particularly on the short waves. Very
often a slight adjustment of the trimmers will make
a marked difference to the performance. No elaborate test gear is required, in fact it can be done by ear
without any visual aids ; but I have found a small
output meter on the lines shown in Fig. 7 very useful
and interesting. A milliameter, small Westector,
condenser and variable resistance are all that are
required. If room can be found on the front of the
cabinet these can be wired permanently into circuit
and will form a useful tuning indicator.
We will assume that our set is working on all
wavebands and that there are no serious defects in
its performance. Connect a normal aerial to the
set, and with volume at maximum and wave-change
switched to medium band tune in a weak but
constant signal at the low end of the dial. Adjust

A

Fig.

7.- Typical

B

wiring arrangements discussed by
the author.

other known frequencies between these points. One
point to watch on this band if a station comes in at
two points choose the one with the highest frequency
(or lowest wavelength). This is because the oscillator
frequency is normally arranged higher than the signal
frequency in order to keep the frequency ratio
between top and bottom of the tuning range as low
:

as possible.

Do not use a metal screwdriver when adjusting
any trimmers ; the added capacity of metal and
fingers will seriously upset your adjustments. I have
found a piece of hardwood, chisel -pointed at one
end, quite satisfactory.
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'RñNSMITTING
TOPICS
MAINS TRANSFORMER MODULATION
Russell, B.Sc.(Hons.), (G3BHJ)

By O. J.

better match than the simple Heising choke control
stem. One attraction is that a faulty transformer,
that still has an intact primary, may be used in this
way if the fault is only due to a break in some other
winding.
Using a single 6L6 as the modulator valve, the
writer has used this system to modulate an 807 PA
running with inputs of up to 25 watts with good
reports. In fact, recently good quality reports were
received when using plain Heising modulation
without the benefit of the better matching that is
available with the tapped system.
It should be noted also that, with this system, it
is absolutely necessary to operate the audio modulator valve in Class A. However, it is possible to
parallel modulator valves to get increased audio
power, but if this is done a difficulty arises. First
the H.T. requirements for, perhaps, an 807 valve
are for H.T. at some 600 volts or so for the R.F.

,
THE cost of modulation transformers capable
of handling reasonably high audio powers
often causes speculative glances to be cast
at a mains transformer that the enthusiast may have
lying around. Surely if a good transformer could
be impressed for modulation service, then the cost
of a standard modulation transformer, might be
saved ? This is often by no means an unimportant
consideration, as money saved in one direction may
very well be spent on some other necessity. Some
notes on possibilities of economy in this direction
may accordingly be of interest.
In some cases, first -class results may be obtained
with a mains transformer, but it must be clearly
understood that there are certain limitations. A
great deal depends on the mains transformer design
and as modulation conditions are rather different
from the original purpose of the transformer, it is
as well to pick a really substantial transformer even
if only a moderate audio power is to be used. The
writer has heard of high -power transmitters using
mains transformers successfully, and up to 60 watt
carrier levels no trouble should be experienced.
Naturally, of course, one would hardly go out and
buy a new transformer for such work, it is more
suggested as an idea for utilising any " spare "
Resourcefulness and improvisation
transformers.
is the hallmark of the true amateur, and the writer
has known of several amateurs successfully employing mains transformers in modulators. The writer
himself has often employed this dodge, and to date
has never actually purchased a genuine modulation
transformer, despite several years of 'phone operation.
The simplest " mains transformer " modulation
circuit is shown in Fig. I. This actually employs the
voltage tappings on the mains input side as an auto transformer. It is, in fact, a somewhat refined
version of the Heising system of choke modulation.
The refinement consists of the fact that the mains
voltage tappings enable some control over the
matching of modulator to power amplifier to be
effected. Thus, with the usual mains voltage taps
of 200v., 220v. and 240v., we can, by selecting tap
positions, have stepped up or stepped down ratios
and 1.2 to 1. This allows of
to 1, 1.1 to
of
matching load impedances up to 1.44 to I, either
up or down. While it is unlikely that an exact match
will be obtained in this way, it does enable a much
1

1

However, the use of, say, 6L6 valves in the
requires
I l ..watts of audio
on reference to the Class Á conditions for the 6L6
some 350 volts of H.T. It may be necessary, therestage.

modulator to give some

HTí-

To

RF

stage
Audio

Audio valve
1
left). -The tapped pria ary winding of a
mains transformer enables some degree of load
matching to be effected.
dropping resistor R, by-passed by a
Fig. 2 (right).
condenser, enables the modulator valve to run at
reduced H.T. rolls.

Fig.
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fore, to cut down the H.T. to the 6L6s. This can
be done with a resistance by- passed as in Fig. 2.
Higher Powers
There are more troubles, for there is a second
difficulty to consider. If we parallel -up the audio
valves, we automatically halve the load required
if we use two valves, or, if we use three or four audio
stages, we shall then require a third or a fourth of
HT-lCentre-tap

>

¡

¡

To

Paralleled 6L6's

mod

stave

Fig. 3. Paralleled modulator valves enable
power output.
The centre -tapped high
secondary enables a match to be made. A
tapped choke is also suitable in such a

higher
voltage
centre -

circuit.

the load resistance required for one valve. We shall
have doubled, tripled or even quadrupled the audio
power available, so that if matching can be achieved,
we shall be able to modulate correspondingly high
R.F. inputs to the P.A. stage. Ideally, four paralleled
6L6s would modulate some 90 watts of R.F. input
to a P.A. stage. This is so attractive an idea that
the arrangement shown in Fig. 3 merits attention.
In order. to obtain the high step -up necessary to
match the low load required by four paralleled audio
tubes to the relatively high load of a Class C R.F.
stage, .the H.T. windings of a centre -tapped H.T.
secondary of a mains power transformer are suggested. This will give a voltage step -up of 2 to 1,
and hence a load resistance step -up of 4 to 1.
To take a specific case, suppose our P.A. stage is à
pair of 807s running at 140 mA. at 600 volts, which
is an input of 84 watts.
This represents a load

March, 1954

is the reason why the conventional push -pull arrange-

ment cannot generally be used with a mains transformer. With the usual high voltage secondaries,
the effect is a large step -down to the primary side,
so that one would not match a conventional P.A.
stage of high load resistance value. If a transformer
with the usual primary and a centre tapped secondary
rated for perhaps 120-0-120 volts is available, this
would provide a fair match from a push -pull audio
stage to an R.F. stage connected to the primary.
However, husky transformers having relatively low
voltage centre -tapped secondaries are not very
common. Accordingly, methods that have been
suggested here are necessary to obtain effective use of
the more usual mains transformers as modulation
transformers.
A final application of the mains transformer in a
practical modulator is also useful. Certain audio
amplifiers with high power output are often advertised as surplus. Some of these may have perhaps
50012 impedance outputs.
It is often possible to
match this 500!2 output with a mains transformer
to an R.F. stage. Thus, if the 50012 output is connected to the 200 volts primary of a 350 -0 -350
secondary transformer, this gives a step -up in voltage
of 3.5 to 1, and consequently a load step -up of
(3.5)2 to 1, that is, 12.3 to I. Accordingly, the 50052
output is thus matched to 6,15052. In this way, such
amplifiers may be matched approximately to a P.A.
stage. To quote an example, G2BFQ is one station
successfully employing this subterfuge.
Another possibility is the use of a filament winding
to match a 552 or 1052 output of an audio amplifier
to the primary of a mains transformer so that it will
To

transformer

600

impedance of-1

x 1,00052= 4,30052.
As a single
watts of audio and requires a load
impedance of just 4,20012, then four 6L6 tubes
paralleled will give 44 watts of audio and require
a load of one- fourth of 4,20012. However, by using
the step -up circuit of Fig. 3, we can just nicely match
four 6L6s into 4,2000. The actual match to a P.A.
representing 4,3000 will, for all intents and purposes,
be perfect. Moreover, 44 watts of audio will ideally
modulate an 88 watt P.A., so in fact,, this gives us a
little audio in hand:
The only snag likely to arise is the possibility of
parasitics in the paralleled 6L6s, and this can be
dealt with by the use of parasitic suppressing resistors
of some 10,00052 taken directly to the grid pin of
each 6L6 and an anode stopper resistance of 1009
in each anode lead. The four tubes will draw some
200 mA., so that a fairly husky power pack is needed.
However, with nearly 100 watts input to the P.A.,
adequate power supplies are needed. Moreover, as
the audio valves operate in Class A, the regulation
of the power pack can be very poor without affecting
results.
Furthermore, the inputs can be scaled
down for lower powers, and the number of 6L6 tubes
in parallel altered, so as to adapt conditions for
various R.F. power levels.
It should be noted that the matching difficulty
6L6 gives

11

ciOk2
Fig. 4. -Anode and grid stoppers are desirable
precautions in the use of paralleled modulator
valves.

match into a P.A. stage. Various possibilities exist
of this nature, so that a little thought may often enable
an efficient modulator to be improvised at little cost.
This is often more satisfying than taking the easy
way out. Also, in emergency, the ability to improvise
speech equipment may be useful when the " genuine "
transformer gives up.

NEWNES SHORT-WAVE MANUAL
6/ -, or 6/5 by post from

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD."
House, Southampton
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AREA RECEPTION

F
ION AT HALF
RECEPTION
COMM

COST

Here are some features which combine to make this such a fine receiver
The Superhet circuit easily tuned to any of the five channels, i.e.,
LONDON, SUTTON GOLDFIELD, HOLME MOSS, WENVOE and
KIRK-O- SHOTTS. (The extreme ease of tunirg is accomplished by the
provision of pre -aligned I F.T.s.)
A A lifelike, almost stereoscopic, picture quality made possible by the
following factors
(a) Excellent band width of I.F. circuits. (b) A really efficient video
amplifier. (c) C.R.T. Grid modulated from low impedance source
(d) High E.H.T. voltage (approx. 10 kV.)
The picture brilliance is also much above the average and enables
comfortable viewing with normal room lighting or daylight.
FIRM picture " HOLD " circuits (Frame -Line) ensure a steady picture,
free from bounce or flicker even under the most adverse conditions
met with in " fringe " areas and excellent " interlace " ensures the
absence of " liney effect."
Negative feedback is used in the audio frequency circuits which
provide 2/3 watts of High Quality Sound.
Entire receiver built on two chassis units, each measuring 141ín. x
:

6)in. x

Rigid C.R.T. mounting enables entire receiver to be safely handled
with tube in position.
All pre -set controls are mounted on side of chassis enabling all
adjustments to be carried out whilst facing the C.R. Tube.
As no hire purchase terms are available the receiver can be bought
in five separate stages (practical diagrams and circuits are provided for
each stage) thus enabling hire purchase interest rates to be avoided.

This com-

plete TELEVISOR,

f

including all Valves, can be
r only
(plus

cost
builto

can supply A New 12ín. C.R.T.

at the specially reduced

E2a_16 -4

C.R.T.)

price of

£12/19/6
Ins. I5,'Carr. &
extra.

set of ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS is now
The instructions include really
price 5/ -.
etailed PRACTICAL LAYOUTS, WIRING DATA AND
COMPONENT PRICE LIST. ALL COMPONENTS ARE
AVAILABLE FOR INDIVIDUAL PURCHASE. A CABINET
WILL ALSO BE AVAILABLE.

Complete
available,

STERN RADIO LTD.

109 & 115, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
Tel

CENTRAL

5812 -3 -4

GUIDE TO NEW TYPES
The

following notes are

a

convenient reference to new types introduced during recent months

CATHODE RAY TUBES

VALVES

7201A 14" rectangular all -glass
Flat aluminised screen,
tube.
Grey filter glass face. Heater 6.3V
0.3A. EHT 10.8- 14kV. Base: BI2A.

Z309 Short base high slope R.F. pentode video
amplifier. Slope 15 mA /V. Heater 12.6V 0.3A or
6.3V 0.6A. Base: B9A.
Z7I9 Short base R.F. pentode. High input imHeater 6.3V 0.3A.
Slope 7.4 mA /V.
pedance.
Base: B9A.
N329 Output pentode for sound and frame time
base output stages in transformerless television
receivers. Heater 16.5V 0.3A. Base: B9A.
U43 Miniature wire -in television EHT rectifier. Indürectly heated P.I.V. 17 kV. Heater 6.3V 90 mA.
Z729 Low hum, low microphony A.F. pentode for
use in early stages of high gain amplifiers. Hum level
I.5,,V. Heater 6.3V 0.2A. Base: B9A.
N727,6AQ5 Beam tetrode. Heater 6.3V 0.45A.
Direct replacement for American 6AQ5. Base: B7G.
W727/6BA6 Variable -mu R.F. pentode. Heater 6.3V
0.3A. Direct replacement for ArrfErican 6BA6.

710IA

12"

BARRETTER
Barret ter. 0.3A. Voltage range 40 -90V. For the
regulation of heater current in transformerless tele-

305

vision receivers.

High level vision and sound detector and
limiter. Direct replacement for GEX44/ I
(discontinued), Colour code red,'orange! yellow.

can 6BE6.

GEX34

U709

sound noise

Base: B7G.
Full wave, indirectly heated 350V I50mA
rectifier. Heater 6.3V 0.95A. Base: B9A.

ELECTRIC

CO.

LTD.,

Base: E.S.

GERMANIUM DIODE

X727 6BE6 Heptode. Direct replacement for Ameri-

GENERAL

Alumin-

Maintenance type only.
Direct replacement for 6703A and 6704A.
Heater 6.3V 0.3A. EHT 6 -8kV. Base: I.O.
7102A 12" circular tube. Aluminised screen.
Direct replacement for 6705A and 6706A.
Heater 6.3V 0.3A. EHT 7- 10kV. Base: 1.0.

Base: B7G.

THE

circular tube.

ised screen.

MAGN ET

HOUSE, KINGSWAY,
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SOUTHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS BARGAINS

T il>ry"cii:s'S

G2AK

G2AK

NOISE LIMITERS. Plug in type, no rewiring required.
Three positions. Brand new in cartons, 15 /- each, P. & P. I / -.
TEST METER. 7 ranges as follows : 1.5 v. 3 v. 150 v. 6 ma.,
60 ma., 5,000 ohms, 25,000 ohms, 2lin. Dia, scale M.C. meter.
Rotary selector switch, Black bakelite case, 6 x 4!. x 4), fitted
with removable lid, also provision for internal batts, ranges
can be easily extended. Bargain Price, 30/. plus 1/6 post.
MULTI -METER BASIC UNIT. -400 Microamp. F.S.D.,
scaled 8 ranges A.C. /D.C. volts, HI and LO ohms, complete
with rectifier made by Triplett, U.S.A. Only 32/6, post free.
SHADED POLE MOTORS for tape recorders or gram.
units. With voltage tapping plate 200/250 volts, 3 -hole fixing.
Our price 12/6 ea. or 21/- pair. Post and pkg. on either, 1/6.
SPECIAL TRANSFORMER OFFER.-Pri. 115, 210, 240 v.
Secs. 260/260 v. 100 mA., 6.3 v. 3 A. and 6.3 v. I A, for 6X5.
rectifier. Universal mounting, Few only, 17/6 ea., post free.
CRYSTAL HAND MICROPHONES.
High quality,
very sensitive. Chrome finish, complete with screened lead
and standard jack plug. Our price only 251- ea. Few raf,ly.
Special Valve Offer. Kit of 4 midget, valves 1.4 v., each
155, IRS, IT4 and 154, 30!-, or 8/6 ea. separately. 807's, 12/6
ea. or 2 for 22/6. Most of the 1.4 v. B7G range available at 8/6 ea.
L.T. Transformers. 230 v. Primaries. 12 v. 1.5 A., I2!6 ;
I

6.3 v. tapped at 4 v. 1.5 A., 8/6 A, and 5 v. 4 A., 25/-, Twin

;
6.3 v. 2.5 A., 12/6 ; 6.3 v.
Feeder, 300 ohm 150 watt
rating, 6d. yd. Minimum quantity, post free, 20 yards ; otherwise, P. & P. 1/6. Germanium Diodes, B.T.H., 2/- ; G.E.C.,
2!6 ea. Deaf-Aid Crystal mike units, 12/6 ea.
V.H.F. FANS. Air space Co -axial Cable. 150 ohm, good to
600 Mc /s ; normal price, 3/11 per foot. Our Price, 20 yard
coil, LI. Very limited quantity available.
Postage free on all orders over LI except where specifically
stated. PLEASE PRINT YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS.

All callers
110

C. H. YOUNG, G2AK
:

Dale End,

Birmingham

4 (CEN

1635)

TELESONIC

4 -Valve Battery Portable.
Complete with Hivac
Valves. In Metal Carrying Case.
Simply converted to Personal
Portable. f2, including conversion Sheet.

TRANSMITTER RECEIVERS. Type "

38 " Mark II.
BRAND
NEW.
Complete with 5 Valves. Headphones.
Aerial and
Throat Microphones. 'E4 /IS /- per Set. Less Batteries. TYPE "18 "
Mark III. Complete with all valves but less Batteries and
attachments. READY FOR USE. (7/17/6 Carriage Paid,
ONE HUNDRED ONLY Type "38" Mark II TRANS RECEIVERS. Used but Complete with all Valves and contained
in usual Carrying case.
Ready for Use. LESS ATTACHMENTS.

30/- per Set.

RECEIVERS RI09. 8- VALVES. Vibrator Pack for 6- volts. In Metal
Case with built -in Speaker. 1.8 to 8.5 Mts. NEW. E7, Carriage Paid.
CRYSTAL MONITORS, TYPE 2. NEW in TRANSIT CASE.
Less Crystals.

8/-.
NEW. Contains
GYRO, MOTORS, REV. COUNTERS, GEAR WHEELS, ETC., ETC.
Ideal for MODEL MAKERS, EXPERIMENTERS, Etc. f3!5/- each.
LUFBRA HOLE CUTTERS. Adjustable 3 to 3(in. Improved
High Speed Type. 6/6. For Metal, Plastic, Wood, etc., use.
RESISTANCES.
100 Assorted Useful Values.
Wire- ended.
12/6 per 100.
CONDENSERS. 100 Assorted Values Mica and Tubular, etc.
15/. per 100.
PLASTIC CASES.
14in. by 102in.
Transparent.
Ideal for
Maps, Photos, Display, etc., 5/6.
STAR
IDENTIFIERS.
Type
both
I
A-N.
Covers
Hemispheres. In case, 5/6.

BOMBSIGHT COMPUTERS. Ex- R.A.F.

WESTECTORS. Wx6

and WI 12, 1..'- each.
in sound -proof
2- impulses ker sec. Thermostatic Control, II'6.
REMOTE CONTACTORS for use with above, 7'6.
MORSE TAPPERS. Ex- Government, 3'6. Heavy Duty Types,
8/6. Complete Morse Practice Sets with Buzzers, 6/9.
ALL LINES PREVIOUSLY ADVERTISED STILL AVAILABLE.

CONTACTOR TIME SWITCHES. Complete

case.

full List of

Mail Orders :
102, Holloway Head,
Birmingham I (MID 3254)

II, LITTLE

NEWPORT STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.
GERrord 6653.

T/V TECHNOLOGY

VIN ER'S

RADIO ENGINEERING

VALVE BARGAINS

ELECTRONICS
EA50
VR116

future in T/V and Radio. Act now!
Increase your knowledge. Back up experience with
a sound theoretical background. I.C.S. offer courses
of instruction in- -.-.

VR91 (EFSfI)

big

a

T/V TECHNOLOGY
ADVANCED SHORT-WAVE RADIO
RADIO ENGINEERING
RADIO SERVICE ENGINEERING
RADAR
ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS
I.C.S.

will

also

examinations

B.I,R.E.

;

Operators
(R- T.E.B.)

;

:-

coach

you

for

the

EF36

4/'-

EC52

5 -

1T4
5U4C,

8 6

9
5

6K7

6X5

7475

following

free descriptive
booklet, stating which subject or examination interests you.
Fees include all books needed. Examination students coached
until successful. Reduced terms for H.M. Forces.
Dept. 170D, I.C.S., 71, Kingsway, W.C.2.

I INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOLS,
Buildings, Kingsway,
(Dept. 170D), International
London, W.C.2.

-6J5

7 6

12SJ7

P.M.G. Certificate for Wireless
;
Radio
Servicing Certificate
C. & G. Telecommunications, etc.,

4'6
(Stab)

53

EL32

6 6

954

3

-

ML6
DI

2/-

2!6
2/6
7i5/-

7193

H7.2K
ECCI1

EF54

IS4
5Z4

U22

8!6

635(M)
6SN7
6L6

6

6:10i-.

155
VU39
MU2
6SK7
807

S 36

S,ß

CV188

MU14
CV63

8/6

VC73

4'6

86

(Y-

60

10'8,6

6V6

2.6
7'7!6/6
718'6

EF39
EIi32

71-

°

7/2/2-6

ECC32

5'-

EC54

SP41

2X2
ER34
V11133
VR21

41-

6AG5

APT4

4'(Stab)

PEN46

RF UNITS

RS24
BRAND NEW

£1

8i6
6'8.3

48
bi-

1295A

5 -

2'-

CV18
VU111

3'-

HL41

2. 6

EI-;.0

^6

ESC??

-

EF91
fR5
F.i'4 500
573
6AC7
5'K8

r'18 20

9.6
r
-

88
8 6

7 6

12,8
8

6Á!.1S

6
6

PX25

12 -

PT15
VR27

2:6

ii

TTI1

5'-

4'

RF25

MINT CONDITION

CONDENSERS ELECTROLYTIC. R.E.C., Hunt, ete.
W.E. 450 v. wkg, 8mfd.. 2.6. 8 -48 mfd., 3,9. 16 +16 mfd. 4 6.

DUIIILIER UItILITI('.
mfd.. 5'3.

500 v. wkg, 16

MAGNETIC PHONE EARPIECES.
each.
hhI ;'l'ERS'. M.C.
3.5 kV. M.C.,

9'6.

30, 50, 100. 300, 150, 500,

mid., 3 9. 32
R.A.P. type. 2'mA., all 5 6 each.

Min. B.C. 230 v., 2'- each.
COAXIAL ('ABLE. FO!) lin. dia., 8d. per yard.
TR8 RECEIVER. Complete with valves, 15 -, less valves,
NEOXS.

6 -.

('. NADIAN

48 SF.1'. Receiver less valves. £1. Tx, £1.
R1225 Receiver chassis 10 roc. I.F., less valves, 6 -.
NO. 38 SET. New, complete with valves, 38.-.

booklet on

Name
(Block letters, please)
Address

2B

Pen220

1.110

et:.
DON'T DELAY -WRITE TO -DAY for

Please send

2, 6

SP6I
2'2'9

RADIO SERVICING
There's

RADIO BOOKS, 2'.d.

SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY LTD.,

VINER'S (Middlesbrough)

Age

Radio

ICS

26,

Electrical

EAST STREET', !41IDDLESBROUGII
Tel.: (MID) 3918.
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oar Wa vel¢nyth
How Many Battery Set Users ?
IAM glad to learn that this journal proposes to
produce a battery version of the Coronet so
that all readers may enjoy listening to this
latest of our receivers especially designed to celebrate
our 21st Birthday. Whenever a blueprint is mooted,
the problem always arises as to whether it should
be for a mains or a battery receiver ; and if the
former, whether it should be A.C. or A.C. /D.C.
We cannot, for obvious reasons, give three blueprints,
and the matter is usually decided by the relative
number of queries received on the three types. 1
readily concede that this may not always lead to a
right decision. It may be that battery sets are so
reliable that there is no occasion to ask a query
concerning them.
From trade statistics it is plain that the demand
for battery receivers is diminishing as the country
becomes more and more within the scope of the grid.
However, whichever decision is arrived at, it disappoints those in favour of the other two classes.
It proved to be so in the case of the Coronet. We
had the usual crop of queries from those unfortunates
whose houses are still wired for D.C. and from those
others equally unfortunate who are without electricity
altogether. Of course, a solution could be found
in a mains -battery design, but the disadvantages of
that from a constructor's point of view are obvious.
In fact, we have had very few enquiries for mains/
battery receivers and a comparatively small number
for D.C. receivers. It is only fair, however, that all
sections of readers should be satisfied and would -be
Coronet operators still tied to accumulators and dry
batteries will read in the next issue of our battery
Coronet Four, which makes use of most of the key
components of the mains versions. You may
therefore start gathering the parts together.

The Fury Four
edition of the Fury Four is well advanced
THEandnewwill
follow the Coronet. That famous
receiver made history. It was announced to the
world by means of large -scale advertisements in all
the national newspapers and the entire front page
of the Daily Mail was secured to carry our advertisement relating to the free gift blueprint.
My Fury Four is still operating, although have
made additions and it is now housed in a radiogram
cabinet. It was the mains versions, of course, that
I built. Except for the change of a valve or so and a
condenser, it has given me trouble -free service.
In the early days or this journal we received some
complaints that we dealt with too many battery
receivers. Now the position is reversed !
1

Another Liberty to Go ?
was a lively discussion in the office the
THERE
other day concerning the new clause in the
application form for Road Fund Licences which calls
upon the applicant to state whether his car is fitted
with a radio set and if so whether he has taken out a
licence for it. My contribution to the discussion was
that if the M.O.T. is undertaking the work of collecting licence fees for the BBC it could happen that we
may not be able to purchase a radio licence unless
we can prove we have paid the dog licence. This
tendency to take away our liberty by a process
of gradualness, so that we scarcely notice it, needs
to be watched. We have lost a large number of our

liberties since 1939. I have examined the powers
conferred upon the Minister of Transport in
relation to his authority to make regulations without
reference to Parliament and I can find nothing therein
which gives him power to act as a tax collector for
radio licences, which have nothing whatever to do
with the Ministry of Transport. There have been
protests from all over the country regarding this
matter, but the M.O.T. blandly states that it is acting
within its rights without quoting its terms of
reference. I for one do not accept their statement
and I hope that some motorist will make a test case
of it. Here is a case for the R.A.C. and the A.A.
It should be no concern of any Government department to probe into the affairs of another. I do
not have to tell the milkman before he issues a supply
that have paid my grocer's bill and am therefore a
good business risk !
1

Should I be Sacked ?
from Northern Scotland, who says
AREADER
that he has taken our journal from its first issue,
and who incidentally is in favour of more battery
receivers being described herein, in a postscript asks
He disagrees
the editor to sack me. Just like that
with my views and so would prefer to see me plodding
my penurious way as Fleet Street paragraphist
instead of, as he thinks, besmirching these pages with
views which arc unpalatable to him. My fans must
rally round. Strange to say, the Big White Chief
just tossed the letter over to me with the wry comment
that he proposed to do nothing about it and would
I like to reply to it ? I have done so with the polite
suggestion that it has taken him 21 years to express
!

his view ! Perhaps the remoteness of his demesne
is responsible for the remoteness of his views. How
hard is the task of a contributor ! If he is outspoken
he is too forthright. If he dons the velvet glove he
Anyway, the views
is not sufficiently outspoken.
I have are not formed lightly and I shall continue to
express them with the same vigour as hitherto whilst
space is allotted to me for that purpose. 1 do not
expect all to agree with me.
Not so long ago a keen Scotch nationalist objected

to a criticism in this journal of Lord Reith who, in
this reader's eyes, could do no wrong.
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Month Details are Given of the

Connections

for

the

Main

Busbars

and Slop-key Circuits
By W.

J.

Delaney (G2FMY)

(Continued front page 98 February issue)

AT the end of the keyboard the earthing strip is
taken round to the common earthing point.
The leads are then attached to the tops of the

groups of resistors on the distribution strip, making
certain by means of the colour code that the top
note (fl) on each socket is taken to the top octave,
and proceeding down the strip so that all the octaves
will be of the same coloured leads and the notes will
run in correct sequence. The four chassis provide
the 60 notes -the top C not being used if one is fitted
to the keyboard. Whilst connecting these leads to the
distribution strip the pedal circuits may be completed.
For the single octave pedals beat notes are produced by mixing a tone with its fifth. Low C on the
strip, for instance, has a frequency of 64 c.p.s., whilst
the G above it has a frequency of 96 c.p.s. If these
are mixed in the correct proportion the " difference
frequency " of 32 c.p.s. is produced, and this is the

frequency -of the note C one octave below the lowest
note on the keyboard. Only 12 notes are employed,
and the correct proportion of the two notes is
obtained by linking the two relative notes through a
20 MD resistor (or two 10 MD joined in series). It
is joined from the top of the group of three resistors
to the centre of the two right -hand resistors on the
lower 12 as shown in Fig. 25.
The turned -up ends of the tower resistors on the
distribution strip have now to be connected together
in groups of 12, all the right -hand resistors being
joined, then the centre ones, and finally the lower
ones. This will leave 14 separate busbars, one of
which is the pedal bus (that joined to the right -hand
resistors of the lower dozen). The busbars are now
to be joined to single busses, the linking being by
means of a 1 ML) resistor, which, in conjunction with
a small condenser, form click filters. The complete
circuit of this part of the instrument is given in Fig. 22.
Note carefully that the single octave busbars are
shown as viewed from the front of the instrument.
If a mistake is made in the wiring of the outside pair
of resistors in each group it will not matter much as
when the instrument is tested it will readily be
apparent and will merely call for a change-over of
the 4ft. and 1611. leads to the stop key switches. The
single collector busbars are connected to the stop

/6'
FOR LETTER REFERENCES
.SEE F/G. /4 JANUARY ISSUE

4'

8'

SCREENED LEADS TO
DISTRIBUTION STRIP (END OF F/G.22)

Fig.

23.-Details of

connections to the stop-key switches.
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keys, short screened leads being soldered to the centre
immediately opposite the relative stops, a hole being
made in the vertical screening box to permit the leads
to pass through. The linking of the separate octave
busses should also be carried out in screened, leads to
prevent interaction with one another, the screening
box round the entire distribution strip taking care
of hum.

covering which can be soldered, or fitted with a soldering tag, and it should be earthed to the common
earthing wire just mentioned. A soldering tag should
also be attached to the metal front of the stop key
assembly and earthed so that the volume control is
screened. With some volume controls it may be
found desirable to make a small metal box to fit
right over it, but this will only be found on test.

Stop Keys

The stop keys or tone switches should now be
wired; the full arrangement being shown in Fig. 23.
The small pre -amp should be placed on the cover over
the keyboard, and the extending screened multi cables, shown in Fig. 14 of the January issue, should
be joined to the keys as indicated, noting carefully
the lettered references. The screening should extend
as far as possible, although, due to the spacing
between the stop keys, two or three inches of unscreened lead must remain here and there. This will
not introduce any trouble, however, and when finally
connected the linking wire should be soldered to the
Fig. 25.- Details of circuit for obtaining the pedal
screening as near to the stop keys as possible, this
notes.
linking wire being taken to the " string " switch
(extreme left viewed from the rear) and thence across Hum
This part of the wiring is very important and is the
to the screening covering the three screened leads
from the distribution strip to the other earthed only point where hum can be introduced. Screening
exposed
points on the stop keys, and so on to the earthed must, therefore, take place at every available
inches which is
socket on the keyboard (socket " A " in Fig. 14). point (except for a maximum of three
stop
The signal -light holder should be attached to the unavoidable in the case of some wiring to the
/wire should be used
end of the stop key mount and two leads attached keys), and if possible one singlethe
pilot lampholder,
to it, one lead going to the common earthing wire between the socket " A " and
points being taken to it
and the other to the other 6.3 -volt heater socket. all screened leads and earth
reference is
Again,
Note that the volume control has an earth connection by the shortest possible route.
also, and this should be of the type having a metal made to the illustration at the foot of page 679 of
.

KEYBOARD SEEN FROM FRONT POSIT/ON

BASS
To

'TREBLE

resistors on distribution strip
I

I

I

Peda/s

820

1

,80+
pF =

390

PF

PF

S

100

pF
16

ft. busbar
/OOKÜ

8 ft. busbar
10OKO

All resistors not marked are /MO
(Dubilier B,TS, %e watt 10 1)

Fig.

22.- Details of

main 'ahtl octave busbar connections-with click .filters.
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the November issue. A lid covers the box containing
the distribution strip but was removed for the purposes
of the photograph. On the right of the strip the dozen
leads on top carrying the 20 M!? resistors for the bass
section may be seen. The mains plug " X " in
Fig. 19 should be attached to about 2ft. of ordinary
5 -amp lighting flex and is later inserted in a socket
linked with the normal mains supply to the organ.
The 1 uF condenser should be of the standard

Fig. 24.- Connections
to the divider network
for the main outputs.

Mansbridge or paper type and should be rated at
500 volt working. A surplus condenser, tested for
power factor, etc., was used here.
Pedal Clavier
A further 12 -way screened lead (or separate screened
leads) is now attached to the centre of the pedal
resistors on the distribution strip and taken down to
a I2 -way socket, if the organ is to be portable. If
portability is not required the leads may be taken
straight down and attached to a Bulgin 12 -way
socket, type V.H.80, mounted on the front of the main
body of the organ as shown in the illustrations.
Connections to the 12 pins are arbitrary, but they

March, 1954

must be sorted out when attaching the leads from the
actual pedals to the 12 -pin plug (Bulgin type P.245)
so that each goes to its correct note. A Jones 12 -way
plug and socket (surplus) were used in the original
model to couple the two sections of the 12 -way cable
as this was intended to be portable. Again, the
screening must be earthed. The actual pedals may be
made from stout timber to any desired style, the
original being in. hardwood, hinged with ordinary
brass hinges at the front end, and a single strip of
¡,in. phosphor- bronze strip being run right across
the rear wooden supporting strip. At the top of each
pedal a short contact was screwed so that when in the
rest position the contact was touching the long strip.
The latter was earthed by soldering a long flex lead
taken through the hole in which the expression pedal
is mounted, and a clip at the end enables this to be
attached to the chassis of the amplifier. ¡This saves
using a 13- position socket which is not available
(12 connections for the notes plus the earth connection). A strip of felt along the upper strip prevents
the pedals from being noisy, and a three-inch spring
is mounted in a hole drilled in the lower part of the
wooden framework and into each pedal.
Any
desired form of springing and mounting may be used
here, and there is nothing to prevent the constructor
from making a radial pedal board similar to the
standard and using long pedals if desired. At the
moment, however, no increase beyond the 12 notes
may be made. Experiments are being undertaken
with a view to using a full standard pedal clavier, but
the same principle of " beat notes ".does not work
out, and calls for extra components.
1

Amplifier
All that now remains is the power amplifier, and
this will be described in the next and final instalment.
(To be concluded)

form of diagrams, graphs and the like to illustrate
principles and methods of construction; or drawings
and photographs showing equipment under conSERIES of twenty filmstrips, covering the two struction, examples of modern apparatus and typical
final years in the Ordinary National Certificate installations. In selecting the diagrams, care has
Course in Electrical Engineering, has recently been been taken to avoid the obvious and those of the
produced by the Technical Publications Department simpler type that can be easily drawn on the blackof Mullard, Ltd. It is understood that these filmstrips boards.
are the first of their kind to be produced to cover
The complete list of filmstrips in the series are as
a specific course of study. Although prepared follows :
primarily for the assistance of lecturers and teachers
E30- Filament Lamps.
in technical training establishments, many of the E21- Magnets and Magnetic Materials.
E31- Discharge Lamps.
strips will undoubtedly be found suitable for senior
E22-Secondary Cells.
E32- Photometry.
science classes in grammar schools and for staff and E23
-D.C. Machine E33- Indicating Instruapprentice training.
Construction.
ments- Fundamentals
In producing this new series of filmstrips the E24- Armature Windand Construction.
Mullard Company have had the advice and assistance
ings.
E34Meters.
of an advisory panel composed in the main of teachers E25 -A r ni a t u r e Re- E35-Energy
Alternating Curin technical colleges. The strips were made and will
action.
rents and the
be distributed by Unicorn Head, Visual Aids, Ltd. E26- Commutation.
Alternator.
Teaching notes are provided with each strip. In E27 -D.C.
Motors
E36- Vectors.
preparing these notes no attempt has been made to
Applications
a nd
E37- Transformers.
produce " potted " text books or to impose on the
Control Gear.
E38- Rectification.
lecturer any preconceived method of exposition. In E28-Thermionic Valves
E39-Power Distribution
general, the notes are confined to brief statements
-the Diode a n d
Systems and Equipof the principles illustrated and to short descriptions
Triode.
ment.
of the .apparatus shown.
E29-The Cathode Ray
E40- Underground
of
illustrations
in
the
The majority
the
are either
Oscilloscope.
Power Cables.

Mullard Filmstrips

A

-
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/2Ü7ZZ9EÍ?T
OVERCOMING GANGING DIFFICULTIES IN PORTABLE
By R. A. Hill
RECEIVERS
MOST constructors appear to regard circuits
employing frame aerials as either " stumbling
blocks " or causes for spending mach time and
patience. If the steps described below are followed,
with the aid of only an additional .0005 tuning condenser and an external aerial, it is possible to line
up the aerial and oscillator sections quickly and

accurately.

Although the example used here shows a single wound oscillator coil and 1R5 battery valve, the
principle applies to all types of superhets whether
or not they use mains or battery valves, and single or
double wound oscillator coils, with or without cores,
the cores simply replacing the trimmers.
Method
Position the tuning scale and complete all wiring
of the circuit with the exception of the aerial section
of the frequency changer as shown in Fig. 1. It is
assumed that the I.F.T.s are aligned as most types
can be purchased aligned ready for use. Solder a
10 k_2 resistor from signal grid to earth, attach the
aerial to the grid and switch on. The oscillator
section can now be aligned.
On M.W. adjust CI on H.F. end of scale, using a
suitable station, e.g., Light Programme, 247 metres,
and then C3 to position North Regional or a similar
station on the other side of the scale. Repeat until
no further adjustment is necessary and the stations
are in their correct positions.

Do the same for the L.W., using C2 and C4. Most

constructors obtain the best results on 1,500 metres,
as this is usually all that is required of the L.W.
especially for small portables.

Aerial Section Alignment
Now we come to the second stage, the alignment

of the aerial section.
From the writers experience, rectangular- shaped

frames proved more successful than square or round
The number of turns depends upon the
shapes.
gauge of wire and size of frame, but for M.W. wind
on an average size former about 20 turns of 28
gauge wire, remembering that it is easier to take off
than add on.
Remove 10 k!1 resistor used in previous stage and
connect frame in its usual place, leaving the aerial
connected to the grid, not forgetting to connect the
appropriate section of the 2 -gang tuning condenser,
Then disconnect the oscillator
as shown in Fig. 2.
section of the tuning condenser, substitute the .0005
mentioned before (this gives independent control over
the two circuits) and tune with this condenser any
station on the waveband. Swing gang condenser to
give maximum volume. When the frame aerial is
correctly adjusted, maximum volume will be obtained when the scale pointer indicates the station
tuned. If maximum volume is obtained with pointer
at higher frequency, then- turns will have to be
removed and vice versa.
H.T-/-

47KC)

,

Additional
condenser
in place of
oscillator

`section of
ganged
condenser

A.VC

/ section of gang

Fig.

_.

1.- Alignment of the

oscillate.. stage.

i

tiEr

3 lbattt?Iy+i`Ar-+

::::
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Avoid Stray Capacity

Stray capacity must be avoided by placing the
frame aerial in the position it will finally occupy and
keep the connecting leads short. Remove the external
aerial and, remembering that the frame aerial is
directional, check several stations to see that maximum
volume is obtained in the correct positions.
Finally, remove single condenser and reconnect
gang section and the set will be aligned. A very
slight adjustment of the trimmers CI and C3 may be
necessary when all connections are made to obtain
maximum volume, but care must be taken not to
adjust incorrectly.

Summary
In conclusion, although the preceding instructions
seem lengthy, it is hoped that it can be followed by
the beginners in wireless who are making their first
portable. For the more advanced constructors, I
have tabled in note form below the various steps :
1. Solder 10 k!? resistor from signal grid to earth
of F.C. and attach aerial.

Obtaining Bias in

March, 1954

2. On M.W., adjust CI and C3 to give correct
positions of stations.
3. Replace oscillator section of tuning condenser
by separate tuning condenser, remove 10 k2 resistor,
and connect frame aerial, tuning 'condenser (as
original circuit, but add external aerial). Tune a
station with oscillator condenser and adjust frame
aerial turns to give maximum volume when this
station is indicated on tuning scale. Remove aerial
when nearly correct and work on pick -up of frame
aerial. Repeat for L.W.
4. Remove separate condenser and reconnect
as with original circuit, adjusting CI and C3 for final
adjustments if necessary.
To those who wonder why an external aerial
is necessary, the reason is that until the two circuits
are nearly matched, the pick-up is so small that it
makes it very difficult to hear the station being tuned.
Home Service stations are easily identified when
different regional items are being broadcast ; a point
which can be misleading especially at a time
like this.

A.C./D.C. Amplifiers

A Novel Way of Obtaining Bias in High Power or Medium Power Amplifiers where the
H.T. Voltage is Limited to That of the Mains
By J. S. Kendall
D.C. mains supplies to universal amplifiers present
circuit is given in Fig. 1, in which the oscillator valve
a problem that for a long time has been rather is a UL4I, with a UY4I for the rectifier, a 7475 being
difficult to overcome. It is that of obtaining used as a reference voltage.
bias and yet keeping up the H.T. voltage. It must
The coil used is a Wearite P type B.F.O. which will
be remembered that there are voltages dropped across oscillate at about 500 kc /s with a 100 pF condenser
the rectifier and the smoothing choke. The design of shunting it ; this latter component should be of high
highly efficient British valves for the output circuit quality as it has to stand quite a high voltage. The
have both increased the power output and reduced potentiometer in the screen circuit is to reduce the
the bias voltage required. An example of this is the drive power of the valve ; on 110 mains the full voltage
Mullard UL4I which gives 1.35 watts output with will be required, whilst on 230 volts the power will
100 volts anode and screen but requires only 5.7 volts have to be reduced so that not too much power is
bias.
On the other hand, the International type wasted : - The adjustment of the oscillator is correct
25A6 gives only 1 watt with the same anode when the 7475 stabiliser tube is glowing steadily.
voltage. This valve, however, requires a bias of
The required output voltage can be obtained then by
-16 volts. Again the first valve requires 29 mA, calibrating the potentiometer direct
in volts, which
the
second
requires
whilst
22 mA, meaning that whilst can be done quite simply with a linear wire -wound
less bias is required for the first valve the voltage pot. Each volt takes about 3 degrees, the complete
dropped across the rectifier and the smoothing choke 240 degrees of rotation giving 50 volts -the 50K fixed
is increased.
We would therefore seem to be resistor will have to be a close tolerance resistor as
moving in a vicious circle.
50K is not a preferred value.
One way of getting the power from universal
The unit is one that is quite useful in the districts
circuits has been by placing the output valves in where the mains are D.C., and if required can be
parallel. Referring back again to the manufacturer's made up as a separate unit.
figures, the output of a pair of UL4I in push-pull with

-

170 volts anode and screen will give 9.0 watts for 10
per cent. distortion, but if the voltage is raised to 200
volts the output will be increased to 12.5 watts. In
the first of these two figures the bias is taking 12 volts
of the voltage applied, whilst in the second it is 15 volts.
If this bias voltage did not have to be taken out of the
cathode circuit there could be a still higher power
output. One obvious way to get over this would be
to use batteries, but if these are not in first class condition they will soon cause the output valves to be
damaged due to passing an excessive anode current.
One method, however, that is now coming into use
is the use of a D.C. supply rectified from an R.F.
oscillator. Mullard Ltd. have recently published
a new circuit in which an H.F. oscillator of 2 Mc/s is
used. The circuit, whilst being quite useful, is not
easily adatped for various other circuits. A suitable

Fig.
1.- Circuit for
obtaining
D.C. from
a rectified R.F. source.
2Okfl

. -.

0.0/ ph"

Calibrated
50ko pot', for
ovlpvt bias voltage
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per cent. measured at 10 watts, comparing
favourably with most highest priced
amplifiers. Six B.V.A. valves, Marconi'
Osram KT serles output valves. A.C. only.
200- 230 -20 v. 50 c'cs. input, 420 v. H.T.
LINE. Paper reservoir condenser. Comcomponents. Size
pact chassis. Matched in
kit form at the
14 - 10 - 9in. Available
amazingly low price of 9gns. Plus carriage
51 -. Or ready for use 50. - extra.

WATT QUALITY
AMPLIFIER

R.S.C. 25

We firmly believe our All " Push -Pull "

Quality Amplifier to be by far the best
value in amplifiers offered to -day. The
volume of its high fidelity reproduction is
completely controllable. from the sound
of a quiet intimate conversation to the
full, glorious volume of a great orchestra.
Its sensitivity is so high that in areas of
fair signal strength it can be operated
straight from a crystal receiver. Entirely
suitable for standard or long playing
records in small homes or in large auditoriums. For electronic organ or guitar
or for garden parties or dance hands
The kit is complete to the last detail, and
includes easy to follow point -to -point
wiring diagrams.
Outputs for 3 or 15 ohm speakers.
Twin volume controls with twin input
sockets allow SIMULTANEOUS INPUTS
for BOTH MICROPHONE and GRAM. or
TAPE and RADIO. SEPARATE BASS and
TREBLE CONTROLS, giving both LIFT
and CUT. FOUR NEGATIVE FEEDBACK

15 db In the main loop from
Frequency response +3 db. 50- 20.000 c.p.s.
LESS THAN 0.5
DISTORTION
and
HUM

LOOPS with

output transformer to voltage amplifier.

CIIOKES,
watt HIGH -GAIN EX-GOVT SMOOTHING
...
... 17.6
mA 10 H 50 ohms ...
AMPLIFIER FOR £3 :126. For mains 250
...
... 19 9
input 200-250 v 50 c's. Complete kit of 250 mA 20 H 250 ohms. trop.
trop. ..
1Q 9
parts including circuit, point to'point 200mA20H300ohm
ohms tropicalised ^' 9
wiring diagram, and instructions. Ampli- 150 mA 6-10 H 150 ohms
... G ll
fier can be. used with any type of Feeder 100 mA7-lOHl00
tropicalised
... 3
100 mA 5 H 100 ohms,
Unit or Pick -up. This is not A.C. /D.C. 60m5-1.OH
...
...
...
...
39
with " live " chassis, but A.C. only with
400-0-400 v trans. Output is for 2 -3 ohm
CABLE, 75 ohms, I in., 64.
speaker. (We can supply a suitable 101n. COAXIAL
yard.
Feeder.
Twin
Screened
9d..
yard.
unit by Rala at 296.) The amplifier can
be supplied ready for use for 25,- extra.
CHASSIS, 16 s.w.g. Undrllled AluCarr. 2'6. Full descriptive leaflet, 7d.
minium Receiver Type x 3 x liin., 2/8
A PUSH-PULL, 3-4

BATTERY SET CONVERTER KIT.
All parts for converting any type of
Battery receiver to All Mains. A.C.
200-250 v. 50 tics. Kit will supply fully
smoothed H.T. trf 120 v 90V or 60 vat up to
40 mA. and fully smoothed L.T, of 2 v at
0.4 to 1 a. Price, complete with circuit,
wiring diagrams and instructions, only
48/9. Or ready to use, 7'9 extra. ,
PERSONAL SET BATTERY SUPER SEDER KIT. A complete set of parts
for construction of a Unit (housed in
Metal Case) to replace Batteries where
Input
A.C. Mains supply is available.
200 -250 v 50 e s. Outputs 90 v 10 mA and
1.4 v 250 mA. fully smoothed. For 4-valve
with
circuit.
Price
complete
receivers.
Only 35'9. Or ready for use, 4218. Size
of unit, 5; x 4 x 1! ins.
H.T. ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE
CHARGER KIT. Input 200-230 v A.C.
Output 120 v 40 mA. fully smoothed. and
rectified supply to charge 2 y sec. Price
with steel case and circuit, 2916. Or
ready for use. 719 extra.
BATTERY CHARGER KITS
For mains 000 -250 v 50 c; s.
To charge 6 v ace. at 2 a. 25'6.
To charge-6 or 12 v ace. at 2 a. 31'6.
To charge 6 or 12 v ace. at 4 a, 49'9.
Above consist of transformer, full wave
rectifier, fuses. fuseholders and steel case.
Any type assembled and tested, 6/9 extra.
EX -GOVT VALVES (NEW)
Each
Each
Each
6SK7Met 7,9 25Z4G 9'6
1 T4
8!9
1R5
8/9 6SJ7Met 719 25LGGT 9'6
6Q7C:
lsfi
911 35Z4GT 10 6
361
99 6SN7GT 11'9 35L6GT 9 11
51'3G
8'9 UY41
8/9 6VGG
8 11
5U4G 10/8 6V6GT 8 9
EF36
411
5Z4G
9/6 GX5GT 8'9
EB9l
89
CALS
2'11
9/9 8112
9'9
6F6G
6111 EF91
7/9 837
GAMO
9D2
2'11 MÚ17 9'6
GJ5G
7/9 MS /Pen 5'9
5111 12A6
SP4
12E7GT
59
6J7G
10/8
2'9
6K7G
8/11 12Q7GT 10/6 5561
5'9 VÚ120 2'11
6K8G
11'9 15D2
I;LL'(1TR(ILYTI('9 .Current production.
Not ex-Govt.

1

/IF 530v
15/'F 350 v
16/IF 450 v

2'9

:WI 450 v
da

2i/'F350v
32/<F350v
250E25
50/'F 12 v

.

.

I

G

BRAND NEW ('OLLARO 3 SPEED
AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGERS.
Type RC3'521. complete with P.U. (2
plug -in crystal heads). Mains input 210250 v. Limited number at only 69.15.0.
COLLAR() SINGLE SPEED RECORD
PLAYER UNITS. Type AC514, with Crysv A.C.
tal Pick -up. Mains Input 200-250cart
Brand New. Only 63.19.6, plus
P.M. SPEAKERS. All 2 -3 ohms, 61in.
Goodmans, 14/11. Bin. Plessey, 15.9. 103n.
Plessey. 18!8. loin. R.A., 29/8. 10in. Rola
with trans... 31'6. 12in. Truvox. 49'9.

9

1,11

2.3
219
3/6

3 6
1 3

1'3

50µF50v
23
Can Types
2'3
fl//F 450v

16/'F

22

32/'F350v
32mfd 450 v
32/'F500v

2'11
4'9

450 v
24/1F 350 v

40/0F 450 v

64/IF 450 v

8-8/'F 350 v
8-8/'F 450 v
8-16pF 450 v
8-16/1F 450 v
16-160F 450 v
16-32/'F 350 v

71 x 41 x 2in.. 3'3 ; 10 it 51 x 2111., 3/9
12 it 8 x 2lin.. 5/3
11 x 6 it 21in..
20 x 3 x 21in.. 8/11
16 x 8 x 21in., 7
Amplifier type (4 sided). 12 x 8 x 21in.
7111: 10x8 x 2;in., 10 /11 ; 14x10 a 3111.
13'6: 20 x 8 x 21in., 13'8.

43:
6:

SILVER MICA CONDENSERS.

5, 10,

(.002 mfd.). 5d. each. 3/9 doz., one

type.

15, 20. 25. 30, 35, 40. 50, 100, 120, 150. 200,
230. 300, 400. 500. 1.000 1.001 mfd.) 2,000 pfd.

with long
CONTROLS
VOLUME:
(lin.) spindles. all values, less switch
2'9. with S.P. switch. 39.

R.S.C. MAINS TRANSFORMERS
Primaries 200-230-250 v
Interleaved and Impregnated.

TOP SHROUDED, DROP TIIROI'GII
... 12;11
250-0-250v70 mA. 6.3v2.5a
260-0-260 v 70 mA. 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v2 a ... 14.11
350-0-350v80 mA, 6.3v2a,5v2a ... 17,9
.

350-0-350v80mA.6.3v2a,4v2.5a... 1411

250-0-250v100 mA, 6.3v4a,5v3a .. 23.9
300-0-300 v 100 mA, 6.3 v-4 v 4 a. c.t.
... 23,18
...
...
...
0-4-5 v 3 a
350-0-350 v 100 mA, 6.3 v-4 v1 a, c.t.
..
.
.. 23'9
0-4-5v 3 a
350-0-350 v 150 mA, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ... 29i11
350-0-350 v 150 mA, 6.3 v 2 a, 6.3 v 2 a

FULLY SHROUDED UPILIGII'l'
250-0-250 v 60 mA, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a.
.
... 16/9
Midget type 21-3-3in.
350-0-350 v 70 mA. 6.3 v 2 a. 5 v2 a ... 18/0
250-0-250 y 100 mA, 0-4-6.3 v 4 a,
25'9
250-0-250 v 100 mA, 6.3 v 6 a, 5 v 3 a,
for R1355 conversion
29/9
301-0-300 v 100 mA, 0-4-6.3 v 4 a,

25!9

mA, 0-4-6.3v 4 a.
...
... 25.'9
0-4-5 v 3 a
350-0-350v150mA,6.3v9a.4v3a ... 33/9
350-0-350 v 160 mA, 6.3 v 6 a, 6.3 v 3 a.
...
... 45'9
5v3a
353-0-3c50 v 100

2I11

.

6 11
411
4'9

.

350-0-350 v.250 mA, 6.3 v 6 a. 4 v I a.
0-2-6 v 2 a, 4 v 3 a, for Electronic.

..
.
Ene. Televisor
425-0-425 v 200 mA, 6,5 v 4 v 4 a. C.T.
6.3 v 4 v 4 a C.T., 0-45 v 3 a. Suitable
..
Williamson Amplifier, ei.c..
Economy Quality Amplifier type ...
450-0-450 v 250 mA, 6.3 v 6 a, 6.3 v 6 a.
5 v3 a
°'
°'
"

3 9

.

3'9

3 11
4 6
4 11

'

5'3
3232µF350v
4'11
-

49'9

499

85'9

y

1.5a.5:9:6.3v2a,7:8;0-4-6.3v2a,7/9:
12 v 1 a 7 11
6.3 v 3 a. 9'11
6.3 v 6 a,
17/6: 12v:3aor24v1.5a.17/8.
:

:

CHARGER TRANSFORMERS
All with 200- 230 -250 e 5') cis Primaries

v 1.1 a. 14 9: 0 -9 -15 v 3 a, 16/9 :
v 6 a, 22 9: 0 -1 -9 -15-24 v 3 a. 22(9.

0 -9 -15
0 -9 -15

SMOO'l'HIN(. ('IIOKES
250 mA 7 -10 H 200 ohms, Shrouded... 16/9
250 mA 3 -5 H 50 ohm, ...
...
... 1119
100 mA 15 H 350 ohms
...
... Bill
80 mA 10 H 350 ohms ...
...
... 5/6
60mAIOH400 ohms ...
...
... 4/11
11.11.T. TIIANSFOR)IEIIS
2.500 v 5 mA. 2 -0 -2 v 1.1 a. 2 -0 -2 v 1.1 a.
for VCR97, VCR517, ACR2X, etc....
5.000 v 5 mA 2 v 2 a
...
...
...

35/-

39/6

OUTPUT 'TRANSFORMERS
1 for
Midget Battery Pentode 66
Small Pentue 5.0Ö0!í to 3f)
... 3/9
Standard Pentode. 5.00005 to 30 ... 4/9
Standard Pentode. 7/8.00002 to 39 .. 4!9
1, 45 :
1,
Multi -ratio 40 mA, 30
60 1. 90 1, Class B Push -Pull. ... 5/6
Push -Pull 10-12 watts lV6 to 3D or
Push -Pull 10-12 watts to match 6V6
to 35 -8 or 15!t ...
...
...
... 16/9
Push -Pull 15 -18 watts to match
6L6, etc.. to 3O1 or 15!) Speaker
.. 22/9
Push -Pull 20 watts, sectionally
wound. 61,6. KT66. etc.. to 3. or 15!1 47/9
Economy Quality Amplifier type ... 47/9
Williamson type exact to Author's
:

:

:

87/8

GUwBUZNfrED)

50 C.s Screened
FILAMI. NT 'l'RANSFORMIiRS
All with 200-250 v 50 s primaries 6.3

.

.

Tubular T)pCs

0/rF350v

R.S.C. 8 -10 WATT "PUSH- PULL"
HIGH -FIDELITY AMPLIFIER A3.
Complete with integral Pre -amp. Tone
control stage cas All amplifier), Oslo,
negative feedback, giving humprooi
individual bass and treble lift and cut
tone control. Six Negative Feedback
I.00ps. Compietely negligible hum and
distortion. Frequency response i,3 db
30 -20.000 c.p.s. Two independently controlled inputs. Six B.V.A. valves. A.C.
mains 200 -210 -250 v. input only. Outputs
for 3 or 15 ohm speakers. Kit of parts
complete in every detail 67/1918, plus
5/- carriage, or ready for use, 45i- extra.

:

32 -32/'F 450 v 5 11
211
500 v
ELIMINATOR TRANSFORMERS
Primaries 200 -250 v 50 c:s, 130 v 40 mA 7.9
W ILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER KIT. All
spec.
...
...
...
...
...
... 8 11
parts to Author's spec. Only 14 gus. 90 y 10 mA, 8 -0-5 v250 mA ...
under
Post l'1 extra under £1. 12 extra under £3. Open 9 to 5.301 Sate. until
Ternis C.IV.O. or C.O.D. NO C.O.D.
£1.

6/F

1

p.m. List

631.

Trade List 5d. S.A.E. please with all enquiries.

RADIO SUPPLY CO

(LEEDS)

LTD.

32, THE CALLS, LEEDS, 2
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PRATTS
RADIO
Harrow
Road, London,

1070

--

Tel. LADbroke 1734.

N.W.I.O

DIRECT FROM THE

MANUFACTURER

(Nr. Scrubs Lane)
AMPLIFIERS
College

--

Purpose Units.
Model AC1OE (as illustrated) 10 watt 4 valve Unit
Neg. Feedback. Separate
Mike stage and Separate
Mike and Gram Inputs, 2
Faders and Tone Control.
£107.6. Model AC15E.
6 Valve Unit with PIP Output of14/15 Watts. Separate
Mike Stage and Separate
Mike and Gram Inputs, 2
Faders and Tone Control.
Feedback over 3 stages, 814.14.0. Model AC32E. Spec. as AC15E
but with larger output stage of 32 watts £19.15.0. Model U10E.
D.C. /A.C. Mains. P P Output of 10 watts. Spec. as AC15E, £12.19.6.
All the above Amplifiers are Complete with Metal Cases, Chrome
Handles ans Outputs match 3, E or 15 ohm Speakers. Input volts
for stated outputs, average Gram .6 volt, Mike .006 volt. All A.C.
Models have H.T. and L.T. Output sockets for Tuning Units. All
Amplifiers have sectionalised OjTransfrs. wound on super Silcor
laminations.
QUALITY AMPLIFIER CHASSIS FOR RECORDS, ETC.
Model Q9C. 6 Valve Unit with Bass and Treble Controls. Williamson 18 section 0 Transfr. and P; P Output of 9 watts. Input switching
for Radlo;L.P.'Std. Adjustable Neg. Feedback. H.T. and L.T. for
Tuner. £13.19.8.
FULL RANGE OF PLAYERS. MOTORS. ETC. (LIST AVAILABLE), MIKES, PICK -UPS. SPEAKERS AVAILABLE.
REV-LES. Amplified Record Reproducer in rexine case with
handle, 3 speed Single Player, Amplifier and Speaker. Beautifully
finished. B.S.R. Unit. £14.14.0 or £4.18.0 and 12 monthly payments
of 17111.
QUALITY SPEAKERS. W.B. H.F. UNITS. bin. 5018. tin.,
157 8 dep. an87/-2 payments at
Axiom 150. £10.7.6 9Ì2d
and 12 payments at 12'8). 10 6) :Ad.
RADIO CHASSIS. 3WI. L. M. S. W/bands. 8ín. dial illuminated. ' E " series Valves. Bin. Speaker, £10.5.0 (dep. 68/4 and
12 payments at 12;6).
B.S.R. 3- speed. single -player in rexine case, 9 gns. (deposit 63!and 12 payments at 11/6).
B.S.R. Monarch 3 -speed mixed autocbanger with rexine case. 16
gns. (deposit, 85.12.0 and 12 payments at 20/6.)
ALL GOODS AltE BRAND NEW. WE
NEVER CHARGE
CARRIAGE.
Stamp for Lists (state interest). All goods can be inspected at our
Showroom. Nearest stations : Kensal Gn. and Willesden Jon.
General

p

ENNETT
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DULCI

RADIO/RADIOGRAM
FULLY

All chassis 111 ir,
x lin. x 81in.

6)3E6, 6BA6,
6AT6, 6BW6,
6X4.
flywheel
tuning. Negative
feedback

over

entire audio
section. En-

graved knobs.
3 tone positions
for radio and
gram.
For A.C. Mains 100/120 and 200/250 volts

Model B3.-Long, Medium, Short
5 Valves. Output 31 watt

Model B3. -Plus Push Pull Stage
6 Valves. Output 6 watt
Model B3.- Doauge.
F
7 ValvesOOutput 6uwattt B
Model 116. -Slx Wavebands. Med.Lang, 4 Short.
(3 Bandspread.) 5 va lve 3. Output 3i w.
Model B8
Pull
Valves. Output t6 watt
Model B6.- Doegue1e7
with
L.F.
Valves Output 61wat
ALL PRICES TAX PAID
Escutcheon for gin. x Sin. dial. 4/9 extra. Matching speakers P.M.
type 3 ohms. Bin. or 101n. available. Chassis
under money
back guarantee conditions against remittance.sent
Free particulars
from the manufacturers.

personal postal tuition

£18/18/0

£23/ 2/0

99

THE DULCI CO. LTD.,

VILLIERS RD., LONDON N.W.2.

THIS

Loud clear tone.

Locomotive
Structural
Jigs, Tools & Fixtures
Journalism
Languages
Mathematics
Mining
Modern Business
Eng.
Press Tool Work
Methods
Plumbing
Police
Quantity
Salesmanship
Secretarial Exams.
Surveying
Radio
Television
Surveying
Telecommunications
Shorthand
Textiles
Works Matnagement
Workshop Practice

Short aerial, 2ft.

*

Aircraft Eng. & Radio
Architecture
Building
Carpentry
Chemistry
Auditing * Book- keeping
Commercial Art
Commercial Arithmetic
Civil Service
Costing
Draughtsmanship
Electric Wiring
Company Law
Engineering (Civil) ; Electrical; Mechanical; Motor; Steam;

*

**

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

**

*

*
*

*

*

*

*
*

*

*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*
*

and GENERAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION
SUCCESS WILL BE YOURS
As a Bennett College Student your own Personal
Tutor will coach you until you qualify, at your pace,
with no time wasted.

SEND

You will learn quickly, easily.

TODAY FOR

A

FREE PROSPECTUS

TO THE BENNETT COLLEGE (DEPT. C.104), SHEFFIELD

Please send me your prospectus on

(Subject)

AMAZING

PERSONAL!

RADIO

PORTABLE!

Selective tuning.

*
*

*

Telephone: Willesden 7778

Acorn low drain
valve.

in any of these subjects:
Accountancy Exams.

£15/15/0
£18/18/O

£15/15/0

POWERFUL!

can help your career through

GUARANTEED te

high. Latest
type valves

BUILD

COQ

CHASSIS

Built to Highest Technical Standards

Long range.

No earth.

Welded steel case.
Easy to assemble.

All parts for this set

are sold separate:lly.

MAIL ORDER ONLY
This little set was designed to give you a
real personal portable radio
that you can enjoy anywhere without
disturbing others. Use it on camping trips. in
bed. in your office, or just anywhere. Send
2/- for layout, Wiring diagram and Component Price List.

NAME
l.DDRESS
AGE

(IF UNDER

2I)

R. C. S. PRODUCTS (RADIO) LTD.,
11,
OLIVER ROAD, LONDON, E.17

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS
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The Eleventh Article of a Series Explaining the

Fundamentals of Radio. This Month Condensers
By F. J. CAMM
are Further Considered
the other side and so the condenser will become'
discharged. A good condenser will hold its charge
for some considerable time. In the timebase of TV
IHAVE already briefly touched upon electrolytic receivers it is necessary to control the time of charge
condensers, but it is necessary now to explain and discharge.
If a condenser is momentarily connected across
in greater detail how they work.
The main advantage is the relatively large a high- tension battery and then removed, it
capacity obtainable for small physical dimen- should be possible on joining the two terminals of
sions. They differ radically from other types. the condenser together after several hours to get
We have seen that a condenser is a device for storing quite a fat crisp spark.
electrical energy and that in its simplest form it consists of two metal plates separated by a layer of Dielectric Strength
insulating material, such as ebonite, glass, waxed
Apart from a condenser's ability to retain its
paper or air. We have seen that an electric current is charge and hence to give back as much energy as is
in reality the movement of small particles called put into. it, there is the question of the dielectric
electrons and that a condenser acts as a sort of electron strength. If the plates are very close together and the
reservoir. If we apply the poles of a battery, which voltage (pressure) of the charging current is very high,
is in effect a kind of electron pump delivering elec- it is possible for the insulation between the plates
trons at its negative pole and receiving them back to break down altogether. This is a common fault
at the positive pole, to the plates of the condenser, with some of the cheaper receivers. A spark jumps
then one plate will acquire an excess of electrons and between the plates cutting its way through the
the other a deficit. The amount of electrons which dielectric and so the condenser is completely discan be " poured " into one plate of a condenser or charged. Dielectric strength, therefore, is of great
drain from the other constitutes the " charge." The importance, especially in the power circuits of mains
amount of the charge produced by unit pressure sets. Of the various substances used as dielectrics,
(1 volt) is a measure of the capacity of the condenser. mica has the greatest dielectric strength, paper is
We know that the capacity of a condenser is usually next and air lowest of all. Thus, tite chief qualificameasured in microfarads and that the capacity is tions of a fixed condenser are good insulation and
controlled by three things : the effective area of the high dielectric strength. In some cases, more especially
plates, counting both sides ; their distance apart and when used in H.F. circuits, a condenser must also be
the nature of the dielectric. The larger the area of non -inductive. This means that it must in no way
the plates the larger will be the capacity, and the have the properties of a tuning coil. It must have no
closer they are placed together the niore the capacity inductance. You may often see condensers marked
will increase. Actually the capacity does not vary
directly with the distance between the plates, but is
inversely proportional to the square of the distance.
Thus, if the distance is halved the capacity becomes
four times as great, and vice-versa. It is known that
some dielectric materials give a larger capacity for a
given size and distance apart of the plates than do
others. This is called the dielectric constant. That of
air is taken as unity, whilst most other substances
show a higher figure. If two plates are fixed a certain
distance apart in air, providing a capacity of, say,
l microfarad and a piece of ebonite is slipped between
them it will be found that although the plates are
still the same size and distance apart, their capacity
has increased two or three times. If in place of the
ebonite a piece of ruby mica is used the capacity may
increase as much as eight times. Thus, the dielectric
constant of mica is eight. The dielectric, therefore, is
of great importance in considering the efficiency of
Fig. 4h. Principle of a .fixed condenser and a
a condenser, for if it is a poor insulator the electrons
typical " paper" ope fixed condenser.
collected on one plate will slowly leak through to
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" non- inductive." How it is possible for a condenser
to act like a tuning inductance may not at first be
very clear, but if you consider the ordinary paper
condenser you will see the reason. This type consists
of two long strips of metal foil separated by layers
of paper. The two strips form the plates and the paper
the dielectric. In order to make the condenser compact, the whole thing is rolled up into a little bundle
with the paper between the foil. Obviously the strips
now form small coils and if the connection to each
strip is taken from one end only, they will act as
miniature tuning coils. The remedy for this consists

Fig. 47. -The popular " square law " condenser
plate shape. (See last month's issue.)

in making contact with each turn of the foil. This
is done by arranging for the foil strips to protrude
slightly from the sides of the bundle -one strip to one
side and one to the other. These are pressed over and
coated with solder so that all the turns of each strip
are connected together.
Now condensers of this type are very efficient and
quite compact in sizes up to or 2 pF, but above this
capacity they become rather bulky. Clearly there is a
practical limit to the thinness of the foil employed,
and also the paper dielectric cannot be reduced in
thickness beyond a certain limit, otherwise it will be
liable to puncture.
This is where the electrolytic condenser steps in.
If you compare the size of that shown in Fig. 49 with
the equivalent paper condenser you will see the
considerable saving in space effected by the electrolytic type. There are also other advantages, such as
its self -healing properties, but we will deal with those
while describing the principle and construction of the
condenser.
Electrolytic condensers are of two types
wet "
and " dry." They are both much the same in appearance, as will be seen from the two typical examples
illustrated in Fig. 48, but whereas the former contains
a liquid as the electrolyte, the latter employs a paste,
jelly, or some absorbent material soaked in a solution.
The construction of an electrolytic condenser is
somewhat similar to that of a dry cell. Fig. 49
represents it diagrammatically. It consists of a centre
electrode of aluminium surrounded by the electrolyte
(liquid or paste) and an outer metal case. The centre
electrode forms one " plate " of the condenser and
the liquid (or paste) the other. How a liquid can take
the place of a plate is more easily understood if you
rememter that the liquid employed is a conductor of
electricity
is it not an insulator like oil. Now, if
the aluminium rod in the centre is one plate and the
liquid surrounding it is the other, where does the
dielectric come in ? Well, actually when the unit is
first assembled there is no dielectric. This has to be
" formed." This is done by connecting the centre
electrode to the positive pole of a battery or other
source of current and the outer case to the negative
pole. The current from the battery flows from one
electrode to the other through the electrolyte, and in
doing so gradually deposits a very thin film of alu-
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minium oxide on the centre electrode. This film has a
very high resistance, and the thicker it gets the more
the current is reduced until a point is reached when
only the smallest current passes ; in other words, the
film is to all intents and purposes an insulator. The
condenser is now " formed " and consists of two
plates (the centre aluminium rod and the electrolyte)
separated by a dielectric consisting of the newlyformed film of oxide.
In practice the centre electrode is not a simple
aluminium rod, but assumes more complex shapes.
This is in order to increase its effective area. Two
typical anodes are shown in Fig. 50. In each case a
sheet of aluminium foil supported by an aluminium
rod is used.
D.C. Only
You notice that I mentioned the centre electrode as
being connected to the positive pole when the condenser is formed. This polarity must also be observed
when it is connected in circuit. If it is connected the
wrong way round, so that the centre electrode
becomes negative and the container positive, then the
film will pass into solution and the condenser will
cease to function. Of course, this fact limits the use
of the condenser to direct current circuits. It cannot
Vents-

1

-"

-it

" wet " and a "dry"
electrolytic condenser.
be used in alternating or high- frequency circuits, for
in such cases each electrode becomes alternatively
positive and negative. Any degree of ripple can be
imposed on the D.C., providing it is not great enough
to cause a reversal of polarity, that is to say, that so
long as there is a polarising D.C. voltage it does not
Fig.

48.-.4

standard type

matter what form the current takes.
In mains receivers where condensers are used for
smoothing, filter and decoupling circuits, the electrolytic condenser is ideal. It is easy to arrange for the
anode to by connected to the positive line. In fact,
with the many types of electrolytic condenser the
container is fitted with a locking nut for securing the
condenser to the chassis by the one-hole -fixing
method; and so if a metal chassis is used, connection
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automatically made between the negative electrode
and the earthed chassis. The positive connection is
then taken to the centre terminal, which is screwed
on the end of the anode and is, of course, below the
chassis. In others, a soldering tag takes the place of
the screwed end, and the condenser is mounted by
means of a special clip.
With electrolytic condensers the insulation properties are not quite so good as with the ordinary type,
as there is always a very slight leakage of current
owing to the film of oxide not being such a good
insulator as some substances. In the circuits mentioned above, however, this is of small consequence.
One great advantage of the electrolytic condenser
is that it is " self healing." Should the film puncture
owing to a sudden increase in voltage, the condenser
will not be rendered useless. When the voltage drops
again the puncture will seal up. This property is,
naturally, of great importance in mains sets where
the breakdown of a smoothing or filter condenser
would put the whole set out of commission. (A
punctured dielectric with an ordinary condenser
means the destruction of the condenser.)
Since this basic electrolytic condenser was produced
there have been many improvements. As an example,
the production of really efficient " dry " and " semidry " types is very noticeable. With these types much
ingenuity has been shown in the matter of the
electrolyte and the design of the electrodes. Of course,
the advantages of the dry type over the aqueous are
obvious when it is remembered that with wet types a
small vent hole is necessary. However carefully this
is designed, there is always the possibility of some of
the electrolyte being spilt if it is of a liquid nature.
The advantages of the latest electrolytic condensers
are
small leakage current (a fraction of a milliampere in most cases), quick recovery after a period
of rest (when first used after standing idle for some time
all electrolytic
condensers take
a larger current
normal
than
Meta/ case
is

:

-

(negative

-

for some

sec-

means

low

onds), and low
internal resisThis
tance.

electrode)

Electrolyte

a

power factor.
The power
factor is really

liquid oe

paste

measure of
the efficiency
of a condenser.
An ideal condenser would
have a power
factor of zero.
Modern elec-

a

Centre (posit/ve)
electrode of
aluminium

trolytic

con-

densers can be

brought down
to about 5 or
6

per cent.

Positive terminal
The Superhet
The word
" superhet " is

Fig. 49. Details of construction of
electrolytic an abbreviatvpica! "wet "
a
condenser.

tion

of

the
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more cumbrous superheterodyne. Most receivers today
are superhets and it is a system of circuitry concerned
with selectivity. In the older style of tuning circuits,
with which we have been concerned up to the present,
sharp tuning is not possible and it will be found in
some cases that two or more stations can be heard

Fig. 50. Two hpical anode designs used in
electrolyties.
at the same time, due to the closeness of their
wavelengths. In the early days of radio when
comparatively few stations were operating, the
problem did not occur ; but now that the broadcast
band is crowded with stations having wavelengths
only a few metres apart, it is necessary to design the
tuning circuit so that overlapping does not occur.
The superhet principle provides the solution. In
brief, it consists of receiving a station at one particular
wavelength or frequency and changing it to another
by means of a frequency changer stage and an
intermediate -frequency transformer. In brief, the
superhet is a method of obtaining high selectivity
by converting a received signal into a different and
lower frequency and then amplifying this new
frequency. The signal is detected, the frequency
changed, amplified by two or more high- frequency
stages, again detected and then passed to the I.F.
stage or stages.
The intermediate -frequency transformer consists
of two coils of wire coupled together and tuned, by
pre -set condensers or metal cores, to the intermediate
frequency, and connected between the intermediate
frequency valves.
In the ordinary tuned radio frequency or " straight "
receiver each tuned H.F. circuit operates at the
carrier (original) frequency of the signal being
received. If, for example, a 300 metre or 1,000 kc/s
station is received in the aerial circuit, the oscillations
will remain at 1,000 kc /s in every circuit right up to
the detector. It is, of course. necessary for every
H.F. circuit in the receiver to be variably tuned to
allow for the reception of signals of various carrier
frequencies. In a superhet, however, only a certain
number of the tuned H.F. circuits are variably tuned,
and operate at the carrier frequency of the signal.
These circuits (there may be only one, of course)
come first, counting from the aerial.
(To be continued)
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V.a,e,141,1.__,1.M. NNW p.4,.=1.1 NMIO,MIN NM." NIMO,NN11.11=N1 FOIM,I00._0_41mm..mwmtwaa.,,vEns
LAST month attention was drawn to the fact that
the actual wires shown in the wiring diagram
were " squared up " by the artist in order to
make the layout and wiring clear. In actual practice
some wires and even some components will come
above each other and in such a condition the wiring
would be impossible to follow. The main point to
watch is that the components should be as near as
possible to the positions actually shown, whilst the
wiring should be made as direct as possible, cutting
wire-ended components down as required to reduce
the length of the lead. For instance, the .05 pF
condenser seen immediately below the coil unit
and above the .1 pF condenser has one lead cut
to about gin. and is soldered direct to the earthing
bus-bar, whilst the other lead is cut to a similar
length, and to it are attached one lead from a
1
MS2 resistor and the brown lead from the coil
unit. The lead from the 1 MQ resistor should
be twisted round the lead on the .05pF condenser,
and the brown coil lead soldered when the coil
unit is placed in position. Wherever two or more
leads are found at one point the correct procedure,
to avoid damaging a component by the application
of excessive heat, is to twist the leads together temporarily as the various parts are placed in position
and finally, when all the wires at a given point are
in position to undo them, loop them neatly, all
through a single -loop formed in one of the leads,
and then apply solder and a hot iron, when all will
be joined in the same time as it would normally
take to make a single connection. The loop should
be permitted to fill with the molten solder and a
good, sound connection will result.

THE UNIVERSAL

_,_.11.11.,_.

VERSION OF OUR

LATEST

(Continued from rage 77February issue)

-

Instability
Reverting to the question of the position of actual
I wires, it is possible, due to running leads in some
positions, to introduce instability into almost any
I receiver. Grid and anode leads of each stage, as
well as the anode lead of one stage and the grid lead
of another stage, should never run close together or
I parallel. One model which has been constructed
the details given last month did, in fact, have
ifrom
this trouble and it was found to be due to the run of
the yellow lead from 1.F.T.2 to the anode tag of V2.
artist has shown this, for clarity, running round
IThe
on the left -hand side of the valveholder, and if this is
followed and it is found that the receiver does suffer
i from instability (which may not necessarily arise)
the lead should be shortened and run round the other
side of the valveholder- beneath the M2 resistor
and 680 k!2 resistor, which incidentally was not
mentioned in the list of parts given last month.
This is also a I watt component.
i!

1

1

1

I

I
1

Testing
When the wiring has been completed it should
be very carefully checked against the wiring plan or
blueprint, one of the most important checks being
that made with a resistance meter between chassis
and the H.T. positive line. If you do not have a
resistance meter a simple meter, say reading to mA.,
in series with a 1.5 volt cell, will serve, and there
should be no indication of any current reading from
any point on the H.T. line to chassis, nor from any
point on the H.T. line to the heater circuit. An
upward flick of the needle may occur when the
1

connection is first made and will be due to the
electrolytic condensers, but it should quickly
drop to zero. When satisfied that there is no short circuit at these points make one final test between the
aerial and the earth sockets and each of the pins on
the input mains socket. Again there should be no
connection, or in other words a zero reading on the
meter, and the valves may then be inserted in their
appropriate valveholders.
If your mains are between 200 and 230 volts,
the 20012 resistor joined in series with the 1,00012
resistor may be omitted, or alternatively a short
length of wire may be connected between the switch
and the junction of these two resistors-short-circuiting the 2005 resistor. On mains from 230 to 250
volts the 200-2 resistor must be included. Leaving
the chassis inverted the mains lead may now be
plugged in and the set switched on. With the centre
knob in its mid -way position (this has three positions,
short, medium and long) the tuning knob should be
turned until the local station is heard, the volume
control being adjusted to keep a suitable level of
sound. At this stage a voltage test may be made to
make certain that everything is satisfactory, and the
table on the right shows the readings obtained on the
prototype when connected to 240 volts A.C. mains.
The tests were made with a meter having a resistance
of 10,000!2 per volt, and thus if a meter with a
lower resistance is employed the readings will differ
slightly. They give an indication, however, as to
the approximate voltages which should be found.
One of the most important readings is that across the
1,00O2 series heater resistor. The current taken by

1.111!,1110110,411 411111i11s111r.,411.,11111111 .111.e110....,110.:.,.
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the heaters of the valves is .I of an
amp, and, therefore, there should
be
approximately 100 volts
dropped across the 1,0000 resistor. Any serious deviation from
this value will indicate a fault
in the heater circuits and an
attempt should be made to correct
it. The shunting of the resistor by the meter will affect
its value, and again a high- resistance meter must be
used.

Tonal Quality
It will be noted that a .01 /tF condenser is shown
connected by broken lines across the loudspeaker
connections. This may be added by the constructor
according to taste. 1f, without it, it is found that the
tone is rather too shrill the condenser will lower it,
and various values may be tried to suit the type of
cabinet or room acoustics. The condenser may be
joined direct across the transformer connections on
the loudspeaker.

covered with wax (Chatterton's Compound)
to avoid contact being made.
be

Components and Adjustments
With every design which we publish a number
of queries arise from readers who wish to use different
parts, or make amendments to the published circuit.
We cannot, of course, give instructions for making
any modifications to the design as published, but
there are certain small points which arose in the
A.C. version and which are also applicable to this
model which can be dealt with at this stage. First,
with regard to the specified parts. The whole feature
in this particular design is the removal of the
necessity for trimming or lining up, and therefore the
heart of the set is the tuning pack, the ganged con denser, the 1.F. transformers and the tuning dial.
All of these items are matched " and pre -aligned,
so that not only is the necessity for lining-up abolished,
but the tuning dial will record correctly the various
stations which may be tuned in. At one time all
coil manufacturers made coils to a given inductance
value, and it was thus possible to produce a tuning
scale which would suit any coil, provided that you
used a standard condenser with plates of a certain
pattern. Modern coils differ, however, and the
use of the iron core, which is now so common, varies
the inductance, so that the user may adjust the core
and obtain a different inductance value, the result
of which will be to vary the frequency at different
settings of the tuning condenser.
This difficulty is accentuated in the case of a multi coil unit, and in a superhet a further complication
arises due to the setting of the oscillator section.
The particular coil specified, however, is tested by
the manufacturers in a circuit, and the various
trimmers and cores adjusted so that it lines up on the
dial mentioned, and also gives maximum performance
at all settings of the condenser on the three wavebands. If, therefore, you use any other coil unit,
alternative variable condenser or dial, the combination
will have to be separately lined up, and unless you
have a good signal generator this is not a simple

matter.

Stray Capacities
The coil unit is provided with coloured leads, and
the layout has been arranged to accommodate these

leads without lengthening and to provide the minimum
of stray capacities which could affect the tuning.
Therefore, an alternative layout should not be adopted,
unless this fact is borne in mind. The I.F. trans;

VI

Warning
Remember that on no account should any direct
earth connection come into contact with the chassis.
Also, as the chassis is in direct connection with 'one

161

V2

A

210 v.

S.G.
Triode A

125 v.

A

210 v.

S.G.

125 v.

210v.

side of the mains the greatest care must be taken in
V3
A
220 v.
handling the receiver and the knobs which have
210 v.
S.G.
been specified have deeply recessed grub -screws,
C
14 v. (25 v. range)
and therefore if alternatives are used care should
Across 1,000!? series heater resistor =100 v.
be taken to see that the grub -screws are well sunk
below the surface of the knob, and if not they should
00411_01111111.111.1INII,NMVANI
.111100110410.1,1INIM.,4101,aNMI1,.a1e4111.111110..,):(

).o1.1.
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formers specified for this model are known as
type " U " and differ from those used in the A.C.
version in that the latter has a top grid lead to suit
the different type of valve which was employed.
The type " U " components have all leads projecting
from the bottom, but the original transformers may
be used, provided that they are modified as mentioned
on page 76 of last month's issue. This modification
will affect the stray capacities in this part of the
circuit and will call for a slight readjustment of the
lower trimmer to even things up, and it should be
carried out on a station somewhere about the centre
of the dial on the medium-waveband. Keep the
signal very weak by means of the volume control
and adjust the trimmer very slightly. Remember
that the A.V.C. action will tend to mask the adjustments and a little care is necessary ; rechecking on
two or three stations will, however, serve to confirm
the adjustment which is made. On the type " U
components no adjustment is necessary.

March, 1954

Components

With regard to the remaining components,
alternatives are permissible, provided they are of
suitable or equivalent types. For instance, the
resistors may be of any make, provided they are of
similar working voltages and more or less similar
physical dimensions. With regard to the 20 MQ
resistor which is specified it will probably be found
that in certain makes this is not available as a standard
-perhaps only in a higher tolerance rating. It is, of
course, quite permissible to use two standard 10 Mt
components connected in series to obtain this value,
which is not so critical that the tolerance variation
of two components will not affect results.
With regard to the loudspeaker, the model specified
when used in a cabinet of the type illustrated gives a
very good standard of reproduction, bearing in mind
the output volume which is delivered. A better
loudspeaker or a larger one will not necessarily give
hetter reproduction unless the audio circuit is modified.

a

This view

wiring positions and may be compared with the
wiring diagram given last month.

of the underside of chassis shows the actual
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EX-A.M. RECEIVER TYPT:
81155.

Brand new and unused.
5 Frequency ranges
10.5 --.5
Mc's 7.5-3.0 Mc s
1,505 -600
Kc's 500 -200 KGs 200-75 Kc s.
Supplied In maker's original
wood transit case. LASKY'S
PRICE. £11/19 8
Complete.
R.1155 Receivers. Second hand.
aerial tested. £719'6.
Carriage and packing 12 6 per
unit extra, including 10 -, which
will be refunded on return of
packing ease,
:

;

:

;

FULLY A SSEM It LED
POWER PACK AND OUTPUT STAGE FUR 111155
RECEIVERS.

163

THE NEW ACOS
CRYSTAL DIODES
MICROPHONE
Glass type.
Wire ends,
1.6 each.
A general purpose hand mie. of
robust construction, with
LINE FLYBACK KILT.
almost flat responee from 50 to
TRANSFORMER
5.000 c.p.s. Suitable for recordOutput 7 -9Kv. E.H.T. with ing equipment, P.A., etc.
heater winding for EY51, 19/8. PRICE 25' -.
VALVES. 10,000 IN STOCK AT' TILE
6V6
...
7r6
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.
3524
9/SOME EXAMPLES.
CAME
7/6
SPECIAL
OFFER. 4 Valve
1 each
OHO
2/8
1125, 1T4, 165 and 351.
EF50, Red
LASKY'S
New Sylvania
PRICE 30/10/POST FREE.
1S4
...
7,6 lA5
...
6.17
9'... 6/6 EF39 .,, 7/6
3SI
...
9/- 12K8 ... 8/6 0Z4
6/- 12K7 ... 10 /6
...
...
...

l'1'4

185
1S5

105

7/6 12(17
7/6 6AL5
7:'8 6K7
7/8 IDS

...
,,,
...
..,

8/8 KT2
9/- 6K8
416

8/6

.. 10/8
3/6 6L6
9/6 EA50 ... 2/8
7/6 EBC33 ... 7/6
ECH35.... 13/8 351,6 ... 10 /-

1350

...
...

,DINGHY AERIALS, WITH REFLECTORS
Umbrella type, with wire mesh reflector. Complete with setting
up instructions. Mast not supplied Ex, American Air Corps.
Ideal for short -wave reception.
LASKY'S PRICE, 5,' -- POST FREE.
R.1132.A RECEIVERS
aSupplied
e 100 -124 Mc sec 11 valves : I VR65, 1 VR66, 4Frequency
VR53, 2
1
035, 1 VS70, VRS7. Large tuning scale with slow motion drive.
0-5 mA. tuning meter, R.F. and L.F. gain controls, jack sockets
for line and phone.
Totally enclosed in metal case, grey enamelled with plated
handles. Size : 18 x 10 x llin. Supplied with all valves, also
circuit and calibration chart.
GRADE 1. Brand New 79/6. GRADE 2. Soiled 49/6.
GRADE 3. Secondhand 39/8. Carriage 101- per unit extra.
1

For use on 200-250 volt A.C.
mains. Wired and complete
with valves. Insteel case black
crackle finished, size : 12 x 5/
x 7 in. LASKY'S PRICE, 79/6.
Carriage 51- extra.
Power pack as above, complete
with 60n. loudspeaker. PRICE
£5/5/0. Carriage 51- extra.

SPECIAL C.R.T. OFFER
Brand new and unused
12in. ion trap type television cathode ray tubes,
6.3 volt heater. '7-9 kV.
E.H.T. 35 mm. neck. Black
and white picture.
By
famous manufacturer.
PERFECT. £12/19/6.
Carriage and insurance
151- per tube extra.
TELEVISION

SELENIUM

RECTIFIERS
The very latest " Sentercell
S.T.C. range.
K3 /40, 3.2 kV
K3/45, 3.6 kV
K3//50, 4.0 kV
K3/100, 8.0 kV
KJ /160, 12.8 kV

6.3 v.

4

a.,

8/2
8'8
14,8
21/6

353-0-350 v. 80 mA.
5 v. 2 a. Both fila-

ments tapped at 4 volts. An
ideal replacement trans. Price,
18 / -.

MBA /6- 325-0 -325 v. 100 mA.
6.3 v. 3 a. 5 v. 2 a. With mains
tapping board. Price, 22'6.
MBA /7. 250-0 -2.50 v. 80 mA.
6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a. Both filaments tapped at 4 volts. Price,
18/
MBA/8. SPECIAL OFFER.
Drop through type. 233 -0-233 v.
60 mA. 6.3 v. 3 a., 12/8.
AT/3. Auto transformer. 0 -10120, 200 -230 -240 volts. 107 watts.
Price, 17/6.

,

P.M. FOCUS MAGNETS

SPECIAL

Partly Assembled
Car Radios.

:

617. PRICE 32/6 THE SET.

;

;

;

35mm. With vernier adjustor.
Tetrode 15/ -. Triode 17/6.
Less vernier. All type 12/6.
afmm. Wide angle, with vernier
picture shift control. 25/.

HEARING AIDS
CONDENSERS
By well -known Manufacturer. Electrolytic Cans.
In metal case size : Olin. x 16 mid. 500 v.w.
411n. x lin. Complete with bat- 24 mfd. 450 v.w
teries and 3 sub -miniature 32 mfd. 500 v.w
valves. earpiece and cord. Only 60 mfd. 350 v.w
two controls ; volume and 84 mfd. 450 v.w
on /off.
Fitted with internal 8 +8 mid. 450 v.w
crystal microphone.
8 +16 mid 450 v.w.
mid. 450 v.w.
MADE TO SELL FOR 22n(INCcS. 816+24
+8 mfd. 500 v.w.
16 +24 mfd. 450 v.w
4,
Pó tage 3'6PexÚalp.
16 +32 mfd. 450 v.w
20+ 20 mfd. 275 v.w
Ready for use. Perfect working 32+32 mfd. 3541 v.w
order. Slightly soiled but new 60 +100 mfd. 350 v.w.
and unused.
250 mid. 350 v.w.

Pleasing design, complete with
drilled chassis, dial, drum drive
and back. Finished in satin
mahogany veneer, natural
polish. Outside dimensions
171in. wide, 1111n, high, 5in.
:

deep.
LASKY'S PRICE, 86: -.

Carriage 2- extra.
Circuit and component list for
4 valve T.R.F. set available.

METAL RECTIFIERS

and 12 volt F.W. Bridge.
a
q'a
q 11
9.a
12 6 a
19:6
S.T.C. SENT'EItCELL RECTI6

2
3

FIERS

Small size case, only
12 x 6 x gin.
Will fit
most cars. For either
6 or 12 volts, depending
on vibrator. Chassis
supplied with 5 octal
valveholders, medium
wave aerial and oscillator coils. Output
transformer, volume
control, sundry resistances and condensers, dial and knobs.
Case finished in pleasing shade of brown crackle. Dial calibrated 150-550 metres.
LASKY'S PR ICE, 69 6. Carriage 5.,- extra.
WRITE FOR FULLER DETAILS. Other chassis in various
conditions of completion are available for personal cal lers only.
CIRCUIT for 5 -valve car radio, using above chassis.
PRICE 1'6.
We can supply a set of valves that will suit this car radio. All
either GT. or metal. One each as follows 66A7 087 6V6
;

"

6/-

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
All 200-250 v. 50 c.p.s. primary
Finest quality, fully guaranteed.
MBA /3.

CAR RADIO

OZ4

BAFFLE RADI() CABINETS

RM.1
R.M.2
RM.3
RM.4

3'10
4 3
i8

Sin.

14/6
10/6
13/6

61ín
Sin.

15'15 /loin.
17,6
Now available. 12in. Good mans heavy duty. 15 watts.
15 ohms.
LASKY'S PRICE, £5 /19/8.
Carriage 86 extra.
41n.

5in.

SPECIAL PURCHASE
STAINLESS STEEL
RECORDING WIRE
ihr. Reels
6/11.
Ihr, heels
12'6.

ihr. Reels
318

3'11
5/11
3,8

25/ -,

COLLABO 3 -SPI El) AUTO
CHAN(.; ItS

4!11
3,11
3,11
3/11

4'8

4/11

4/9
2/3,11
7,8
4/11

hearing aids available,
less earpiece. cord and batteries MANY OTHER TYPRI IN 8T0:K
PRICE 50:, Carriage 2.6 extra. Send us your requirements.
A few

LASKY'S
RADIO
(Harrow

Brand now and unused. iu
maker's original carton. Finished in cream. Pitted with
high fidelity studio pick -up
(turnover crystal), type GP 29,
LASKY'S PRICE, £9/1916.
Carriage Free.

I.F. TRANSFORMERS

465 Ke s Iron dust cores in
Lasky's
Road), Ltd.,
cans. midget type. Size lin.
370, Harrow Road, Paddington, London, W.9 xllin.x2lin. Price 8/6 per pair.
WEARITE

Telephones : CUNningham 1979-7214. All Depts.
MAIL ORDER AND DESPATCH DEPARTMENTS : 485 -437,
HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, LONDON. W.10.

Hours Mon. to Sat. 9.70 a.m. to 6 p.m. ; Thurs., half day, I p.m.
Postage end packing charges (unless otherwise stated) on orders
value £I -1s. Od. extra ; £5-2s, Od. extra £:0 -3s. ed. extra
over £10 carriage free unless specifically stated otherwise. All
goods fully insured in transit,
:

:

;
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LOUDSPEAKERS
First Quality. All J ohm speech
co11. Less output trans.

;

:

TYPE 550. 445 -520
KGs. 8/8 per pair.
WEARITE TYPE 500. 450 -470
Kc /s. 8/6 per pair.
GRAM MOTORS. -Shaded
pole, synchronous. For 200.250
v. 50 c.o.s. mains. Rim drive.

Many,Uses.

913

each.

......

?'
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HOME

JUST ARRIVED

RADIO OF MITCHAM
Announce an entirely

NEW

The

NEW CONSTRUCTORS

3 VANE

SHORT-WAVE

`Coronation'

RECEIVER

for A.C. mains
Sensitive T.R.F. circuit using

3

EF50 valves and the latest

CRYSTAL MICROPHONE

Eddystone plugin short wave
coils. Complete
short - wave
from
coverage
metres to
10

This latest RONETTE production uses the vacuum
sealed DX12 crystal cartridge,
as incorporated in the famous
" Coronation " microphone. The
Coronation De -luxe has been
designed to give even greater
sensitivity, with a wide range and
flat frequency response between
30- 13,000 c /s. The beautifully
polished cream Urea housing is
supplied with a long connecting
flex, finished in white P.V.C.

metres.

180

wave
Medium
coil also availThis fine
able.
easily assembled
set will bring
thrill of
the
exploring the world to your fireside. Every component is
standard and we can supply separately or as a complete kit.
Chassis and front panel have all major holes punched ready for
assembly. Join the happy band of short -wave listeners and send
for the full constructional details of model JB.3. to -day.

Price 1/3, post paid.

Available only from

59!6

"1Y

:

HOME RADIO

E

& G

SPARKS' DATA SHEETS
" ECLIPSE "
THE
All-Dry Battery Superhet Portable.

"ADCOLA"
Reed.

SOLDERING INSTRUMENTS

Trod, Mark

Rr7d. Deçien Vs. 800902

(British. U.S. and Foreign Patents)

For Wireless and Television Assembly

of the Personal Portable
A Tried, Tested & Guaranteed Design
Neat & Compact enough to be taken anywhere but not
fiddly to make.

Type.

1s

Highly Easiest and Eight up to Dale.

in addition to the

30 GUARANTEED DESIGNS

Have you had a copy of my Latest List
already available.
If not a S.A.E. or a 21d. stamp will bring one by return.
COMPONENTS AND DRILLED CHASSIS SUPPLIED.

?

the Adcoia Instruments meets the
modern requirements of Television, Telecommunication and
Radar Engineers
SUPPLIED FOR ALL VOLT RANGES FROM 6/7v. to 230/250v.
25/6
...
...
3 /16ín. dia. Bit. Standard Model
28/.,,
...
Jain. dia. Bit. Standard Model
33/6
...
Bit.
Model
..
dia.
Detachable
3116in.
Sole Mannfocturers :
The advanced design of

L. ORMOiND SPARKS (P), gWANAGE,DO(SET' HIGH

STREET,

HERE IS RADIO'S SIMPLEST & CHEAPEST VALVE SET!
pf

-TIN SPECIAL
"COCOA
THE
the name indicate,, is constructed from
This receiver.
as

scrap materials such as odd pieces of bakellte and plywood,
screws. discarded cocoa tins. etc.. found around the house and
in the junk box. Two circuits are available, a single -valver
for use with headphones, and a two -valver for loudspeaker
reception. The original one -valve set, apart from thebevalve,
concost less than 5,- to build ; the loudspeaker set can simple
structed by the addition of another valve and a few cover
components. Both sets work from small dry batteries.
aerial.
long and medium waves, and require only an indoormanner.
They give results equal to sets built in the orthodox
Full instructions for building both sets, including point -topoint wiring diagrams
PRICE a'8 POST FREE
This offer is confined to Great Britain, Irish Republic and

-

Northern Ireland.

RADIO DESPATCH SERVICE
by

CUTIIAl1

11110W,

BRISTOL,

6.

Orders

post only.

RE

LIMITED

PRODUCTS

ADCOLA

GENERAL OFFICES & WORKS

137,

Co.

33, Tottenham Court Rd., Londan, W -1

Constructional Sheets of Guaranteed and Tested Radio Designs.
IF YOU WANT A REALLY EFFICIENT PORTABLE
It will pay you to send a stamp for full details of my Latest Design.

The above

Vail Order Supply
The Radio Centre

MIT : 3282.
London Road, Mitcham, Surrey.
Open until 6.30 p.m. every day. (Weds., 1.0 p.m.).

181,

co small that it is difficult and
COMPLETELY SELF-CONTAINED.

De Luxe

HIGH FIDELITY

:

CRANMER COURT, CLAPHAM

LONDON,

5

W.4.

(MACaulay 4272)

p "'GCHOILS'N
2'6

with
Dual Range Miniature
Circuit
/
Crystal Set Coil
with 2 Mains and
Dual Range Coil
2 Battery Circuits
with Reaction

Al

I

Matched Pair Dual Range
T.R.F. Coils with Reaction

e

8

/

With Battery

All coils wound on low
Individually

and

Mains Circuits

pair

loss formers.

tested and
Post 3d. on all orders.

guaranteed.

Trade supplied.

RADIO EXPERIMENTAL PRODUCTS, LTD.
MUCH PARK ST., COVENTRY
33,
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A Condenser Analyser
A COMPACT AND VERSATILE INSTRUMENT FOR TESTING THE INSULATION
PROPERTIES OF ALL KINDS OF PAPER AND MICA
CONDENSERS, AND
RE- AGEING ELECTROLYTICS
By H.

The Electrolytic Condenser
IN an electrolytic condenser the dielectric consists
of a very thin layer of oxide on an aluminium
foil electrode, created by passing direct current
from aluminium to the solution. Contact with the
solution is made by another piece of aluminium foil
or the outer case of the condenser. The oxide layer is
not too stable and tends to de -form if the condenser
is stored for any length of time. Thus, if an electrolytic
it taken from stock and put straight into a receiver,
the excessive leakage current may overload the
rectifier section. Even if that section withstands the
additional load, the heat produced in the electrolytic
may, after a time, cause breakdown and damage.
With the very high capacitors used in A.C. /D.C.
type television receivers, these risks are present in
even greater degree. It ,can be said that whereas reformings of electrolytics before insertion into radio
sets is highly desirable, where television receivers are
concerned it is an essential safeguard.
Mode of Operation
The instrument is designed to operate from A.C.
mains supplies and provides a range of D.C. voltages
which are coupled through current limiting resistors
to the condenser under test. The current is thereby
limited to a safe value which can be maintained until
the electrolytic has re -aged, should it be necessary.
At the same time, the voltage drop across the charging
resistor is applied to a neon lamp. When the current
is high, the voltage causes the neon to glow. As the
current and voltage fall, the neon begins to flash and,

.5

/0
Fig.

finally, when leakage has reacheq the normal amount,
the neon goes out.

Circuit
The circuit (Fig. I) consists basically of a half-wave
rectifier with switch -selected input voltages from a
tapped mains transformer secondary, together with'
switches for selecting rectified input voltage, rectifier
load resistor, reservoir capacitor and the various
series charging resistors. A neon capacitor circuit
gives visual indication of operation of the instrument.
The rectifier consists of a series of selenium halfwave rectifiers MR4, MR2, MR3, and MR4. Its input
A.C. voltage, obtained from the mains transformer
" T," is adjusted in steps between 125 and 550 volts
by means of taps on the secondary selected by SW.1.
Rectified output is developed across load resistors
R2, R3, and R4 selected by SW.3 across which
is connected the reservoir capacitor Cl selected by
SW.4. Switch SW.2 selects half-wave D.C. output
and delivers it through the neon indicator network
comprising R4i C2 and 110 volt neon N, and
the series charging resistors R7, R9, and R9 selected by
SW.5 to the test condenser. Switch SW.5 in position 1
connects R9 across the test capacitor to discharge it.
Fig. 2 " A " shows the discharge resistor in circuit
and " B " the simplified circuit of the whole system
and corresponds to switch positions 2 to 8. Circuit
diagram Fig. 2 " B " without discharge resistor R
corresponds to switch position 9. Switches
to 5
are ganged together and termed the " Selector
Switch."

R

1

50-'

.3

2

Singh

R.

3

I.- Theoretical

-

-e5

VVE

Sw9

ai

j20/

circuit of the instrument.
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Operating the Instrument
The instrument is quite straightforward to use. A
pair of test leads should be made up terminating in
crocodile clips at one end and red and black banana
plugs at the other. These leads should be inserted into
their respective sockets on the instrument panel, the
selector switch set to position 1, and the unit switched
on. In this position the discharge resistor R6 is
brought into circuit and removes the danger of
receiving a shock when the clips are used to make
connection. In all other positions a voltage is impressed on the clips between 100 and 550 volts
depending on the setting of the switch arm.
Checking Insulation
(Applicable to mica and paper condensers only.)
Connect the test leads across the terminals of a
condenser whose insulation is desired to be tested and
rotate the selector switch to position 9. A good
condenser or one with a high insulation should retain
its charge for a long period, and the neon indicator
which is in series with this condenser and the 450 volt
MR

A

2.

-" "A"B"

circuit and

shows the discharge resistor in
the simplified circuit of the whole
system.

high tension system, should glow only once for a
very brief period. This glow is due to the stress or
initial charging current of the condenser. A deep
momentary glow indicates a condenser of high
capacity, and a weak glow a condenser of low
capacity. A condenser having poor insulation will
be indicated by frequent flashing of the neon, the
rate of flashing depending on the loss insulation.
Quantitavely, the insulation properties of the condenser can be determined from the formula R= 100.N.
Where
R= insulation resistance in megohms.
N= number of seconds per flash.
Immediately a test has been made the selector
switch should be returned to position 1 to allow the
condenser to discharge.

Re- ageing Test
To re -age electrolytic condensers that have been
in store for any length of time, the procedure is to
connect the condenser to the instrument test leads
with due regard to polarity. Select the lowest voltage
range and switch the instrument on. In most cases,
particularly if the condenser is an old one, the neon
indicator will be found to flash quite frequently.
After a short period the flashing will have completely
ceased and the insulation improved considerably.
Select the next higher voltage and allow the flashing
to subside. Continue in this way until the working
voltage of the component is reached. Here the
condenser is left to stand for at least an hour after the
flashing has ceased or prolonged itself considerably.
It is then discharged and taken out of circuit.

Ë.°1àìt.aeVe
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It may sometimes be found that a condenser will
not reform satisfactorily at its correct working voltage.
In such a case nothing else can be done and the component either rejected as a bad specimen or incorporated into a circuit where the working voltage is low
and considered satisfactory for its working.
Construction
The layout of components in the construction of
this unit is not critical, and as most constructors will
have quite a number of spare parts it was decided
not to give constructional details of the metalwork.
It is stressed, however, that the panel layout should
be so arranged as to present an all -round symmetrical appearance.
A dial should be made out of white Bristol board
and fitted to the selector switch. Position should be
marked " DIS " to indicate discharge, while positions
2 to 8 should indicate the appropriate voltages present
at those switch settings. This can best be done by
connecting a multirange voltmeter to the test terminals
and rotating the selector arm. Indian ink should be
used to mark the dial which can afterwards be protected with a piece of 1116in. thick clear Perspex.
Position 9 should be marked " INS " to indicate
insulation.
In concluding it must be pointed out that three
components need special consideration and these
are :
(1) The neon lamp, which must be either a
Phillips or Mazda type 110 volt S.B.C.
(2) The mains transformer, which will have to be
ordered specially and have good insulation.
(3) The selector switch ; this must be a robust
component for the contacts to withstand the range
of voltages specified under continuous use.
1

COMPONENT LIST

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Rc =
watt.
5k. 1 watt.
47k. 2 watt.
R7 = 247k. 2 watt.
70k. 2 watt.
Rs = 100k. 2 watt.
100k. 3 watt.
R9 = 47k. 3 watt.
247k. / watt.
C1
2 ,F. 600 volt.
0.25 /.F. 350 volt.
C2
1 Mazda 110 volt S.B.C. Neon Lamp.
2 Banana plugs, black and red.
2 Sockets to suit above.
2 Crocodile clips.
SW.1
Yaxley type, single pole
way
SW.2
each section
SW.3
All ganged together.
SW.4
SW.5
SW.6 = D.P. on /off Toggle Switch.
R1
R3
R3
R4
R3

25k.

1

-9

M R.1

MR.2
MR.3
MR.4

= S.T.C.
Type RM.1.
J

1 amp., with holders.
Neon lamp holder.

2 Fuses
1
1

Mains transformer, with Secondary tapped at

125 v., 175 v., 225 v., 275 v., 350 v., 450 v., 550 v.,

1

at 15 MA.
Small pointer knob.

WIRELESS COILS, CHOKES AND TRANSFORMERS
Price 6'- by post 6 4.
8th Edition now ready.

,.
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MODERNISE YOUR OLD RADIOGRAM

£23

SUPERHET

CHASSIS
We offer

FOR

this Autochanger complete
with Model

3-SPEED
AUTOCHANGE UNIT

B.3 3- waveband as advertised together with loin.
p.m. Speaker for £23 p1us10; -carr. and ins.. crwith
B3PP Model for 225,-.'-i plus 10- carr. and ins.

MODEL
3

B.5.

waveband

I6
-

mains 100-120 volts and:
200--250 volts. employ
ing the very latest
miniature
valves.
modern specification. great attention
' having been given to the gaall1y of reprodue
Lion which gives excellent clarity of speech and music on both*
Gram and Radio, making it the ideal replacement Chassis
that " old Radiogram,' etc.
Brief specifications :-Model B.3. -Valve line up. 6BE6, 613A6,
6AT6, 686, W3X4. Waveband Coverage. Short 16 -50. Medium
187 -550. Long 950 -2.000 metres. Controls 1 Volume with onloli
(2) Timing (flywheel type)
(3i Wave change and Gram
(4)
Tono (3 position switch operative on Gram and Radio).
Negative Feedback is employed over the entire audio stages.
Chassis size, Ilin. x 7I in x 6! in high. Dial size. Olin. x 9;in.
Pr ce. complete and READY FOR LSE, excluding speaker,
£12,/12' -. (Carr. and Pkg. 7 6 extra.)
MODEL 11.3. P.P. -This model is the B.3. Receiver but incorporates two 6BW6 VALVES in PUSH PULL. resulting in really
excellent quality reproduction up to approximately 6 watts.
Price £15115'-. (Plus 7 6 carr. and ins.).

With separate Crystal heads for STANDARD

and L.P. Records.
Incorporating

i

:

;

;

ups

Pirl

Adjustment.
ochange
Weight
Min autochange

ç

.121.1

-.

i

Ric
e not intermixed
m., Min. :mil
baseplate size 15m.
l'2iin. with height above 9:in.
below bin
Sin.
Brand new in linker's cartons. complete with mounting
ba

for

A

I

-A:

£9/17/6
Superhet Receiver. tor (plus 7,6 carr. and Ins.)
operation on A.C. Normal price £18110.0
5 -valve

'i

A GENUINE
SPECIAL OFFER !
The COLLARO 3RC 521

instructions.

"PERSONAL SET" BATTERY ELIMINATOR

complete kit of parts to build a Midget "Ah -dry" Battery
Eliminator. giving approx. 69 volts and 1.4 volts. This Eliminator is for use co A.C. mains and is suitable for any 4 -valve Super het receiver requiring H.T. and L.T. voltage as above or approx.
to 69 volts. The kit is quite easily and quickly assembled and
is housed in a light aluminium case, size 91in. x 11in. x 31 in.
Price of complete kit with easy -to- follow assembly instructions.
42 6. In addition we can offer a similar COMPLETE KIT to
provide approx. f5 <' Its and 1.4 volts. Size of assembled Unit
7in.x 2lin.x
A

QUALITY " PUSH- PULL"
AMPLIFIER for A.C. mains.

4 -VALVE

6 -8

°

llm.
watt

.,re476We

have a

large selection

of

iS AUTOMATIC RECORD

Incorporating Negative Feedback, Filter Input Circuit
employing 6V6s in Push -Pull. A simple arrangement
is provided to enable either a magnetic- crystal or
lightweight pick -up to be used, and is suitable for
use with Standard or long-playing records. A tone
control is incorporated, and the 10 -watt output
transformer is designed to match 2 to 15 ohm
speakers. The overall size of the assembled chassis
is 10in. x Bin. x 71in. high, and full practical diagrams
are supplied. Price, including drilled chassis and
?. of complete kit, £6%17/6. Price of assembled chassis,
led ready for use, £842 ;6. Full descriptive leaflets are
,,fable separately for 1 /-.

.end

CHANGERS AT GREATLY
REDUCED PRICES

These units are all by the leading manufacturers and include MIXER and NON MIXER types. All are brand new in
Makers' original cartons.
Send S.A.E. for full particulars.

! ! SPECIAL OFFERS ! !
BArcl:ìrS 121n. PJI. 25
for 12 WATT NIGH FIDELITY ohm
15 watt speaker, £412/6
"Push -Pull" AMPLIFIER
TRUVOX 121n. PJi, 2-3
Designed for A.C. mains 200 to 250 volts, ohm 10 watt speaker, £21916
employs 6 valves plus rectifier, with
(Plus 1,3 carriage and insurance.)
negative feed -back, and comprises a main
amplifier chassis and a remote controlled:
Pre -amplifier and Tone Control Unit,
A COMPLETE
4 VALVE
incorporating four controls -bass, treble,
main volume or mixing

COMPLETE KiT

a

T.R.F. CHASSIS

control, and
radio, gram. microphone selector switch
including a 5" P.M.SPEA K ER and VALVES
This control unit measures only 7 s 4
for only
tin. 'Phe measured frequency range
the amplifier with this unit shows
excellent response from 14,000 cycles down
to 20 cycles, the bass and treble controls.
(plus 7,6
allowing independent control 01 gain
carr.
both ends of the frequency range loins
and ins.)
zero to a gain of 50. It can be seen, therefore, that ample correction is provided;
to suit any type of pick -up with any types
of recording. Input voltage tor maximum
output is 70 mV. 6.3 volts at 2 amp_.
and 30 rnA. H.T. is provided for tuning unit,
etc. Price or complete kit, Amplifier and Control Unil including drilled chassis emir,
valves, £14. Complete specification and layout, 21 We can also supply completelyassembled and ready for use at £17. Please add 7;8 carr. and insurance
receiver
THIS AMPLIFIER COMPARES WELL WITH THE ,WILI,IAMSON AND SIMILAR:This
is of the very
DESIGNS AT A FRACTION OF THE COST,
latest design covering
Longand
Medium
both
and inA DUAL CHANNEL PRE -AMPLIFIER and TONE The COLLARD Wavebands.
eludes the modern BVA miniature valves.
CONTROL UNIT
lineup
The
being
12AT6- 12A6 -35W4.
N
Model A.C. 514
5 It incorporates 12BA6Permeability Tuned Coils
This comprehensive PRE -AMPLIFIER and TONE CONTROL Record
mimeo thus ensuring excellent selectivity
UNIT provides full control of Bass and Treble in conjunction
:and sensitivity. The overall size of the
with a main Volume Mixer Control. Can be used with any
scomplete chassis including Speaker is
Amplifier and any Pick -up, the range of frequency control pro101in. x 41in x 61ín. An attractive
vided by the unit affording ample compensation for all types of
natures
of
recordincs,
American
and
all
i.e.,
English,
!Bakelite !Ivory finished Cabinet, size
Pick-up
;111 in. x 54 in x 61 ín. is available tor 16.6
and Long-Playing, without recourse to Pick -up correction. The
(plus 2/6 carriage and insurance).
extreme flexibility of the Bass and Treble Controls is such that
the level of Bass and Treble can be set to suit any conditions
irrespective of the volume output of the Amplifier.
'(Plus 5/- Carr. and Ins.)
£3/19/6
7fn.
measures
only
x
4fn.
x
2in.,
including
self-contained
The Unit
Power Supply, and can he accommodated either on or away from
RIM DRIVE 78 r.p.m. complete with the
the main Amplifier, i.e.. in the front panel of a Cabinet or any
COLLARO Plug in type MAGNETIC
other position. Price, including drilled chassis, valves (ti557
HEAD and 10 inch TURNTABLE. These
and 625), £31169. Complete assembly data is available srp..
are COMPLETE BRAND NEW UNITS loi
ately for 1/3. Completely assembled and ready for use, £5 b -.
A.C. Mains 200 -250 volts.

x
oi

an

£6/9/6

at

Player,u
>'.

G

l

-

!

STERNRADIO

Ltd.

109

&

115,

FLEET STREET, E.C.4.

TELEPHONE
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" MAXI-Q"

IMPROVED

MOUNTING

CHASSIS

"ATOMIC"

COILS

& 2. Former Mounting-Bush and
Nut completely moulded in coloured
polystyrene enables easy identification on both sides of chassis. No
corrosion possible aS in normal
types of metal bush or mounting
lugs. Coil can be made vibration
proof and locked forever by slight
application of polystyrene varnish
DENFIX ") to thread before
assembly.
3. Adjustable Iron Dust Core, simplifying receiver alignment.
4. Litz windings on L.F. ranges.
5. The terminal spills are tinned
copper and form an integral part of
the former.
Former length llin.
6. Dimensions
Dia. ?in., 0 B.A. Fixing.
The following Colour Code identifies
the coils
BLUE: Grid coil with aerial coupling
winding. For R.F. or Mixer. Range
15, 3 /11 each. Range 6 -7, 3/9 each.
YELLOW Grid coil with coupling
for,reaction or R.F. anode. Straight
detector or mixed following R.F.
Range 1-5. 3,11 each. Range 6 -7,
3'9 each.
GREEN Grid coil with reaction and coupling winding (6 pin).
Range 1-5. 419 each.
RED Superhet Ose. 465 Kc's. Range 1 -5, 3'11 each. R. 6 -7,
3'9 each.
WHITE Superhet Ose. 1.6 Mc:s. Prices as RED.
I

for 90

All-Ma

(

1954
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:

Using only

screwdriver,
pliers and
soldering iron,
YOU can make this
attractive 3 -Valve All -mains
Set (2 Wavebands). Send
only 90,' -, plus 3/- Carr. &
Ins., and Complete Pares
including Valves, Ready-to -Use
Chassis, Moulded Cabinet and
full, illustrated Instructions will be
sent by return. YOU CAN MAKE
MONEY MAKING THESE SETS
FOR FRIENDS -they're simple to
CONSTRUCT, astonishing
VALUE.

:

:

:

LF.'s

nd

(Nnoe" Whinge" coials

areRmadeaforetl ese ranges.)
3

2

RANGE

Metres

580,194

1700;570
1

RANGE
Me/s.

4

1&157

I

7

6

5

45/78

30,50

10.5'31.5

515

1.675.3

.`15 1.545

175'.525

Sic/s.

6.6/3.8

10/6

28.'9.5

Metres
the coils- DTB.1, 1/6.
Complete Technical Information on with
core, any colour.
Formers of the above coils complete
2'2 each.
SEND Pd. FOR GENERAL CATALOGUE.
DENCO

60'20

Norman

/,elon_o -Se Road,

(CLACTON) LTD.,

68

He

()Send for Point -toPoint Wiring Diagram and List of

Parts:
FREE.

POST

Screwdriver, Pliers and
Soldering Iron, only
tools required.
All parts sold separately.
Money Back Guarantee.
Radio knowledge
required.

No

Field,

HURST STREET

1/-

Tel

IDLAND

:

36M19

BIRMINGHAM

.

5

EX- GOVT. VÁLVES.-Tested.EF36, EA50,

3/9 ;
!
2'- t SP6I. VU111, 2'6
VALVES YOU CAN TRUST
MICROGRAM AMPLIFIERS EB34,
EF39, EF50, EF54, EC52, VU39A, 4'6.
11-Unused and Based.
A- Makers' cartons.
.2
a..
1,000
ohms,
Slider.
IS
A
DROPPERS,B
A
s
B
A
£3.19.6 P2 /&dP' 750 ohms, .3 a., 4'9 Min. 4 v. Buzzers, 2'6.
2'
1:A :m
6A9(1
10'8 6K7C 621.6 ' 22350, 2'3 :
cAKS
9'6 6R7ä'('8:- 5i- lìfta4
CONDENSERS.-8.'450,
7,9
32 450, 1/6.
91- I1BPI
6AM6
7/9 6117(:
16 x 16'275. 2 6 ' 1G x 32,'275, 2111
U V
3 8
6i7r,T 11'6 918 E('::I
61°61: 8/9
M. 2'6 t.
VOL. CONTROLS. -Lag. Sp.
86
N A
53/':.1
5.9
:

--

-5/- --6Rr,0'r
curi

4/8

6J5( :T

10/8

GJe

6.171/

643

7'8

-

6sH7
65K7

-

--- 63
91 8'9

f,`ti7(:T
iVI /UI'

6V60
1

2115

--

7/9

2'9

Ersii
1:191
l;Pin

-----

;

;

'

12 8

7'9

-

SLEEPING : fireen. 1 ram. (bore). lid. yd. Best
quality. (Red and Blue, 2 mm. ; Yellow, 1.5 nun.:
Black. inn. Ed, yd.)
6 NFD. 2,000e. TEST : Metal Stork. 3'9, 11- post.
0.25 MK/. 500V. r Metal tubular, 6 for 2, -.
Poet free on ordere ever £1.
BURNLEY ROAD,
2A,
REED & FORD AINSDALE, SOUTHPORT
1

D

I.
U

ANY SIZE OR FINISH

CALL OR SEND DRAWINGS
FOR

QUOTATION

;

;

E

inside your record player leaving
room for speaker. Dimensions IOin. x 31in.
x 2!,in. 4 watts quality output. Suitable
for all speakers and with standard or L.P.
pick -ups. Built -in power pack for 200 -250 v.
A.C. only. Valves 6J7 and 6V6 available at
20/- per pair extra, if required. Other
models with neg. feedback, etc.
6d. stamp for illustrated details.
Fits

ELECTRO -ACOUSTIC LABS

TAIN- ROSS-SHIRE,
NEW

Television, Radio,
Record CABINETS
MADE'TO ORDER

S.P. Sw., 3'6 D.Y. Sw., 5.6 1 in. Sp. D.T.
Sw., 3'8 Wirewound 20 K., 25 K.. 1 ;9.
MtTIiRS. -2?. in.. 0 -15 volts A.C. :D.C.. 8 ;6.
UNIVERSAL SHUNTS.-High accuracy
wirewound shunts for extending the range
of 1 milliamp. or 500 microamp. meters of
any internal resistance. Only one simple
adjustment to make. no calibrating meter
being required. Boxed, with instructions
and one year's guarantee. 5 Range Model.
11' -. S505 1/ mA.). covers 1. 5, 20, 100 and
500 mA. S51 (1 mA.), covers 2, 10, 50, 200
and 500 mA.
'l'ITR
Sound'Vislon Chassis.
\'IF.M311
£4 to £7 17 6. assembled, aligned and tested.
Stamp for lists. Postage extra under £2,
:

66

6/6
K7"L'ia
I1Ka4 2 3 1 9

/so
9'9 Vti 13.7/9
Auy calve sent C.O.U. at makers' price.
SPECIAL : Metal GR7, store soiled,
COAX .71d. YD. : Standard TV type (75/600).
approx. fin. dia.. stranded cors, limited
cover, ri,. way,
JONES PLUGS & SOCKETS, l
108. pair.

61:7

:

SCOTLAND

GOODS ONLY
Fit.

Tubular Type. C -Can, Clip
TCONDENSERS. -Electric. 450v.

wkg.
4.6

C & T. 8 -8.
T, 64.

T,

C.
8 mfd. 2/8 : T. 16, 4:2 :
: C. 6416-24, 8'3 ; C. 16 -32, 9/5
2,
: T.
100, 21'- ; 500 v. wkg. T. 1 mfd.
5,3 : C, 32,
2/8 : C. 4, 3/- : C. 8. 2/9 ; C, 16,
16 -16, 8'3
7/6 t C, 8-8 619 : C. 8 -1G. 7'6x 50C. v.,
2'3
'
T.
T. 25 x 25 v., 1 /11 t T. 25
T, 50x 50 v.,
50x12 v ..2'C. 100x50 v., 3'5 : C, 32 -32 x 450 v.. 11/3.

99
3-

;

MASSEY,

97/1C

N

E,,f

i

L

SHORT WAVE

EQUIPMENT

years for ....
S.W. Receivers and Kits of Quality.
Noted for over

19

1

Improved designs with Denco coils :
One-Valve Kit, Model "C" Price, 25/to
.0005,
up
v.
wkg.
"E" .. 5013'PAPER.-500
TUB.
Two ..
8d. to .006. 9d.: to .04, lid, .05 and .1.
1/1 t.2 and .25.1 /6 :.5.23.
SIL. MICA, 500 v. wkg. up to 100 pr., 9d.: to All kits complete with all components.
500. 1/- to 1,000. 1/2 t 2,000 and 3.000. 1'2.
and full instructions.a
VOL. CONTLS. -Lg_ Spols.. all values, accessories,
Before ordering call and Inspect
31- with SW. 5/- with DP. SW.. 5 9.
or send
2% demonstration receiver.
RFSISTORS. -Garb. all Std. values,
stamped. addressed envelope for
1 w.. 7d.
toi. 5 watt, 4d.: 1 w., 3 5(1.:
catalogue.
descriptive
5
w.
to
K.
1.9
Wound,
W.
w.,
2
lid,
5w. to5K.,2! -; 5w. to 50 K. 2'6;10 w. to "H.A.C." SHORT-WAVE PRODUCTS
30 K.. 2 /8.
l Bond
to £1, (Dept. TH
Terms t Orders up to 10/- post 6d., up order,
Loñdoo W
post Pd., over P. free. Cash with
22,
RADIOLEGTR9fd
nthOrne, sLines

:T,50x25v.,23:

;

:

B.

KOSKIE
(DEPT. C.)

Leather Lane,
Holborn, E.C.1

72 -76

Phone : CHAncery 6791/2

:

:

:

:

Street.
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gined/w.clox anit-fatlinq orlsc¢ivRh
SOME NOVEL CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENTS FOR ISOLATED OR REMOTE AREAS
By Wm. Nimmons

IN

the February, 1947, issue of this journal there completely, it would give a ratio of good reception of
appeared an article on a " Two -Programme 1/2 in other . ords, the strength of the signal would
Receiver " by the present writer. To re- only fade to half of its former value, which is a dimcapitulate, the receiver was something of a inution scarcely to be noticed at loud volume levels
compromise it attempted to do two things at once, and which would ensure continuity of reception.
(a) to provide the ordinary loudspeaker reception
from a number of stations, and (b) to provide an The Circuit
alternative station on headphones so that anyone
Accordingly, a set was made up, details of which
who wished could concentrate on a serious talk or can be seen in Fig. I. It will be seen that the first
lecture on the headphones while others in the same part of the circuit (nearest the aerial) is in reality a
room could indulge in jazz or light music.
wavetrap, but with the difference that instead of
The method by which this was achieved was as ending with a coil and condenser it goes on to include
follows a wavetrap was inserted in the aerial lead, a leaky -grid detector, together with its associated
but instead of the energy being allowed to go to H.T. equipment.
waste, the top end of the wavetrap winding was
Following on the wavetrap, we have the standard
taken to the grid of a detector valve. That is, leaky -grid detector consisting of a second coil and
when the wavetra; was tuned to the desired station condenser feeding a detector valve which has the
(from the point of view of the listener to the lecture) usual H.T. circuit. Both valves are provided with
the energy circulating in the wavetrap was utilised reaction to sharpen the tuning and increase signal
for that purpose. At the same time, this did not strength, the reaction being provided by a differential
interfere in the least with the reception of other condenser together with an H.F. choke in each
stations on the loudspeaker, as is customary with anode circuit.
the insertion of a wavetrap in the aerial lead of a
The method of coupling to the output valve is
receiver.
simple and effective. Both outputs (of the detector
Since then another use for this wavetrap-in-the - valves) are taken via a .5 1.(F condenser to the sane
aerial method of reception has occurred to the terminal of the primary of a parallel -feed transwriter. There are. areas in the country which do former, the other side of which goes to the earth
not enjoy uninterrupted continuity of reception. line. Thus, the combined outputs are fed through
Such an area is the east coast of Co. Down, and the primary of the transformer, the secondary of
there are others. The main obstacle to good which behaves in the normal manner.
reception in Co. Down appears to be the encroachThe circuit is a little tricky to tune at first, since
ment or " mingling " of the wave from the Northern we have no means of knowing which station is
Ireland station and that from the North region. " coming through." However, by fi ting a switch
As these are on the same wavelength
there appears little that can be
done to counteract the fading.
But in other parts of the country
there is fading pure and simple.
As several stations carry the same
programme it occurred to the
writer why not tune the wavetrap
to one station, and what may be
described as the main part of the
set to another station ? The combined outputs of the two stations
would (theoretically) emerge as a
signal twice as great as any one of
them, and could be fed to an
amplifying or output valve in the
usual way. Since, for distances in
this country, the reception would
be practically instantaneous, there
would be no echo or other untoward effect.
Since the two stations are carrying the same programme, and
since it would be unlikely for both
stations to fade at the same time,
there would appear to be a great
advantage in this method of reception. Even if one station faded
Hg. 1. -A simple dual -channel receiver.
;

:

:

:
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in the filament legs of the two detector valves, and
cutting out each in turn, the appropriate station
may be tuned in. If one station is stronger than
the other, this station should be tuned on the
wavetrap, since this will prevent spreading on the

other dial.

It was felt, however, that Fig. I as it stands was
not very satisfactory from the point of view of
anyone experiencing fading from a particular
station. For one thing, fading occurs at extreme
ranges, and the plain detector valve is not much use
at such ranges. At least one stage of high frequency amplification would be necessary.
Adding H.F.
This resulted in Fig. 2. Here we have the wave trap at A, B being the orthodox main circuit. A is
the wavetrap followed by an H.F. valve instead of
the plain detector, with the detector following.
The coils, Ll and L3, behave like a wavetrap, and
may be the usual dual -range coil, although the
medium -wave winding only is shown. L3 and L,
are similar. The two detector valves are provided

with reaction, and the method of passing on the
signals to the output valve is similar to that of Fig. I
As an experimental receiver, this set -up presents
some curious features. It is as well that we should
be clear just what we are trying to do before we
start tuning the arrangement. We have to set A
(and, of course, its associated tuning condenser
in the grid circuit of the following detector valve)
so that it absorbs energy from a particular station,
this station being one of two we have selected as
carrying the same programme. If it carries a

different programme from the station selected by B
then both will go forward together
They will, in fact, be conveyed via the two .5 ,uF
condensers to the primary of the transformer, and
hence be amplified by the output valve. As such a
cacophony is useless from the programme point of
view steps should be taken to ensure that the two
halves of the set are carrying the same programme.
For this reason, it is nearly always impossible to
receive foreign programmes on the dual system. It
is, of course, possible to cut out the wavetrap by
bridging it with a switch ; the set then behaves like
any other 3- valver, and it is possible to receive foreign
broadcasts.
But for general use, in the manner in which the set is
designed, it is usually only possible to receive the
Home, Light and Third programmes. This can be
done by selecting for, say, the Home Service, two
stations as far apart as possible on the dials, and
tuning one in on the wavetrap and the other on the
main tuner. The Third Programme is the one most
,likely to be affected by fading, and fortunately the
two wavelengths are weil separated. As the Light
Programme is also transmitted on the long waves it is
not so liable to fading ; but if a medium and a long wave station are received the medium -wave station
should be received on the wavetrap. The reason for
this will become obvious when we see that if the
long -wave winding were interposed before the
medium -wave winding it would seriously interfere
with the functioning of the latter.
There are some points worth mentioning with
regard to the tuning. The first is that if we tune in
the wavetrap to a powerful station and then leave it
and transfer our attention to the main tuner, we
may get something of a
The station
N7t shock.
seems to spread all
What
over the dial
is happening is that the
is
being
carried
signal
forward quite independently of the main
tuning, but such is the
power of habit that we
consider the tuning of
!

!

hopelessly
However,
the main
the same
programme on another
station we have achieved our object !

this section
inselective.
by tuning
section to

c.

HT-

ganged

>
)

x c

Fig.

2.-A

LT

LTt-

more comprGherrsi re receirer. The naretrap circuit is associated
with VI.
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The second curious
point about the tuning
is that all stations are
displaced upwards on
the main tuner -that is,
the tuner nearest the
earth in Fig. 2. This is
surprising, since the
interposition of a
wavetrap does not usually displace the position on the dial of
stations to which it is
not tuned. Be that as it
may, the fact remains
that all stations are
displaced upwards by
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"Supertor

15»

QUESTIONS ANSWERED

SOME

soy,t

ANa1,at

Can f expect
arse r
to factory made
Is it robust and likely to no for May
periods without trouble ?
Why- is it so much cheaper than any
other big picture televisor ?
Does it look like a home -made set ?

The picture compared favourably with any set at
the Radio Show.
Yes, because all parts are standard size and
Braved types.
The reason is becAse you assemble it yourself
and thus save labour and other costs.
No, because It isn't really home made, it is
simply assembled from factory made parts,
lust as are all so- called " factory made " TV.
models.
Soldering' radio parts is simplicity itself.

How about rohlcrins v Is it es m -alt
like repairing a faille or saucepan
Is alionino the sci di1,R:uil ?

No, the coils are all specially designed which

pre -aligns " them and you have only to follow
the simple directions to ensure receiving the
perfect picture. No instruìnents are necessary.
Yes, and all constructors will be notified of the
modifications that will be necessary when Commercial TV. starts.
You send for a service form which you complete and then our engineer will indicate your
trouble. Alternatively, fora nominal charge,
we will take your chassis and make it perfect.
'

Will the Elpreq
all B.B.C. statu.-

erior

13

" reecho

What happens
telcvisorto worl; .'

f -a/Hinnf

ail nn,

.

-

I

har:,l /inis1,:'J?

UP TO THE

ONLY £37

.

10

OR £12

.

10

MINUTE BIG

DEPOSIT

PICTURE T.V.
-MORE QUESTIONS ANSWERED
QUESTION
What is the cost

?

Are Hire Purchase terms
Are there any guara alees
Are cabinets available

mailable
?

?

Bow mu ^h is the stata and can
et

at

approval

How con

-As

7

1

have

?

order

?

AN'A\ KIt
All components. valves and Cossue 15in. cathoda
ray tube cost £57 -l0-0.
Yes, the deposit is £12 -10 -0, the balance is sprawl
over 12 months.
You are covered by two guarantees. one stovers
the components and the other ensures that y,r u
will get perfect results.
The illustrations show the cabinets which ant
available. The Console costs £11 -1i1ä and bi-Super corner model £i8-0 -0. 11.1'. team as s:.i
are available.
The data costs 7!6, but providing you keep
clean and in good condition you can return,
within 7 days if you think you cannot male U,
televisor l7,- will be refunded to' you,.
An order form is enclosed with the 76 d,1;.

?

which you can complete and post to uc.

Demonstrated at the National Radio Show

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT
r,: .Idresed'toVld
42-48,

LTD.

ELPREQ HOUSE (Ref 7.), HIGH STREET, WEALDSTONE, MIDDX.

«'IND]III.i. HILL, RUISLIP,
MII)I)N.
Phone
RUISLIP 5780.
Half -day, Wednesday.

Personal shoppers however should call at

:-

FLEET STREET. E.l'.4
Phone: CENTRAL 2833.

152-153,

Half -day, Saturday

®
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STROII) GREEN RO.hi
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Best Buy

at Britain's

TELEVISION RECTIFIERS. 3iin. long,
211n. dia. 235 volts A.C. input. Type AOutput 300 mA. at 1316. Type B-Output
380 mA. at 14'6. BRAND NEW. Postage
1/- extra.
RF26 and RF27 UNITS. Brand new and
boxed. RF26 for 52-65 Mc's. and RF27 for
65-85 Mes. Either type ONLY 45 -, plus
2/- post.
10mF. CONDENSERS, paper block. 1,000
volt test, 600 v. working. New and boxed at
3 for 10'6.
Rh13 2A complete, brand new receiver for
100 -124 Mc s.
Easily altered for other
frequencies. With 11 valves and circuit.
only 45'-. plus 7,6 carr.
R1155. Brand now at £11.19.6. A few soiled
'at
17.19.6. All these sets are tested prior
to despatch. Carriage 10'6 extra. Send 1 3
Mr circuit and data.
Three types
I11155 POWER PACKS.
available-£4.10.0, £5.5.0 and £6.10.0.
Send S.A.E. for details. Packs are guaranteed six months.
A2074 contains standard mains transformer
315-0-315 v. 70 mA, 6.3 v. 2 A. and 5 v. 2 A.
,Admiralty rating). paper smoothing.
10 Hy. choke and countless other components. All in steel case Ilin. x 61n. x 18in.
and in mint condition. BARGAIN PRICE
27!6, plus 5'- carr.
EF50 S]LVANIA at 88 or British EF50 at
6/6. VT501 (TT11, at 5 -. Postage extra.
100 MICRO -AMI' Meter 3 :in. flange, panel
mounting. Brand new at 42'6 each.
MlllAI. RECTIFIERS -NEW. 6 or 12
volts, 1 Amp. at 7 6. 2 Amp. at 11'3. 3 Amp.
at 1216. i Amp. at 15. -. These are fullwave
bridge type.
CHOKES. 5 Hy. 300 mA. 500 ohms. potted,
chassis mounting. Beautiful Job, only
12'6 new boxed. 30 Hy. 150 mA. 300 aluns,
universal mtg.. 10 6 each.

CBR

S.W.G. 2 ozs.

'

in

3-

1/4
1/4

2/2

I/4

20

1/5

26
27
28
29
30

1/5
1/6
1/7
1/7
1/8
1/8
1/9
1/9
1/10
1/10

2/4
2/5
2/6
2/7
2/8
2/9
2/10

I/5

21

31

1/11

25

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

1

2/I
2/I

4/11

42, 80,

2/I
2/2
2/4
2/5
2/6
2/7

I/7

3/-

1/8
1/8
1/9
1/9

3/1

I

3/2
3/3
3/4
3/5
3/6
3/7
3/8
3/10

2/2/-

2/-

1/6
1/6
1/7

2/11

/II

4 ozs.

I

:

2/8

3/3/I

/II

3/5
3/6

2/2/I

3/8
3/10

2/2
2/3
2/4
2/6
2/7
2/9
2/10

4/-

11/- 6K8GT. 117Z6, 121.
MULT'IMET'ER KIT, 21ín. Mc calibrated
meter. D.C. Volts 0-3- 30- 150-300 and 000,
mA. 0 -60. Black ebonite case. Also reads
0 -5,000 ohms with 1iv. battery, 25.'8.
6e. -VIBRATOR UNITS. Output 250v.,
60 mA.. 22'6. Complete in steel case.
TR.1196. Transmitter Section. New and
complete. 4.6 6.8 Wes. Easily converted.
Less valves. 15.'- with valves, £2.

CRYSTAL SET
CRYSTAL VALVE

BREAST PLATE TELEPHONE

CARBON MICROPHONES, 3' -. Throat
Microphones with cord and plug, 4' -.
ALL POST PAID IN U.K.

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33 Bourne Gardens, London, E.4

THE RADIO & ELECTRICAL MART
2531), Portobello Road, London, W.11.

'Phone

7/6
9'6
7'6
6 '6

12AX7

354

ELM
6C4

6AG5
EAC91

6

5'6
7'6
5'6

6L7
6F7

-

;

;

HUNDREDS OF BARGAINS IN RADIO AND
TV COMPONENTS.
Send stamp for l :st.

SUPPLIES

163, EDGWARE

ROAD,
LONDON, W.2.

7 6
7 8

6J4

14 6

9-

6SÁ7
6SK7
6'S57
6SL7

7 6

,.8
9-

613E6

12ßA5
6AU6
6BR7
12BE6
I2AT6
5763

6BÁ6
6AK5

9 9 9 -

X78

6CH6
12AU7

11 6
9 12 6

Park 6026.

9-

KT33C
EL32

9 6
6 6
5 -

12'6
10

-

9 6

9'-

816

61,60
8'6
ECH42 10'6
185ßT 11!6
185BTA 12 6
5R4GY 12'6
HL23DD 9'VP23
6'6

GTIC

5,

DOT: t: AI,L STREET,

7 6

VOLUME CONTROLS.-1,

116 tape. re- cord/playback 4 watt amplifier. £9.
121 VIBRATORS. -12 v. 4 -pin, 5 / -. TUBU816 LAR CONDENSERS -.05 /,F at 3,500v., 2/6
7,6

VALVES.
CV181

£2.

RADIO

B1 I. FAST,

I.

OATS

N.I.

6BR7

52v.

2

3 amp, 126 : 4 amp. 15'- ;
amp, 11/3
Half -wave 121v. A.C. input,
ti amp, 23!6.
RM1. 60 mA, 3/9 ; RM2, 100 mA, 413 : RM3,
125 mA, 5.'3 ; 11E4, 250v. 275 mA, 15'6.
VALVES.-6AM6. 6CHG, 6ßA6, 6BE6, 6ßW7,
128E6, 606, 6BW6. 3A4. 1U5, 1T4. 6AL5, W77,
518, 611J6, 5005, 1S5, 12AX7, 7/6 each, 3 for.
20.'- ; 6K8gt. 12K8gt, 1R5, 5763, VR150/30,
1

TRANSFOIIMERS.-Input
207 -250v. 50 c.o.s. A.C. to charge, 0 o 12 volts
at 1.5 amps. 12'5 3 amps. 218: 6 amps

CIIARGI ?It

and

CORONET FOUR

COMPONENTS ALWAYS IN STOCK
Separate price lists for these and
constructor televisors available on request

KENT

29'8.

l'ost

:

1

i

96 long spindles 2,6.
10'6 Complete kit of parts ¡including valves) for

CV284
CV286
CV267
85A2

RECTIFIERS. -Bridge

and 100 -

TELEKIT SUPPLY
and meg.,

66

WATERLOO RADIO
METAL

-I -30

RUNBAKEN MANCHESTER

6'6

GATE

ELECTRAD

:

volts A.C. or D.C.

leaflet 29F.

ing

96

QP21
12SK7

OV6
716
8'6 ECC33
TP25
12'6 EY9i
9 Postage 9d. on orders under

testing

Write for interest-

10.6

EF36
ÚF41
EF92
IL4

For high and low voltage
650

6SH7, 9/8 each.

SOUND MASTER

I:tlOiñ:=.ystiF<'Lt

6J6

6BWò

R.H.T. TRANSFOR MER. -S -8 Kv., with
U22 Rectifier, 37,6 Plus 21- P.P.
FRAME TRANSFORMER.-Ratio 10 to
1. MATCHES ALLEN or DENCO wide angle
Dell. Coils, size 3in. x 3in., 10' -, P.P. 11 -.
AIR-SPACED Fl L. TRANSFORMERS.
In 230, out 2v. 2 a., 111 in 230. out 6.3v. 2a..
15/6 in 230, out 2v. 3v. -6.3v. 2 a., 24 -.

8

68

6N7

6V6G, GT, 5U4G. 6F6G. Y63-6A8. EF55, at
8'B 6K7M, 6SA7M, 5Y4, 6Y5, 6AG5, at 7 6 :
6X70, 6J5M, at 6 :6 ; EF50, 12Y4, at 5:- ;
6J5G, VU120A, at 4 6.

J. T. FILMER,

:

VALVES

GUARANTEED EX -W.D. VALVES

MAYPOLE ESTATE, BEXLEY,
Tel.: eexleyheath 7267

;

;

Cored Coil.

GUARANTEED

Polished wood cabinet, 15 / -, post 1/A REAL CRYSTAL SET, NOT A TOY

6SF5

JACKSON'S

MOOT, 6V6GT, 50L6,

U281, U50, 5Y3GT,

5/2
5/6

INCORPORATING THE SILICON

RECEPTION

:

I

POST ORDERS ONLY PLEASE.
Send stamp for comprehensive lists.

Adjustable Iron

:

:

;

2/11

/10

:

:

2/9
2/10

2/2
2/3
4/2/4
4/2
3/2/5
4/4
POSTAGE EXTRA.

40

:

NEW AND BOXED -ALL GUARANTEED.
Send 21d. Stamp for Full List.
7F7
6F33
8'6
9 6
9/6 12AT7

SPECIAL OFFER

=iiS6r

2/1

2/-

SATURDAYS

ALL DAY

Free leaflet tells how range extender
gives 5 octaves from 3 octave electronic
keyboard. Imitates whole orchestra.
Is simply built from simple instructions.
Get your free copy now. .
C & S, 10 Duke St., Darlington,
Co. Durham

P.W.

2 ozs.

I14
1/4
1/4

23
24

CHARLES BRITAIN
(RADIO) LTD.
II, Upper Saint Martin's.

r--5

4/2
4/5
4/8

TINNED

4 ozs.

16
17
18
19

22

TEM 0545
Lane, London, W.C.2.
Shop hours, 9 -6 p.m. (9 -I p.m. Thursday)

-OPEN

March, 1954
FREQUENCY CRYSTALS. 5.8 to 8.6 M /cs.
in 25 Kcs. steps. 5/6 and 8' -. List supplied.
SPECIAL. OFFER. New and boxed ARP12,
VP23 valves. 5'6 each, 4 for £1.
FISHING ROD AERIALS 12ft., Set 3.
718. Mounting Base, 36.
0-5 AMPMEFERS, 21 in. square M'c. 11, -.
GERMANIUM DIODES. 3'9.
P.M. SPEAKERS, 8In., 20' - 5111.. 14,6
Biln., 16.6 : 10in.. 27/6. Leading make.
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. F.W. 6 or 12v.
4 A., 22/6
6 A., 30' -; 3 A., 14'6 100 mA..
3B 1 A.. 8/6 24v. 2 A., 301- 250v. 100 mA.
1L W.. 9'- 80 mA., 6/8
250v. 275 mA., 17i6.
TRANSFORMERS, 200 -240 volts, tapped
3- 4- 5E-8- 9- 10-12- 15-18 -20-24
and 30 volts
at 2 A.. 216. One year guarantee.
WC MICROPHONES AND TRANSFORMERS, 156.
Ex -W.D. PILONES, Low Resistance. 8/6.
MINIATURE VALVES. New. S601, 9002,
9003. 7/6 ; 6AG5, 164, 165, 1T4, 1E5, 10,6
6AL5, 816: 12AT7, 6AM6. D1477. 611.T5,
EFE, EF92, EYE, 6BE6, 11/6.
NEW VALVES. 35Z4, 35L6, 25Z4, 25L6.

COPPER WIRE
ENAMELLED

.Cgr':y k¡.

;

1! -.

LOL'DSFEAICERS. 3lin., 4in., 5in., 14/6
15'9: 8in., 10in., 22'6. Post 1/ -.
GERMANIUM DIODES.-2!- each.

:

611n.,

Way (Waterloo Bridge
Roundabout), London, S.E.I.

35, Tenison

s _,:4# .>:k ' I"
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4k51: eS:lRiEt 3' 3 f: ál

6K7

708

OZ4

NEW & SURPLUS.

6'3'-

6AC7.

4'-

6X4
6A8

6'8

6138

6

6
8 6

6!-

41-

12A6.

6SH7 (soiled)

5'- each.

8í-

6BE6

-

GUARANTEED.
12Q7
8/6

KTW61

6'-

6AM6

66

4-

1502
EF50
L4

5:-

1L9 (soil

6ßA6
75635
6i6
5'- I2AT7
7
6AL5
GBW6
6,6
7 6
8 757
7H7
6CH6
6:68 8
ILNS (soiled )
3Q4
7 6 W77
716
121(8
5'S'- ALGO
4'6
Send your enquiries for Radio, TV and
Electrical Goods :
IT4
155

66

-3V4

Chantey Lane Work.. ('hantry I.ane,
Phone Ray. 5845.

Brornle>. Neill.

TELETRON SUPER

Miniature

:

INDUCTOR COILS.

duct core

types. Dual Wave TRF.
pre -aligned 7 /pr Type.
HAX Triple wound for
Q100.
crystal diodes.
Gain 33. No overlap. 3/and
S /Het. coils AE
Ose. All Bands. 6 /pr.
IFT5 12'6 pr., etc. Stamp
for list and circuits.
THE TELETRON CO.,
288, Nightingale Road, London.

>z

N.B.
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PRACTICA L WIRELESS

about 10 degrees on the condenser scale.
The use of an entirely separate L.T. battery to
supply V, and V2, with no connection whatever to
earth, did not cure this curious fault. Bearing in
mind that this is a purely experimental receiver, with
a considerable amount of experimental work still
to be done on it, it is possible that the application
of a bias to valves V, and Vf, will materially increase
the " normality " of the receiver. This can be done
by breaking the connection to earth at the bottom
of L3 and L4 (in Fig. 2) and connecting the slider of
a potentiometer to the bottom of L,,, one side of the
potentiometer going to the earth line and the other
to a negative bias. The junction of the slider
and the earth line should be spanned by a .1 µF

173

condenser.
When this is done the application of bias will be
made to valves V, and V.
Would not an ordinary double -diode -triode with
automatic volume control do all that is necessary?
The answer is that on the fringe areas of the

transmission the fluctuations in signal strength are
so great, and moreover are accompanied by dis
tortion, that the average automatic volume control
system is quite inadequate to deal with them. By
having the set tuned to a station which is behaving
normally, however, the fading station is masked by
the overwhelming strength of the sound one.
For those with an itch to experiment, Fig. 2
should give ample scope. Fig. 3 is a rather different
type of circuit. In this there is no wavetrap circuit,
but the first two valves are duplicated and their
outputs fed to the single output valve in the manner
with which we are familiar. It will be seen that in
this case two separate aerials are required.
As will be seen in Fig. 3, V, and V2 form one part
of the receiver, and are intended to tune in one of
the stations : while V2 and V4 form another part and
are intended to tune in the other station.
Both
stations are combined in the output, and if only one
fades at a time the output will be only at most 50 per
cent. down.

Fig. 1.-Cl, .0001 pF
C2, .0001 pF
C3, .0005
!IF ; C4, .0001 pF ; CS, .0005 pF ; C6, 2 pF ;
C7, 2 pF ; C8, .5 pF ; C9, .5 pl'. RI, 1 megohm ;
: R2, 30 K!> ; R3, 20 K!2 ; R4, 1 megohm ; R5,
=
30 K!? ; R6, 20 K! .
Fig. 2.-C1, .0005 pF ; C2, .0005 pF
C3,
.0005 pF ; C4, .0005 pF ; CS, .1 pF ; C6, .1 pF ;
pF ; C8, .1 pF ; C9, .0001 pF ; CIO,
: C7, .1
.0001 pF ; C11, .5 pF
C12, 5 pF ; C13, 2 pF ;
` C14, 2 pF.
RI, 100 K '! ; R2, 100 K!2 ; R3, 1

megohm ; R4, 1 megohm ; R5, 30 K!? ; R6, 20 K!> ; '
R7, 30 K!! ; RS, 20 K!a.
Fig. 3.-C1, .0001 pF ; C2, .0001 pK; C3, .0005
pF ; C4, .00(15 pF ; CS, .0005 pl,
C6. .0005 pF ;
C7, .1 pF ; C8, 1 pF
C9, 1 pF C10, 1 pF
C11, .1 pF ; C12, .1 pF ; C13, 2 pF C14, .0001 i
i F ;
C15, .0001 pF ; C16, .5 PF ; C17, .5 pF ; :
C18, 2 pF. Rl, 100 K!? R2, 100 K!t
R3, 5 KI)
R4, 5 K
;
R5, 1 megohm ; R6, 1 megottm ; R7; :
30 K!! ;
K
R9, 30 K!.1
R10, 20 K!!:

i
?

's

;'
=

?

°

> HTt

Fig.

3.-Another

type

of

dual- channel receiver.
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Proraiu me
By MAURICE

Drama

REEVE

-

nothing quite like Shakespeare as
THERE
radio material, so far as the spoken word is
This is so universal in its
concerned.
embracement, so colourful in its idiom and so
powerful in its appeal, that, given first -class delivery
is bound
-which it invariably gets on the BBC
As with Beethovén's music -which,
to succeed.
alas, has usually to carry the heavy cross of annotation
and explanation, meticulously and boringly repeated
at each performance-no descriptive notes are
necessary ; the genius of the work is self- evident ;
is

-it

its message stands forth four square.
Two notable examples were offered us last month,
each from opposite ends of the poet's vision. High
tragedy in "Athello " and fairy comedy in " The
Dream," the latter being particularly attractive by

virtue of Mendelssohn's incomparable incidental
music in full, beautifully played by the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra under John Hollingsworth.
Very long casts must receive a general congratulation with special tributes to Joan Hart as
Desdemona and Sir Ralph Richardson as Bottom
the Weaver.

Marlowé s " Dido, Queen of Carthage " was also
well worth doing. Unlike the works of Shakespeare,
it must have been new territory to many listeners
as it was to their contributor, who had hitherto
only read it. Pamela Brown and Sebastian Shaw
headed a notable cast, one and all of which vividly
portrayed the famous tragedy.
hardly know
" Anna Christie " was revived
why, especially as it was played just before the
author's death. Joan Millar was the star who chose
it in the Wednesday evening series. She occasionally
lost her assumed American veneer in her moments of
highest passion of which there are not a few.
" The Hanging Judge " was Boris Karloff's choice
in the same series. An exciting piece in which, after
sentencing a man to death early on, the " double
life" of the judge, Sir Francis Brittain, is gradually
revealed. It reminded me of Robert Hitchen's much
more exciting novel, " The Paradine Case." " Hanging Judge" is by Raymond Massey, from a novel by
Bruce Hamilton. So characteristic is Boris Karloff's
voice, and so well known from years of film fame,
that I am sure I should have recognised it without
the aid of The Radio Times. This was the last piece
put on by the late Sir Godfrey Tearle.

-I

Comedy
" Once in a Lifetime," a story of the early days
of Hollywood by G. S. Kaufman and Moss Hart, is a
very clever and witty satire on some of the nit -wits
who manage to do well for themselves in such
industries as film making, but it lacked snap and
sparkle in production. One thought of Harry Green
in " Fifty Fifty " with regret.
Diana Churchill broke new ground with her
Wednesday night " choice," Noel Coward's brilliant

y

triple bill of playlets
with the title " To -night
Miss
at Eight- thirty."
Churchill was most brilliant and versatile.

" What

Do You Know ? "
The noises which emanate from musical instruments, either solo or in combination, are largely
pleasant or unpleasant according to taste, and sometimes to context. But surely there can only be one
opinion of the " musical interpolation " of that
very entertaining show, " What Do You Know ? ",
and that is, hideous. Furthermore, it is quite
unnecessary.
Success_of Buchanan
Jack Buchanan makes a most likeable and entertaining " Master of Ceremonies " in the " Forces
Show." His suave and urbane sophistication, helped
by his faultless technique and long experience, are
mos( agreeable. Furthermore, each time I have
heard this show, he has been provided with a very

good script.

-

Beecham Concerts

Two magnificent Beecham concerts adorned the
past month, one with the BBC symphony orchestra
and the other with his own Royal Philharmonic.
No fewer than three Beethoven symphonies were in
the two programmes, the third, sixth and seventh,
a feast from Sir Thomas, who doesn't give us too
much Beethoven. The finale of the seventh restored
our faith in the classic masterpieces and convinced
one that, given the right kind of performance, they
can never become hackneyed.
This may be the best place to mention " Eugene

Onegin," originally a " master " short story or
Pushkin, then an opera of Tschaikowsky-one of his
best works -and now " dramatised for broadcasting " by Wilfred Grantham. I liked it very much.
The sad story of how the dissipated young Onegin
turned away from Tatiana when she was literally
throwing herself at him, only to find later, to his
cost, that, when happily married and with a family,
he truly loved her but was spurned for his intrusion,
came over very effectively. As with many " operised"
stories, " Carmen," for example, nothing quite
compensates for a much loved and very familiar
sewe.

" Much

Binding "

As 1 feared, the new " Much Binding " flags a
bit and doesn't maintain its original momentum.
The idea of a newspaper increasing its circulation
from nine to 10 copies stales. Apparently, it stays
at 10, an idea that can't last for ever, but the weekly
features from Sam Costa, Maurice Denham and
Dora Bryan keep up a good average of wit and fun.

"roeñ?
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CONDENSERS. -New stock best makes, .001 mid,
6kV. T.C.C.. 5'8. Ditto 12.5 kV.. 9/o ; 2 pf. to 500
pf., 6d. ; .001, .611.1, .01, 'l' C.C. 5110 v., .01 Sprague
300 v., .02 N.S.F. 5011 v..1 mfd. 350 v. Micamouid
Tub., 9d. ; Hunts 1loldseal 500 v. .05 mfd. and .1

Volume Controls 8O.
Midget Edia,van type.
Long .pindles. GuaranI year.
LESS 8w.

teed

S.P. Sw.

CABLE COAX
STANDARD lin. Siam.
Polythene insulated.
REDUCED

90.

mfd., l;-; .t' mid., 1/8 .5 mfd., 1'9.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. -10%.
pf. to 500 pf., 1,1 -. 600 pf. to 3,000 pf., 1/3.

PRICE

;

A YARD
A'OT E.e. Gort.
COAX PLUGS, 112 each.
419
SOCKETS 1;2 each.
ALL VALVES.- 10,000 LINE'CONNECTOR, 12.
ohms to 2 Megohms.
OUTLET BOXES, 4/0.
EXT. SPEAKER VOL. CONTROL, 10 ohms wire.
wound long spindle, 31_.
31-

41-

D.P. Sw.

BALANCED TWIN FEEDER per yd. 6d.
80
TWIN SCREENED FEEDER per yd. 1/ohms
50 OHM COAX CABLE, 8d. per yd. ;in. dia.
TRIMMERS, Ceramic. 30, 70 pf. 9d.
100 pf.
150 pf. 13; 250 pf., 1/8; 600 pf., 1;9.
RESISTORS.-Ail values : l w., 4d. ; l w., Bd.
1 w., 8d. ; n v., 1/- ;
Ex Stock.
1 w.
1%, 2/-; ! ó. 1,6. 7-day service.
WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS. -Beet Makes Miniature Ceramic 'Type
w
I3 olun to 4 K., 1 9:
10 w. 217 ohm t.o 6 K.. 2,3 : 15 w.. 30 ohm to 10
K., 2/9 ; 5 v. Vitreous, 12 K. to 25 K., 3: -,
WIRE -WOUND POTS. 3 WATT, FAMOUS MAKES
Pre-Set Min. 'l'V. Type. S1mcol. rl Size Pots;i sin.
Knurled Slotted Knob. Spindle,
High Cede.
All calmes 23 ohms to 30
K. (50 K. and 100 K. .0 Values. 100 ohms to
Carbon 'Track, 3/- each. 30 K.. 5;8 ; 100 K., 8 8.
O /P.TRANSFORMERS. -Small Tapped p.m. pentode,
;

1

3/9. Heavy duty 70 ma., 416. Ditto, tapped, 4,9.
L.F. CHOKES 10 h. 65 ma., 4/8. '220:25 h. 100/150
Sua., 12/8. 5 h. 250 ma., 15' -. 15 h. 100 ma., 1011.

5

ALL WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
FIVE VALVES

THREE WAVEBANDS

RECORDING

TAPE

1012

144

IT4

19/6

-

':

;

-;

;

"REGENT" LIGHTWEIGHT XTAL HAND

-Super quality, high sensitivity, chrome finish. Listed 2 ene. Our price,

354

81- 6P28
91- EF80

3V4

8,'- 6L6

306

2/6 ÚP25
108 6Q7
9/- 60A7

7114

WOODEN WALNUT CABINET. -12in. x 7in. x Sin.
complete with punched chassis. TRF or nnperhet
dial, back-plate, drum, drive, spring, pointer, etc.,
28/6 plea poet 2 ¡ -,
200/220 v. or
TYANA -Midget Soldering Iron.
230/230 r., 109.
TYANA TRIPLE THREE
Complete with detachable bench stand, 19/8.
NEW SOLON MIDGET IRON. -25 er. 19/6. IDEAL
FOR RADIO CONSTRUCTORS.
C.R.T. HEATER ISOLATION TRANSFORMER.
' sec. boost, 2 v.,
Low leakage winding with
:4 ; 12 v., 10,6.
10/8; 4v., 10,8; 13.., v., 102
TAG STRIPS. -2- or 3 -way 2d. ; 4- or 5 -way, 3d.
6 -way, 4d. ; 9- or 10 -way, 8d.
TV. AERIALS. -Full range popular types in stock,
Aerialite, etc. All channels. Indoor loft type lnv: f.,
Outdoor single dipole, 37,8. H -type with
13/8.
chimney lashings, etc., 921. X -type nobler. lit.
Fringe
mast
vast rod chimney lashings, etc., 886.
available. :tsk for quotation.
"On -O0," 9d.
TOGGLE SWITCHES EX -GOVT.
h/rein M'core solder 60/40, 160., 5 o i Ili.: 46. yd.;
T.C. wire IS to 22 s.w.g., per yd., 24,. PVC C',mSingle or Stranded
nenting wire, 10 colours.
2d. yd. 137G Valveholder and Screening Can., 1 /6,
V'hoklers, octal. pax., 4d- ; moulded, 6.1. ; EF50,
117G, 90.; moulded, 9d.; ceramic, 1/ -, BSA, BOA,
B12A (CRT), 1/3, etc. 2 K, 5 w. H.D. w/w
ll
Pots, 438, 10 K Colvern w/w Pot, lin. spindle, 3/6.
SCREENED GRID CAPS int. oct. or Mazda. Od. each.
FUSES. lain all values 60 ma. to IOa, Od.
ALADDIN FORMERS and cores, }in., Sd. ; ;in., 10d.
SLOW MOTION DRIVES.- Epicyclic ratio 4:1, 2.13.
INT. OCTAL CABLE PLUG (8 -pin), with rover, 1/ -.
200/250 Volt SELECTOR SOCKET (21n. x lie.), with
Ping, 1.' -.
EXT. L.S.-Switched Socket, on -o9 r.nd parallel
switching, complete with plug. 2/ -.

574
6X4
6ÁG5
6AM6
6AT6
6B8

7'6
7/6

9/106
736

6896
ORES

6ßN6

7/8 12Q7

8/6 12S117
7/615D2

648 35L6
9/- 3524
19/6 024

10/6 501,0
108 807
15/- (1Z 3D
9/6 9001
9/6 9008

GUARANTEED

10 /BIEF30 Equip
5/8
5:8
92 British 7,6

Sylvania
10/8 Red
10:6

1016

81

EFOL

9,6 EF92
1016 E1,32
151- 7C8

9'9'6
918

9'6
7/8 EY61 32 6
7,8 EY91
8'6
60157
8'8 HVR2a 716
96 CVO
6SL7
9/- DET14 818 MS/PEN B'8
6SN7
11/- DE91
Si- P%'SO 11;6
61T5(Y63)8/- DF91
81- PYee 11/8
OVO
8/- DAF91 8/- P1'82 101
6l5
9/- ÚL9'2. 9,'8 PEN25 8,6

8/8
10,6 OAKS

1016 13L94

916 SP61

8/6

9/8 E1148
418 U22
9,5
9/- EA50
2'- VIDI 7 8
5,8 6AL5
7;8 VRllS 8:8
61)6
12A6
7)8 Eß91
7/6
6F6
9/6 ]2AT7 10/6 EBC33 9,'8 ECLSO 32/8
108
6F12
^s,6 E L8
9'- 12AX7 10/6 EC91
606
71 2506 10.8
82 12K7 10/8 EF36
6156
3/6 12K8
10/6 EF39
9/- 23Z4 10 6
Huge Stock B.V.A. Valves at 1951 low tax pricer
6C4

606

10/6
7/6
7/6
7;8

787
80:3

902

SPECIAL PRICE PER SET :
1R5, 1T4, 1g5 and :154 or 3V4.
...
...
30'6K8, 6E7, 6Q7, 6VO, 524 or 6X5 .,.
...
37.6
VIEWMASTER. 12 valves. £6,10 -. With KY51,
TELEKIN0.-17 valves. £910' -. LYNX.
£7.
17 valves, 59. CORONET.
valves, 45 -.
LINE CORD.-.2a., 100 ohms tar loot, .ru., CO ohm.
per foot, 2 -way 1,6 a yard, 3 -way 1!8 a yard.
SLEEVING.- Varrons colours, 1, 2 nun., Ed, ; s,
4 mm., 3d. yd. ; O mm., 5d. yd.
MAINS DROPPERS. -(Sin. x llin.).
Adj. sliders
.0 amp. 7511 ohms, .2 amp. 1,000 ohms, ea. 41.
p. 2-way. 3 p..
WAVECHANGE SWITCHES.
way, 2;8 ; 2 p. 6 -way, 4 I'. 2 -way, 4 p. 3 -way, 3 p.
4 -way, 1 p. 12 -way, 3,8.
CRYSTAL DIODE, -Very sensitive.
G.E.C., 331
B.T.H.. 2/6. H.R. PHONES (S. G. Brown), 15 /6 pr-

-

-4

-2

P.

£l
MA TRANS.
-1;-

and P.,

ALL

6d.

order, poet free.

Lisle

Kr., 8/-

Buses 13.3

307.

Mail

or

;

Kit

;

15

a.6
;

I(v., 6 6
K;:.50 4KV., 7/3
K3, 14014 Kv , 18 /-.
:

;

TYPE.-RM1, 125 v., 60 ma., 4,1-; BM?,
ma., 4,9 ; EMS 120 ma., 52 ; 1(514, 250 v.,

100
275 ma.,

16/-.

KNOBS, GOLD ENGRAVED. -walnut or Irory,
1I in. Sinn., 1/6 each. " Focus," " Contrast.,-

" Brilliance,"

" Volume,' "

"'Treble,'

' Brilliance -On-Tone,"
oft."

Vol.-On-00.'"

" Base,"

" Wavechange,"

" On-Off,"

" Tuning,"
" Radio-

Gram," " S., M., L. Cram.," " Recmd- Play,
" Brightness," Ditto not engraved, 1)- each.
type, 218 each. Midget
COILS.- Wearite
Q " type, 0,11. dust core, 3, 6 each.
All ranges,
REACTION COND.-.0001 ,.0000, .0005 mid., 3/8 ea
SURPLUS MAINS TRANS. -Prim. 0. 200' 250 v.
See. 275 -0-275 y., 60 m, o, 13./1 v. 3 a., 6.3 r.
a., 10/6 ;
ditto,-260-0-260 v. 80 Inn., 6.3 v. 3 a.. 6.3 v. I. n
Oscilloscope Trami. Prim. 0 -230 v. Sec.
126,
800 e. 15 in'a., 3 v. 2 e., 5 V. '2 a. 4 v. 1 a., 17;6.
VIBRATOR TRANS,
v. Input, 230 v. 50 d, /a.
output, 9,6, P. A P., 1 / -.
BATTERY CHARGER. -200,270 r. Output 6 r.
ml 12 v. 11 amps., in steel rase. complete with
fuse' and leilo. ,eadv for use. OUR OWN MAKE.
FULLY CI'A BA \'TEED. 35' -. l'. R I'., 1 /..
CHARGER TRANS. PRIM. -I1200 25,1 v, Sec.
0 -tl r. JS v
1!.:,. 13.8; 2:t., 16, -; 3a., 18,8; 4u.,

"P"

I

-6

211

-;

6.,.,

FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS.

-

510p., 8 9
2 a., 11/3 : :3 a.. 126;
or 12 ,.
a.. 18 6. Ditto 14W. only 0 r., l a.
4 a., 15 -.
19 v.- tin v- AS.1. 5 6.
new
en'Gen'.
ACID HYDROMETER.- Brant
Packed in metal cse 7i n. x tlin.
Unbrea,
r;

I

s

:

41

,

,ifs..

48kable.
,

H.F. MIDGET CHOKES.-14 1LIL. 2,6 each.
BRIMISTORS.-CZl for .3 a. heater chains, 3,6,
1,72 for .15 a., or .2 a., 2'8,
lb. 14 to 20, ,
COiPER ENAMEL WIRE.
2/-; 2'2 to 28 s.w.g., 2;8 30 to 40 s w.g.. 3/8. ^
SWITCH CLEANER Fluid, squirt spoilt, 3,9. 10 oz,
tin.

-}

;

.

RADIO SCREWDRIVERS.- Fhef4.eid made
/in. Ins. handle, 3,1100 v., 41/1, e,
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS. -.006s mid.
midget with trimmers 8/8, 375 pf. midget less tr:ni6 /0, .0005 Standard size with feet lees
trimmers, 8;6, ditto. soiled, 2/8.
RESISTOR TAG PANELS. --Clearance Bargain from
Brand New Units.A fair mixture of S. ;. and 2 w.
and w/w r nistorn (average lumber 45-5Il). Sold
by weight -one price while they hot, 3,,- per lb.,
Sin.

blade, 23in. x

1

Satisfaction guar. or money refunded.
Stocks nos(' nearly c:eared.
LOUDSPEAKERS P.M., 3 OHM.
Sin. Plessey, 122.
Oomimans, 1310 61 in. Goad
mans, 1416. Sin. Lectmna, 15,6. din. (total mans. 17 6.
loin. Plessey. 25/ -. 1.21n. 'l'nnon. 55,' -. 5in. I :. E.C.
Energised 7000 11,1,1 o it Irah.. 196.
P. A P. 9d.

5i

3d.

earn a.

RADIO COMPONENT
J Tao less SPECIALISTS
T.R.S.

MICROPHONE.

292. BRAND NEW AND BOXED.

VALVES

5/6 6J5
8/- 6J7
8/- 6K8
6K7
8,_
6K8

lR5

with spool.

BARGAIN PRICE

r.p.m. Single-player Gram Unit.
High Impedance Magnetic Pink-op. Press lever
start for loin. or 12ín. records, aoto stop.
Listed 7 gus. One Price £4.10.
Ediewan 78

BOXED

;

SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS. E.H.T. TYPE, FLYBACK VOLTAGES.- K;to25 210v., 4.3 ; )4:3;40 1.2
MAINS

RECOMMENDED FOR ABOVE CHASSIS
GREAT REDUCTIONS
Brand New Collars Antochanger, 2 -speed
Model. 3RC521, Twin High Fidelity Heads.
For l'in., loin. or 12in. Records.
Sprung
Mounting.
Superb Quality, List £18;10, -.
Our Price 9' gns., post free.

NEW

1 9
60 +1001330 r. Hunts.
11 /6
SPECIALS.-Can Types.
500 nail. 12 r., 3,1-:
1,0 00 10ìd. 12 v., 5- : 1 000 v.101.1. 6 v..
;
16
odd. 7110 v. Hunts, 6/8 .1 mid. 2.5 kv. 4/6. .5
nail. 3t5 kv. 5/6.

50/25 v. Dubilier,

K3/1008 Kv., 126

BARGAIN OFFERS

1A5

by G.E.C. New Stock Manufacturers
Surplus. 1,200 ft. reels. Complete

MOLLARD

-flit.

LYNX, choke, 3 h. 250 ma., 13/8.
workshops to
MAINS TRANS. -Made In our o
high grade specification.
Fully ninter-leaved and
impregnated. Heater Trans., tapped print. 0 -200 v./
250 v., 6.:1 v. II aenp., 716 ; ditto 13.3 v.3 amp., 10 :8;
ditto, 12 v., .3a amp. 7;8. :350 -0- :350, 80 nia.,
6.1 v. 4 a., 5 v. 2a., ditto 300 -0-300, ditto 050.0 -250,
21/ -. Viewoua «ter, auto type, 35 :-. Teleking, 30( -.
Lynx. 30/-. Coronet, 30; -. Super Visor, 30 / -.

SOUNDMASTER SPECIALS.-Mains Trois. 551-.
L.F. Choke, 10/6. 0/P Trans., 5:8. Envelope. 08.
GOODMANS WIDE ANGLE DUOMAG TYPE
FOCUS UNIT with centratser, 35' -; Elmo ion
traps, 318.

LATEST

B.W. 16 m. -5010.
ECH 42, EF41.
M.W. 200m. -550m.
ERG 41, EL 41,. E7,40
L.W. 800,.-2,006m.
Brand New and Guaranteed, with loin.
P.M.
Speaker, A.C. 200/230 v.
Four position Wave change Switch. Short -MediumLong- Gr.,m.
510W
Motion Toning. Speaker and Pick -up connections.
High Q '.giron -dust cored coils, 4117 kc;s I.F. Latest
circuit technique delayed A.V.C. and Negative
feedback. Output 4.2 Watts. 3 ohms output transformer on chaastit. Chassie size 12 x 51 y 21ín.
Glass Dial
x 41in., horizontal or vertic,,I type
available, lit l'y 2 Pilot Lamps. Color Black Station names, CAP. Creen, M.O'. Red, 0.0V. White.
Four Knolls supplied. Walnut or Ivory to choice,
aligned and calibrated.
PRICE, £10150.
Carriage and insurance, 4/6.
(Without Lliu. Speaker, 29;15:0. Carr. A Ins., 4,6.)

DITTO 1% (7 -day service)
1.5 pf. to 500 pt., 119. 515 pf. to 1,000 pf., 2f -.
ELECTROLYTICS ALL TYPES NEW STOCK
Tubular wire ends
Can Types, Clips, 3d. ea
0275 e B.E.C.
£/- 16 /430 v. T.C.C.,
3/6
2 3
2/470 v, 13.E C.
v, Dubilier,
4/41500 v. Hunts,
2- 16,1500
4/8/4.50 v. B.h1C.,
23 32,'350 v. B.E C.,
60/350 v. T.c.c.,
8/500 v. Dubilier
6/6
2 9
10/500 v. Dubilier.
2 8
250'750 r, B.E.C.,
8/6
10/500 v. Dubilier,
4'- 8 +16'450 v. R.E.C., 5/8 +01500 v. Dubilier, 4 8
8 +16/500 v. Dubilier,516
]6/:350 v. B.E.C.
3- 16 +16/450 v, R.B.C., 5/6
12/350 v. Dubilier
4/5í- 16 +101500 v. Dub., 8!-_
2 /500 r. Dubilier,
12+12/275 v. Dub., 4/6
:r.1 +321500 v. Dub.,
7 6
50/150 v. Dubilier
4/- 32 +32,350 v. + 25/25 v.
25/ 25 v. Dubilier,
in same can R.R.C., 8/6
1 9

68 pass door.

WHITEHORSE ROAD, WEST CROYDON.
order; 71, MEADVALE ROAD, EAST
CROYDON.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Kra

Slug tuning.
Miniature Circolar
Can, 2Iin. by
diem. Fits octal V-holder
cut out. High Q. and good bandwidth.
By
Pye Radio. Two mounting feet.
465

BRAND NEW 6/9 PAIR
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COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER R.1155
The famous ex-Bomber Command Receiver
known the world over to be supreme in its
class. Covers 5-wave ranges 18.5 -7.5 mess,
7.5-3.0 mars, 1,500-600 Ice's, 500-200 kcls.
200-75 kclls, and Is easily and simply adapted
for normal mains use, full details being
supplied. Aerial tested before despatch
these are BRAND -NEW AND UNUSED
TRANSIT
ORIGINAL
MAKERS'
IN
CASES. ONLY £11119!6.
A few used receivers, also tested working
before despatch. are available at £7/19'6.
A few of the R.1155 N model can also be
supplied. This is the latest version which
covers the Trawler Bands, and in addition
is fitted with ultra slow motion tuning.
Used, but tested working before despatch.
ONLY £17119/6.
A factory made Power Pack. Output Stage
and Speaker. contained in a black crackled
cabinet to match the receiver, can be
Operates resupplied at ONLY £540.0.
-ceiver immediately.
DEDUCT 10,- IF PURCHASING RECEIVER
& POWER PACK TOGETHER.
Please add carriage costs of 10/6 for
Receiver, and 5- for Power Pack.
POWER PACK TYPE 3. Used by the
Tested
Completely Tropicalised.
Services with the R.1132A receiver. A
under extreme conditions of (teat
standard 19in. rack mounting job to match
F. with 95'
and
Humidity
(125'
200
50
250v.
cycle
the receiver, this is for
humidity) without deterioration and
mains with output of 250 v. D.C. 100 ma.
loss of output.
and G 3 v..4 amps. Is fitted with H.T. current
Output comparable to Crystal
meter and voltmeter, and is a really superb
of
be
used
for
a
variety
Pick-ups.
unit. which can
Tested working before despatch.
sets.
Cantilever Styli Protecting Records
ONLY 90'- (Carriage. etc.. 5' -1.
and eliminating Needle -talk and
surface noise.
100 MlCROAMPS METERS. 211in. Circalibrated
cular Flush Mounting. Widely
Styli easily replaceable.
scale of 15 divisions marked "Yards," which
record
Will lit three -speed
can be re-written to suit requirements.
changers and units.
These movements are almost unobtainable
9/3.
Tax
P.
Price
NEW
IN
200.
£1.10.0.
being
BRAND
No.
to -day, and
MAKERS' CARTONS are a snip. ONLY 42 6
Now available as a complete Pick -up.
No. P.200. Price £2.5.0. P. Tax 14FI.
INDICATOR 62A. A two deck chassis
job. this contains VCR97 tube with MuFor full technical details mile to :
metal screen. 12 valves EF50, 4 of SP61,
3 of EA50 and 2 of EB34. IN NEW CONDIERWIN SCHARF
TION IN MAKERS' TRANSIT CASES.
ONLY 996 (carriage. etc.. 10 6).
49-51a, De Beauvoir Road, London, N.1
Manufactured
to
TRANSFORMERS.
Telephone : CLlssold 3434.
our specifications and fully guaranteed
Normal Primaries. 425-0-425 v. 200 ma
4.3 v. 4 a.. 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a. ONLY 501350 v. -0 -350 v. 160 ma.. 6.3 v. 6 a.. 6.3 v. 3 a.,
0 -:50 v. 100 ma.,
5 v. 3 a., ONLY 42'6 250
6.3 v. 6 a.. 5 v. 3 a.. (1SLY 32'6. 350 v. -0350 v., 150 ma., 6.3 v. 5 a.. 5 v. 3 a. ONLY
upright
32'6. The above are fully shrouded,
mounting. 5.5 kV. E.H.T.7 with 2 windings 100, Oldham St., Manchester, 4
kV. E.H.T. with
of 2 v. 1 a., ONLY 72 6
Central 4245
Tel.
PLEASE
ADD
2 ONLY
6.
82
4 v. 1 a..
VR l'
VS;O. 2 POSTAGE FOR EACH TRANSFORMER. VALVES. -EA50, 2 211 EF50, 4 6 6 v. 6 GP,
E.H.T. TRANSFORMER FOR '('R97 26 611 VT61,
EF55.
816.
2
-0
-2
v.
1
-1
a.
2
-0.2
v.
5
ma.,
v.
TUBE. -2,500
SPEAKERS.-51n. P.M.. 11 6.
2 a. (post 116), 37/6.
STRIP.-Ready made for GERMANIUM DIODES. 1 9 ea. ; 2 for
PIT 45 MCS.vision
channel. and easily 3 -.
the London
-2 -pole.
modified for other stations as per details Y.AXLEY TYPE SWITCHES.
published in " Practical Television." G-way, 1 -pole 10-way. 11-pole 7 -way, all at
Complete, with 6 valves EF50 and 1 EA50. 23 4 -pole, 3 -way Midget, 1 6.
BRAND NEW. ONLY 701- (postage, etc.. HIGH VOLTAGE ('ONDENSOItS. -.01
mfd. 4 kV...02 mfd.. 5 kV., .03 mfd. 2.5 kV.,
2(6).
RECEIVER 113118.-A further supply of .05 mfd. 3.5 kV.. 2,- each
the very popular unit we sold out of a few COAXIAL C'AItLE.- 22ft. lengths, with
months ago. Ideal for conversion to TV 2 Pye plugs. 3/11.
having a built -in A.C. Mains Power Pack HEADPHONES suitable for crystal sets,
for 180 -240 volts. Is tremendously powerful, 12'6.
employing 7 I.F. stages of 12 me;s with 4 COIL FORMERS. lin. with iron dust
6 of cores, 6.6 doz. (9d each).
mess band -width, and has 16 valves
VR65, 4 of VR92, 2 of VR136, and 1 each TRANSFORMERS. -Input 230 v., output
VR137, P61. 5Z4 and Y63 " Magic Eye." In 75 v., C.T. 600 m1=., 250 v. C.T. 10 mis., 4 v.
new condition. ONLY 97/6 (carriage, etc., 3 amp, 4 v. 1.5 amp, 10/ -.
7/6).
MEG POTS. with switch, 2i- 5,0000. less
P.M SPE.IKi:RS. -611n. Rola with trans- switch, 1 /8.
former. 17'6: 10in. LECTRONA with SMOOTHING CHOKES. -60 -110 mis., 2. -.
12tH. GOODMANS.
transformer, 27 6
7650. 4 make 1 break. ZOOM/
15 ohm speech coil, less transformer, 99'6. RELAYS
make. 2 break. 2B.
All speakers BRAND NEW AND UNUSED. 1EPICY('I.IC
(Slow Motion) Drive with knob
each.
please.
2/Postage
TR1196 TRANSMITTER SE('TION.- and pointer. 2'6.
In perfect condition, less valves. ONLY 12'6 Y.C.R. 138.-'Scope tube, Sin., 30 -.
AIR GUNNER'S CANTROI ;UNIT. -Type
(post, etc., 2'6).
250, containing 2 toggle switches, 2 push
ROTARY POWER UNITS Type 104.
pots.. 1 Yaxley. 1 G.P.O type
Input 12 v., output 230 v. 65 ma. and 6.3 v. switches.3 knobs.
epicyclic drive. indictator
Fully filtered and smoothed and switch,
2.5 a.
noise suppressed. Ideal for car radio, etc. lamp, etc.. 36.
('RYSTA1. Sri' COILS with 4 tappings,
BRAND NEW. ONLY 15.'- (post. etc., 26).
Print nags and address clearly. 1 6.
C.W.O.
A'xounts given for carriage refer to inland only. RECTIFIERS. -12 v. 2 amp., 12/'6 250 v.
75 ml=. '/'8.
I- !BR :VTOItS. -12 V. 4 -pin, 5' -.
U.E.I. CORPORATION,
6 v. V I'R ATOR PACKS. -Output 90 volts,
139, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.1 gill complete.
(Phone : T'ERminas 7937)
CONDENSERS. -8 mfd. 500 v. screw cans
(Open until 1 p.m. Saturdays. We are 2 1'6.
2! -.
minx. from High Holborn (Chancery TOOL ROLLS.-VeryQ. useful.
Totally enclosed,
Lane Station) and 5 mins. by bus from RHEOSTATS. -250
2' -.
King's Cross.)
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SUPPLIES

B.

WEBB'S
RADIO
are proud to present the

NEW EDDYSTONE

"840"
AC/DC Communications
Receiver

Fulfils a long -felt want
for an efficient long
range receiver to work
from D.C. or A.C.
mains.
VALVES.- SEVEN, plus metal rectifier.
TUNING. -FOUR BANDS 30.6 me /s to
1.4 me /s and 205 to 620 metres.
FEATURES. -Accurate calibration -great

stability -high sensitivity- B.F.O. -internal loudspeaker -built like a battleship for utmost reliability.

;

:

L45.0.0.

;

:

;

:

:

:

:

(Available under Webb's Extended Payment Scheme. Deposit £15.0.0 and 12
payments of £2.15.0)

THE EDDYSTONE
is

" 840 "

available from stock at Webb's Radio.

HAVE YOU HAD YOUR COPY
OF WEBB'S NEW 52 -PAGE

CATALOGUE?,

:

It costs II- post -free, including

registry for our unique information
service.

;

;

1)4

14

-

;

,

*Tos3k: r.
www.americanradiohistory.com

ST., OXFORD ST.,
LONDON, W.1
7'el: GERrard 2089
SHOP HOURS
Sets. 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
a.m. - 5.30 p.m.

14,

9

SOHO

`-
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and the Power Factor

A SIMPLE EXPLANATION OF SOME OF TH E PRINCIPAL FACTORS
By

F.

IN

every radio and television set there are many
circuits consisting of a coil or coils and a fixed
or variable capacitor, either in parallel with or
in series with the coil. For the set to work efficiently
it is necessary that these circuits be adjusted or tuned
to the correct frequency, but it is not this alone that
determines whether the set is efficient. There are
other factors that have a great effect upon this
efficiency. One of these factors is the " Q " of the coil.
This " Q " could be called, and is, in fact, a term that
expresses the

«Q

" goodness " of

the coil.

>>

E.

IN CIRCUIT

DESIGN

Apps

of contact to the plates. All of

these resistance tests
may be very high and the condenser apparently quite
efficient, but this is not always the case. In capacitors
whose dielectric is some other substance than air, as
in trimmers, padders, etc., another factor arises.
The dielectric of a capacitor is under a state of
strain due to the continual charging and discharging
of the plates, and should the material of which the
dielectric is composed be of a poor or unsuitable
composition this strain will affect its atomic structure
and loss of energy will occur in the form of heat. This
will in turn affect the insulation resistance and eventually cause breakdown. This is the reason why in
condensers in a circuit that are subjected to heavy
fluctuations of current, as in a television time -base
circuit, it is usual to specify mica dielectrics.
These losses, if they occur, will affect the phase
relationship between current and voltage which
should, in a perfect capacitor with nothing else in the
circuit other than capacity, be 93 deg. Thus we
classify a condenser by the effect it has on this
relationship. This is called the Power Factor and is
stated as cos 0 or as the ratio between true power and
the apparent power in the circuit by the phase angle O
between current and voltage. If in a capacitor the

The losses that occur in a coil may be due to
several causes. One is due to the D.C. resistance of
the coil, which will vary greatly, and in some cases
that of a short wave coil, for instance
be very small
indeed. There is also the loss occasioned by the
coil's proximity to metal objects, such as screening
plates or the chassis. This loss is due to the electromagnetic field set up around the coil by the R.F. in
it, inducing current in the adjacent metal and thus
losing energy by it.
To refer to the D.C. resistance loss again : it should
be noted that in the case of multi -turn coils this
resistance is usually kept down by using " Litzendraht " wire, which is a wire made up of many
Coi/ under test
strands of fine wire insulated from each other,
offering a much larger surface area for the H.F.
currents to travel over than would be the case of a
single strand wire of the same cross -sectional area.
Valve
Osc.
voltmeter
Note that H.F. currents do not penetrate the
wire as D.C. does but only travel on the surface.
,
B
Where a coil, such as an I.F. coil, appears to have
lost efficiency it may often be traced to the fact that
Fig. 1.-Theoretical circuit of an parage
some of these strands have broken away at the
meter.
soldered joint, thus lowering the amount of surface
area and increasing the H.F. resistance of the coil.
phase angle O between current and voltage is 90 deg.
Insulation resistance of the coil and the .coil- then cos 0 or the Power Factor is zero.

-

-

1

"Q"

former will naturally affect the coil's efficiency. This
may be due to poor or worn insulating material on
the wire itself, or poor material of which the former is
made, especially if this material is liable to absorb
moisture from the atmosphere.
From the foregoing it can be seen that there are
quite a few factors that affect a coil, or rather the
"Q ". Thus we can formulate that the Q " of a coil
is the ratio of the purely reactive impedance of the

s}

4

coil to the HF resistance of the coil, i.e., "
Q
So much for the coil part of an L -C circuit.

R.

The Capacitor and the Power Factor
The losses that occur in a capacitor are fewer than
in the coil, but they can have an effect on the efficiency
of the circuit that can be serious. This is especially
so in the higher frequencies.
One, of course, is
insulation resistance, meaning the dielectric resistance
which should be very high for efficiency, 100 megohms
being a reasonable lowest reading allowable. There
is also resistance to ground and resistance at points

The L-C Circuit
Here we have both inductance and capacity with,
maybe, some H.F. resistance, which may occur in
either coil, capacitor, or both. We take the complete
circuit and estimate its efficiency or goodness, and
state that as the " Q " of the circuit. This can be
measured accurately and the instrument used is
known as a " Q " meter.
Essentially it consists of a means of generating an
oscillation that will correspond with the L -C value
of the circuit under test, a meter to measure the
output of an oscillator across a standard resistor,
means of applying same output to the circuit under
test, and a valve voltmeter to measure the voltage
obtained. If the applied voltage across R be adjusted
to, say, .1 volt and the voltage across the coil under
test be 10 volts, then as
1 R through the resistor

V,-

and V2= IwL through coil,
Therefore Q =100.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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e1+a42:z4

Notice that the voltage applied is kept low and R must have an accurately adjustable attenuator and
that impedance of output is negligible. calibration.
In the theoretical diagram of an average " Q "
The voltage must be taken on a valve voltmeter, as it
the coil under test.
has a very high input impedance and thus any stray meter (Fig. 1), L and R representlow
value which is
R1 is the standard resistor of
purely ohmic ; C is adjusted until V2 is maximum,
whose value is observed on the valve voltmeter.
Points A and B are points for observing V1 and
points E and D for observing V2. Output from the
oscillator should not be high otherwise the reading
of V2 will be too great for the valve voltmeter if the
" Q " is high.
There are other purposes to which a " Q" meter
can be put. As C is an air dielectric condenser of
very low loss indeed a -check may be made on other
small condensers such as trimmers, padders, etc., by
(40
Á)O
20 o 20 40 60
60
placing them across C at points C and D and reading
ppF
L.-y--1
t
the difference in " Q " on the valve voltmeter.
Self ca ecity
It is sometimes necessary to check the self- capacity
Capacity of C
of coil
of a coil, when it will not tune to a given frequency
that should be in its range, with a given trimmer
Fig. 2.-A graph of various readings at different
capacity. This can be done on a " Q " meter by
frequencies on a " Q" meter in checking the selftaking various readings at different frequencies. One
capacity of a coil.
can then plot a curve on' graph paper and check the
of
capacity, etc., across the test terminals have negligible *residual capacity of the given coil when capacity
2).
Fig.
zero
(see
meter
equals
C
of
the
"
Q
"
portion
oscillator
The
effects.
is also low, so

=

"

News from the CRubs

In pointing out the possibilities 'rnd limitations of radar, Mr.
Gray explained how, in some respects, in the detection of distantit
objects, radar was superior to the human eye, while in others

,COVENTRY AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY _
Hon. Sec.: K. Barber, 1. Charterhouse Road, Coventry.
have been successful in obtaining accommodation
THEforSociety
their exclusive use at 9, Queen's Road, Coventry. The
club station has been installed there and operates under call -sign
G2ASF on the 160, 80-, 40-, 20- and 10 -metre amateur bands.

was inferior.

BRIGHTON AND DISTRICT RADIO CLUB
Hon. Sec. : T. J. Huggétt, 15, -Waverley Crescent, Brighton.
Annual General Meeting of the above club took place on
THEJanuary
5th, 1954.
The following officers were elected :
Hon. Sec.: T. J. Huggett.
Chairman "'Mr. R. Langridge.
Vice -Chairman Mr. E. Bannister.
Hon. Treasurer : Mr. W. Pitfield.
The club transmitter G3EVE is on the air the second Tuesday
in every month, on 80 metres.
Meetings are held at 7.30 p.m. every Tuesday at the Eagle Inn,
Gloucester Road, Brighton.

.

:

:

CHESTER AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : E. Yates, G3ITY, 38, Durham Road, Blacon, Chester.
new year began well with a large attendance at the first
THEmeeting
of the year -on the 5th January when an auction
held.
was
sale
On the 12th January a very interesting lecture was given on an
all band transmitter portable, by B. O'Brion (G2AMV), Regional
Representative.
The sixth Annual General Meeting was held at the Tarron Hut
Y.M.C.A., Chester, at 7.45 p.m. on Tuesday, 19th January.
The monthly news letter is available to all interested on application to the club secretary.

"

SOUTHEND AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : J. H. Barrante, M.B.E., 49, Swanage Road, Southend-

on -Sea, Essex.
first of a series of up-to -date lectures by expert experimental
THEresearchers
in the field of radar, transistors, electro- chemistry
etc., was held recently in the Queen's Road Laboratories
of the Municipal College, when Mr. T. Gray, of Marconi s,
Chelmsford. unfolded the marvels of radar to a large appreciative
audience. These were well rewarded for having braved the
weather.
The talk was illustrated by epidia scopic projection, operated
by Mr. S. T. Smith, M.B.I.R.E., and included a composite radar
picture of the Spithead Review.

CLIFTON AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : C. H. Bullivant, 25, St. Fillans Road, London, S.E.6.
no meeting was held on Christmas Day, a net was
ALTHOUGH
organised on Top Band by G3DIC and most of the licensed
members of the Society had their equipment tuned to 1925 kc /s at
10.30 a.m. Christmas morning. Some of our SWL members
visited stations operating in the net whilst others had their own
receivers running to listen -in on the proceedings.
On December 18th, D. Reed gave an interesting talk describing
his record player and home built amplifier. His talk was illustrated with excerpts from both LP and standard 78 r.p.m. recordings. January 1st again attracted a large gathering for a junk
sale when, as usual on these occasions, much equipment changed
hands.
Meetings are held every Friday at the Society's H.Q., 225, New
Cross Road, S.E.14, and a warm welcome awaits new members
both young and old.

.

STOKE -ON -TRENT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hoö: Sec.': K. H. Parkes, G3EHM, 159, Belgrave Road, Longton,
Stoke -on- Trent, Staffs.
are held each Thursday night in our headquarters.
MEETINGS
at the rear of the Cottage Inn, Oakhill, Stoke -on- Trent,
Staffs.

.

Lectures are being arranged on tape recorders, modulators,
transistors and T.V.I. suppression. Members are asked to make
full use of our workshop and refreshment facilities are now
adequate.
Prospective members are cordially invited to attend any Thursday night. Application forms can be obtained from the secretary.
& DISTRICT SHORT WAVE SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : Mr. Yates, 67, Regent Road, Handsworth.
the Annual General Meeting, the main business of the
AT evening
was the electing of officers for the coming year.
In view of the retirement of the society's president, Mr.
Burton, G.2.BON, has now been elected to this position, and
will also be chairman again for the coming year.
The following members will be officers of the society for the
vice- chairman, Mr. Frearson ; treasurer,
coming year also
Mr. Shirley ; hon. secretary, Mr. Yates.
Committee members Mr. Neal, Mr. Burdett, Mr. Button.

WHAM

:

1116{
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WIRE WOUND VARIABLE

VALVES

Ten V1491 EF50, Valves Es. Bradd new units. 6;- each, 451- set.
6169g, 6K7G, 6Q70. 5Z4g, 6V60, 37 6 set.
1115. 115, 1T4, 1S4 or 3V4 or 314, 30. - set.
61C8G, 61E7G, 607G, 25A6G, 95Z4G, 37 6 set.
12K8G, 12K7G, 12076, 35Z40T, 35L8131T or 50L6GT, 3716
Ten GAMS (EF91). 75'- set.

7IIK., :OK., 2/4 each.
Co/vern CI,15/i, 10K 25K., 20
13 each.
Es- Government Vol. Controls
300, 600. Double 1,500, 10E.. 255K.,
35 K., 50K., 120K., 1351K., 2550K.,
I pus., t rne
1 w eg.,
I w, eg.
All 12 e: mh

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

-way MImoting type.
MT!. Primary 0,210.2 ,__,50 r
Secondary 2.3/1.0-210 v 0
m 5. .
4 amps, a v. 2:mmp. wall r d,. at 4 v.
on filament winding. Pao 178 each.
0

MTl. Fr

I

-211- 7315 -250

.VI-m
I -V
011
55,A.
Ibth
'2 -nei..
s
Is
filament windings
iegs
1.5te5l
4
v.
Price 17'8 each.
MT3.
Low Volt ge Tran= dormer.
:30 v. 2 amps, with Gapping. at
11-4.3-6.8-9.151 I2-- 13.18 -22 -24 volts.
Price 17,6 each.

Secondary

SPECIAL

Co -Axial

OFFER

70078 Std, yd. Best quality Grade
A " cable, air spaced 1,036, 1'- yd.
SOLDERING IRONS
964 Solon oval hit type, 19'- each.
064 Solon pencil bit type, 19;- each.

iH4
1143

1T4
1U5

220V80

58'n!

718

ti

7/9
7/9
7/8
f,'10:8/9

6K70

6K751

6K7 GT
61G40
6K13t:T

6K80T
626

5/- 61.60
2X2
3.44
9/- 0L7:111
31j4 0418) 9/- 61,17
:1143

584
:IV{

51- 6P26
8;8 6Q70

8/- 6Q70T

42

3.- 08A7G'r
8/- 0407

511411

8/8 63167

4141

:5Y30
15Z3

hZ4G
1i47
6A4G
13A8GT
13A07
13.465
GAKS

6.1I.1
nANIi
6ATli
6A113
6B8(4

nBEO
6C4

617507
0416

6C9

603
1;

liti

8/- 602707
8/6 68K7
8/6 08L7

86 049707
96

198
8/8
7.8
9:-

68147

6387
6U541

6V60
rriliGT

8,'- 67(4
8'- 12X301'
10,'- 6X511
9,'- 7117
4,'- 7B6
11,'- 7415

8'-

7376

7,6 7H7

6:6 7117

8-

7)6

77

7,7

n1nG
6F80

7 3 7Q7

60,615

6.8 75
4,6 140
5/- 807

6146

0230

-'6 7Y4
7t-

6,6

ee

86
8'8

86
87:6

4'or,se.rnlia, Bel: 18,m ,former,
v. , 5

:3

1.. 8

v.

, l

am p

Relynncc Cbnkr 2011, 230
lin

fl

NIA

4 EF39

:

;

1442
1

u

3 6

I

3 -

1

6 6 -

6-

i

6-'

n,5'1
IuPw

Inl.Ull

11
11
11
6

-

9

8,8 I_'Bn
7/8 1223

5

6;- 12K7

8/6 C.K80T
6,9 111007
8i- 128147
9;- 12827
198(17

8'- 124K7
8,9 128R7

71

124[/7
7/6 12Q7
8/- L1lll

0

13F80

1

B41

1,'IAO
I

F':II]

F41
r F80
I

1740
1

M31
Y91
Y51

6H6

131- 1.7B41

11/8 UBC4I
11/- 1.71142
11:8 UF41

8!8 '_'.51.6GT
8:8 2.574G
8.8 25'/,riGT

98 33L60'r
8, 8 3.7.13

8,6 35740T
8'- 501.60T
8,'8 AT1'4
.A(5'll'EN

8d f2'66
10'- t'V71

15117311

6' 6 U V 41
104- 11F:39

3;11 ea.
... 4.3 ea.

...ls:-w...

"

`[SWAN

20/-

12.6
12/3

8in. Units by Plessey end R.
A.

15/-

.

Lectroaa loin. 2 to 3!)

..,

16/8

Rola, Celestion 10in.
121n. Trove: BX11 Lightweight

25/6

49/6

Extension Loudspeaker in mottled bakelite ease, suitable
for bedrooms or kitchenettes

19;0

Plessey Mains Energised 8in.
Unit, 1,500 Field
...
...

21/-

MOULDED BAKELITE CASE
CONDENSERS
4 kv., 1'- oath.

.0901 n5It.

.01 nl(d., 4 kv., 11 each.
u(d., 800 v , 1/3 each.
natl., 1,000 e , 1/- each.

2 75
1

reenea Microphone cable with outer
1'- yd.
2-gang Condenser,
t 'uuuere and dust
r 83 each.
Dial Bulbs M.E.O. Types.
6.:3 v., .15 a., 81d. each.
6.:3 v., .3
Bid. each.
51.8.1:.'1'. Types
'..3 a., 5d. each.
03.3 v..3 a., 5d. each.
304amp Rotary Switch 4- position,
complete With knob, 4/- each.
P. V.C. 7 011751,
.051:15
mid.
complete with

a

55

HAND MICROPHONE

"

by
REGENT"
complete with screened lead and
plug -Crystal insert, nickel chrome
plated head. Listed at 2 gas. Our
price, 21,- each.

* * *

RADIO CABINET

Build a Radio in this up-to -date Cabinet. A modern looking
Radio Cabinet
complete with drilled chassis ; dial drive and deem ; back
plate ; dial ; spring ;
pointer ; size 151 in. a 113in. a 5in. Price 36,6 ea. Post
and Packing 2' -.

9/6

6/8
2/6

7/6
6/6

3/9
8/3/6

9/- P61
10- EF.lO

8,9

6j

EP.-.O Sy1

8/-

8/- EA50
2/9- I1L23DD 8/- VR116
4/5.6 11L2IDD 8/- 0441.4
4'5 8 KT2
5/- E 8
8;8
7/6 KT:13c
10/6 EF54
71 KT74
8.- Ef:,2
5,9
6,6 KT60
10-6 5'BI0.i/30 9/7/6 KT76
10 - 5 BI50:30 9/8 6 KTW61
".6 44 )2
8/9: - K T'7 4 l
8 9 l"I' l
8/4i- KTLd3
6 e 5 P521
8/10'6 MH{
" 6,.r3o
8.'8
9/- 518 'PEN
5/- 5'1' 1I
3:6
86 0119
9-;41 I20A 8,6
95- l'EN'.i
8,- 5 I3:3
3/8
8/6 PEN46
8/6'5 '55{A
8,9 P1]N22uA 9/8 tT,regranr)
8/6 PL33
9 61
10/86 I'L33
13,- 5377
8I8
8,8 P1.82
3] 6 55 ).1
10'8(8 PY 82
10/11 6
11'8
5,6 PY80
1]'6
6/- PY81
7181-,i'
p

I

\'',
l'"'

76 BARRETTERS
743

1:114ß

O.

WHEN

98

Truant 6:'.in. Water Speaker,
only lain. deep
.

5M. Units by Elec.

10,1-

11,8 RBA
11/- EBC33
91- EF36

7/9

1¢ QP2211
9'- 1lP2I

loll mA.
s.3llnr:l.

8 8
14 9

12/9

11/8
12,8
12/-

l

716 211D1
718 25A60

60 mA.

8 2

...

8/-

Ie63
1410

- 11014

8 9 -

7.8

...
..
...

K3/100=2,.150 kV.
Standard B.T.C. Rectifiers.
11161 125 v. 655 rnA.
...

***

5 8

...

.

K3,60-1.5 kV.

11312 125 v.
R51:3 125 v.
11314125 v

11!- 1722

1

741

K:3;40-_ kV.

...

...

10:6 1581

8/- 6F61
13,'- EK32
11/- 8P41

I

HALF-WAVE 1mA. PENCIL
RECTIFIERS
Iv:U4.5- I.140 kV.
K:3; 50-1,260 kV.

1-

116 U10

11133

I

9 - 1
9 6 P

8.-

l 1142

This cone will suit most
modern receivers with an
8in. Speaker
CABRZ 6; in. Rala 6Z...
... 4:8 ea.
CA8P Phiteo, R. & A.
... 5,'- ea.

7/6

GUARANTEED NEW
AND BOXED
4 9

S,

K3:25- 635 v.

condition.
losing meter.
Slow
calbrated dial complete
diagram,
47,6 each.
packing, 7,6.

2;9 L11C41

Portables

Eier. 3'in. square type. 2 to
3d)

CARP 8 ï iu.
R. & A.... 4.8 ea.
CABRZ, Role SZ New Plessey.

ld.
6/-

Tin

4

3 SP61 ; P61 in good

Fitted with
motion drive
with cirerait
Carriage and

9'-'I°r8

8 6
E 3

3d.
1:11

RECEIVER 1132A

9;- IJdI'7

6 8

6/9

Speaker Cone replacements available
as follows.
CASEZ 5ìn. Rola 5Z types, and
other midgets with in. pole

3ld.

.rad

635

6 IY \n
10- 1251 7

91-

1

-

.

6d.

Ratio Ont pot 'Pia ,former ...
also. Sler, in.:, bright eoloors

Contains ER32

,i

86

3/0

per pair
1.oetal \Vat,' 111.1.155, l'a o.ln
Comdhoner flirta, all .izes

.+

8'6'

RsOary ,3u itch, 30

p....
Battery Ch:O Ver 1150 :51og Clips
46: he
I.F. 'II;O (a,rrl :ers,
m

6.'6

VALVES
113Gr
le:SGr

P-itiuo

I

13

HEADPHONES

11.4
IRIS

REPAIR YOUR
OWN LOUDSPEAKERS

12"

H.F. Pire Wound Ch"ke.
Vibrator* v. and 11 v.

Type CLR Low Resistance Headphones 120 ohms, 7'6 pair. Type
DER A. Super Quality Headphone,
13,9 pair.
Headbands, wide type,
1/8 each.

6/- 8J5GT
8/6 eJ311
8/- 6270

set.

Goodmans 12íu. heavy duty loudspeaker 14 speech coil, 64.19.6.
(A super lob).
Truvo: Model 11X11
Lightweight
Type 12m. loudspeaker, 49,6 each.

2

Cable
Best quality Grade " A " cable,
solid 1 022 0 -ohms, 71. yd. Best
quality Grada "A " cable, stranded

OZJ

GOODMANS

3in. Plessey Round Type for

,

,

I

RESISTORS
Coltera C1.11062 1K., 1, 9 e:;ch.
Polar 556), 1,9 each.
C"leere 5 2001 151C., 20K., 23K.,

FOR SETS OF

:ALPHA

LOUDSPEAKER UNITS

Type 1.304
At lac

ORDERING

ALPHA

4'6

PLEASE

We can supply
circuit diagram with all instructions for constructing
e
metal rectifier T.R.F. receiver to operate on Long and
Medium wave bande for 139.
The complete kit can be -supplied for 66,81 -. Phis Packing
and Poet 218.
3 valve plus

Drives, Etc.
8L8 8ptn Wheel Drive
Airplane Drive...
...
Full Vision Drite
,..
Square Plane Delve ...
2.11.

...
...

815 RV Drive

Semi for catalogue of drives,
dessers, etc

27/8

10,6
3 .,

1

-

:

12

186.
s

HUOTE

,

18

:

3/s amp.,
p.,,

213

13 v
1'2 y

13-

I

.,
_

:un p.

atop.,
IS v .

2

:38

LWM., 1'10

408.1..55.,2,11
44 8.5.14., 313

TERMS
Cash with
Postage to
os follows
II- up to
40/- ; 2/-

8.1í'.G., 2,8

:-

order or C.O.D.

be added to orders
: 9d. up to 10/- ;
20/- ; I /6 up to

up to f5. MAIL
ONLY.
in stamps for
comprehensive, i l l u s t r a t e d
cetalaóue,

ORDER
Send

6d.

SUPPLY

VICTORIA SQUARE,

www.americanradiohistory.com

/3

8.54.0., 1:8

" DEPT. P,W."

RADIO

/6' VIN CES / CHAMBERS,

;

.2

3'28.5.,0

74 0.51.55., 204

208.0.0.,1'7

24 8.W.G., 1.10

Goldring Pickup Heads
Pick 55p heal type No 112 (22.000
hoe), complete with le:o-1 Price,
20/- eaeh.
Metal Rectifiers for Chargers
:

168.W.G.,1'4
18 8.41'.4., 116

28

Moulded Mica Condensers
Al! wire ends .marl, .1500:1, 10.104,
.015115, .01, .00I. .005, .020'_'7, .2608,
.256013, .2'13 46 ,los

12 v t :lens
49
:' e .

Enamelled Copper Wire on lib. Reels
14 0.41.11., 1'4
30 8.54.1., 2,2

CO.
LEEDS

1.
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LEWIS
RADIO Co.

NOW READY

Complete building instructions for

the

DISCOTAPE

THE

TAPE RECORDER

CORONETS

for

to convert pour gramophone into
a high fidelity
Written in non -technical language
with clear, stage-by -stage diagrams.
Price 3/6- refundable on purchase of
kit. Send for your copy now
THE DISCOTAPE KIT comprises
E rase
th e
!

and Record

R e p a y
'Beads,
their mounl

,

ting sockets
and platform, main
drive

cap-

stan, takeoff/take -up

spindles,

driving belts, and complete ancillary
mechanical parts ready for mounting on
your
he playingdesk. plus all components,
the punched and drilled chassis
down to the last nut, for a small (sin. x
5in.) easy -to -build oscillator /pre-amplifier unit which plugs into your radio
receiver using it as the main amplifier.
Does not preclude use of gram. or
receiver for normal purposes.
The perfect Kit for the home Conto
structor. Simple to build- simpleyou
operate. THE DISCOTAPE enables in
to have a gram. and Tape Recorder
ONE unit.

Price, complete Kit. £12
Retailer enquiries invited.
N.E.A.L. ACOUSTICS LTD.

COURT

STREEFST..

LEAMINGTON

Cabinets

Send 1/- for our latest illustrated
catalogue of ALL types of cabinets,
chassis, Auto-changers, Speakers
and Armstrong chassis.

NATURALLY, THE RODING
RL30 TUNING UNITS WERE
CHOSEN FOR THESE SUPERB
RELISINCE
RECEIVERS
PERABILITY, OPTIMUM
-T/AIE
FIRST
FORMANCE AND
ESSENTHE
ARE
SUCCESS
HOME -CONFOR
TIALS
STRUCTION.
writes :
G. K. of Harrow
"The set (Coronet) is absolutely

We make Cabinets to
Individual Specification.

Chassis

Send for free leaflet on our latest
5 -valve 3 waveband Superhet radio
Radiogram Chassis.

brilliant and is 'equal to an)'rhing I
have ever heard."
Ensure YOU get the same results as the designer by using
these guaranteed parts which we
can supply :
COIL PACK RL30, 49/9.

Amplifiers

Send for details of our domestic
type amplifiers. 5 and 41 watt.

RL IF TRANSFORMERS,

Tape Recorders

Type U, 16/- pr.

1B SL8 ASSEMBLY, 27/6.
.l6 .0005 2 -GANG. 14/ -,

The latest 2 speed model at 48 gns.
now available.

(or £5.5.11 if ordered together)
Aligned, sealed and matched as

specified for it/s receiver. Also
meg.
punched vçhassis, (Unix.), 12/6;
B8A and B9A v /holders, 1/- each
P350 connector, 3/9 ; Knobs,
I Id. ea. ; WB speaker, 48/6: trans;

120, GREEN LANES
PALMERS GREEN, LONDON, N. 13

former, 8/6; NEW MULLARD
UBF80
Valves, UCH42, 21/3
UL4l, 17/3 ; UY4I,
19/11 ;
Resistors,
set
of
4):
13/11 (£3.12.4
10 w., 2/3 ea. ; 5 w.,1/104 ea. ; I w.,
8d. ea # w., 6d. ea : Condensers,
CE27LE, 11;6 ; CE26L, 4/9
50 mf., 2/9 ; Paper tub, Il- ea.
100 pf, 9d. ea. ; Sundries ; socket
strip to screened flex, inclusive,
7/8 ; Cabinet, £3 ; Solder, 9d.
Elec. clips
length or 5/- carton
C.W.O. or C.O.D.
(2) 4d. ea.
(cabinet C.W.O. only). Postage
to £3 / -, to £5 1/6, over £5 2/ -.
C.O.D. charges extra.

BOWes Park 6064

VALVESHours Service

;

1: O U

can become
a First Class
RADIO
ENGINEER

We can train you to earn good
money in your spare time or
start a radio business of your
own. Our Home-Study Courses
are easy to understand and the
fees are very reasonable. Post
coupon now and we will send
you full details in plain sealed
envelope.

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE
-Post in unsealed envelope, rid. postage-.
To

:

C. RADIO COLLEGE
36, Northfield Road,
Ringwood, Hants.

T.

&

NAME
ADDRESS

:

;

;

:

1

6X5

8'6

42SPT

EASn

2 3:6
36

-'

054

SP41

SP61

5.4'-

MSPEN
VR137
80

96

.

8 6

6C5
7C6

9.6

5 6

6K7

FI'S0 (Syl.)

7-

4.6

VR113
5Z4

stock for
All parts
" CORONET AC. 4 "
list.
for
Send
in

OUR FAMOUS "HOME CON
HANDBOOK'
STRUCTORS
(1954 EDITION) CONTAINING
15 LARGE BLUEPRINT CIRCUITS, WITH FULL PARTS
LISTS, INFORMATION, etc.
GIVEN FREE WITH ORDERS
FOR "CORONETS " OVER £3.
OR A COPY WITH CURRENT
CATALOGUE CAN BE OBTAINED FOR THE NOMINAL
PRICE OF 2/6. 50 GLOSSY
ART PAGES PACKED WITH
USEFUL INFORMATION
Obtainable only from
!

ROBING

Valves- Guaranteed.
Y63
9 6
PY62

All

LABORATORIES

(DEPT. P3)
BOURNEMOUTH AIRPORT,

CHRISTCHURCH, HANTS.

P3/54
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35Z4
LG

2X2

425PT

LP2

KT24
HP4101
DDL4
6U5

IT4
IR5
354
155

24

8!6

6/9/6
9/6
4/6
6/6
4/8
4/8
6/8
5/6
8/6
8/8/8/8/8/9/6
8/6

9/6
10/6
9/6
916
9/6
8/6

6SN7
6L6
7S7
7B7

707
501,6

5U4G

813

8/6
ECL30 11'6
EF80
11i6
9/6
12K6
12K7
9 6
807

KT33C

EBPI
EF91
41MTL

10'6

6

9'-

6'8,6 6V6
ARP 12 9/8/6 6K8
VU39
12Q1
916
607
9;- EF39
diodes. 2! -.
* G.E.('-. crystal.
sockets. 6d. pair.
* Pve plug 10ai dhenry
150 inn., 511. plus 1/* Chokes.
post.
9d. yd.
12 rt
Pos1 per yds. 100 yds.
W
*
Flex, 1816 per
* Twin Transparent
ROM,
15/-.
S.T.C. 416:
3'11: RM2meg.
* RM1. V!C,
-I tree., 4/ -.
W /S. 1
* Egan
y. at 1.5
FIL. TRANSFORMERS.-6.3
amps. Tapped at 200, ?20, 240. 64), plus 9d.
Post.
Current 50
STANDARD 0 /P. Primary
2 -3 ohms.
m.a. D.C. Secondary Current
40-1. 5;9.
Ratio
ohms.
5,000
Impedance
plus 6d. post.
Transformers,
MIDGET TELEPHONE
approx. 100 -1, 1.3. post 3d. (Crystal). Com"l' Hand Mike
* III.UI.
plete with screened lead and jack plug,
£1.2.6.
length. 1 A., 1.5 a., 2 a ,
1; dz
*FUSES.
3a
SPECIAL
*CODED CONDENSERS
OFFER. --01, .04. .001. .002, .005. 3/8 dz.

(.D )b80Ì
,

(not

\

JACK

MAID

fn

tOPIERS.- Onehole xi g*.
a. -1,000 ohms, 3.-750 ohms, 4/9.
POSTAGE 9d. up to 101 -. 1/- up to 20/-. 116 up
to 40. -. 2!- up to t5.
REX RADIO, 37' LLÉFDCI'RLET.
Catalogue 6d.
Mail Order Only.
.2
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0.0.A.b2 A.D.& pimioci2,A

DETAILS OF EX- SERVICE

VALVES, WITH
By E.

BASE

CONNECTIONS

G. Bulley

VALVES belonging to this classification are detection. They can, however,
used in concomplex in structure and are similar in junction with each other, either inbeparallel
or in a
construction to the double- diode-triode, full -wave rectifier circuit. The former will
give
with the exception that the amplifier section is a nearly twice as much A.V.C. voltage
for
a given
pentode instead of a triode. However, the applica- carrier as for the latter type of circuit. Nevertheless
tion of such valves is the same as that of the double - the latter does not require so good
a carrier frequency
diode- triode, that is to say they are so designed as filtering as the ,former. Furthermore,
by utilising
to perform simulthe valves under distaneously the funcTABLE 1.
cussion it is possible
tions of detection,
to dispense with an
amplification and U.S.A.1
intermediate stage,
Vh.
lh
Va
Vs. Gm.' Impedance Remarks
automatic
volume Tye
although one can, if
K.2
control.
one so desires, use
Now, as in the
them in the con.3
250 100 1.3
700
case of the double - VT189 6.3
I.H
ventional R.F. and
6.3
.3
300 125 1.1
600
diode- triode the VT68
1.H
J.F. pentode circuits.
pentode also has a VT
6.3
.3
300 12 5
1.3
600
single cathode struc- 93A
I.H
Typical Circuit
.15
300 12 5 1.3
600
ture. The emitting VT 169 12.6
I.H
An important
surface on the sleeve
feature of these
Britis h
is in two sections,
valves is that the
I.H
one for the diodes NR87 4.0 2.0 250 25 0 9.0
pentode section can
and the other for the VT
be used as an output
6.3
.3 1250112 5
1.1
600
I.H
pentode unit. Both 162
pentode if the valve
sections of the valve
a high slope. A
are internally screened as in the case of the double - typical circuit showing the valvehasbeing
used as such
diode- triode.
is shown in Fig. 1.
This circuit provides delayed
The diode sections in these valves can he used A.V.C. with diode detection
feeding a high-slope
independently, one for A.V.C. and the other for output pentode.
It is as well to mention, however, that R.F.
voltages should be prevented from being fed to the
H.T.+)
control grid of the pentode. The most satisfactory
way of doing this is to include an R.F. choke between
the diode load resistor and the diode anode. In
I

I

i

"

HT*

,HTF

AF

4
1
Diode anodes

strapped
together

Fig.

1.- Circuit

showing how double diode pentode

can be used as an output pentode.

Fig. 2. Basic circuit showing half-wave detection,
A.V.C. and fixed bias amplifier.
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addition, one can include a condenser between the prove extremely useful to the experimenter and
newcomer to radio. The basing details of such
anode and the cathode of the pentode.
Rl in Fig. 1 is an anti -parasitic resistor, and should valves are also shown in Table 2.
be assembled as near to the
TABLE 2.
anode pin as possible.
When such valves as shown
Tc Remarks
8
7
41
5
6
2
3
1
in Fig. 1 are used, it is
Loctal
H
K&G3
G1
VT 189, H A DI D2 G2
advisable to keep the anode
GI 7 Pin
H
VT68 H A G2 DI D2 K&G3
and screen voltages as high as
Base
possible without exceeding the
(U.S.A.)
maximum ratings of the valve.
VT
Fig. 2, however, is a basic
K&G3 GI Int.
DI D2
G2
H
H
A
93A
circuit, wherein the double Octal
diode- pentode is used as a VT 169
Int.
K & G3 G1
H
G2
A
DI D2
H
half -wave detector with A.V.C.
Octal
and an amplifier with fixed
bias.
H
G1 AmeriVT 162 H A G2 DI D2 K&G3
Surplus valves that are
can 7 Pin
available today at very reasonGI British
G3
G2
H
H
K&
D2
D1
A
NR87
able prices are enumerated in
7 Pin
Table 1. These valves should
1

New Radar Plotting Device
International Marine CommunicaTHEtionMarconi
Co., Ltd., now has available a new plotting
device to assist in the proper appreciation of the
radar " picture " observed on the P.P.I. The
plotter, known as the Marconi -Harrison " Locatorgraph," has been designed following extensive
enquiries (made with the co- operation of shipowners)
among navigators as to the desirability of such an
adjunct to the marine radar set-enquiries which
indicate that a need exists for a simple and handy
computor of this nature.
Plotting on the " Locatorgraph ". is carried out
with an ordinary pencil on a sheet of transparent
plastic material about 12in. square. The pencilled
marks can be erased by an indiarubber when no longer
required. A circular scale graduated from 000 deg.
to 359 deg. is engraved on the underside of the
transparent plastic to serve as a bearing ring, and
beneath this is a rotatable ivorine disc engraved with
equally- spaced horizontal and vertical lines, ten
concentric circles, and a radial bearing line. The
" Locatorgraph " is mounted on a thin duralumin
base plate, forming a light yet rigid instrument easily
held in the hand and not susceptible to distortion in
extremes of temperature or humidity: The entire
instrument is completely non -magnetic and may
therefore be used in close proximity to compasses ;
it is also entirely self-contained and can be employed
anywhere on the bridge.
In use the " Locatorgraph " enables the navigator
to record in fully visual form the changing positions
of radar responses from other ships and above -water
objects as they appear on the P.P.I., instead of having
to rely on memory or on bearings and distances jotted
down on paper. By plotting consecutive echo
positions he can calculate another vessel's course and
speed, estimate her point of nearest approach, and,
by observing any departure from her line of relative
motion, take any action which may be advisable to
avoid any danger of collision.
The advantages of these facilities will be obvious.
The plot can be made quickly and accurately without
recourse to chart -work, and when made it can be
carried away from the radar set and shown anywhere
on the bridge if consultation should be necessary.

An Electronic Timer
our February issue we gave a description of a
IN useful
accessory known as an Electronic Timer.
Several readers on examining the circuits given with
this article discovered that in the Fig. 4 diagram a
short -circuit would arise when the push- button
switch was operated. The draughtsman was, unfortunately, responsible for joining up two points, and
thereby introducing the offending lead. A corrected
diagram is given below, from which it will be seen
that the short length of horizontal line between the
cathode of V2 and the condenser Cl should be
omitted. This was apparent to most readers, but for
the benefit of those who are making the instrument
and were not clear as to the correction needed, the
In reply to those
amended diagram is given.
readers who wished to have details for modifying the
time constant or other modifications we can again
only repeat our standard reply to such requests -we
are sorry but we cannot give individual modifications.

Corrected diagram of the Timer.
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Great Britain's Valve MailTAYLOR

8

pteisiongM I atmovement.'

amp.

volt.

393

DARIOVALVE

0 -30

-

mA

Ask lowerì prices

OCrder

/(%)-.6e.

NI 50-

Post

mA.

390

50/-

1 /-.

BRITISH,
AMERICAN,

and one year guarantee.

DEMOBBED

A.C.

radio or gram. Talk'Lear your
room to room. Easy to fix. Two
L
mikes make 2- station house phone in your
own home. Order to -day.
Post 16.

12/6

radio.

cquicaienls of
and American
and Cros: ReferCommercial Types
lh an Appendix of
B.V.A. Equivalents and
Comprehensive Pt-lee List.
Me have still some Valves
left at very old Budget
Bates (331 %) which are
actually sold pt the old
price. (1951 rote.)
(living
British
Sers he
ence of

end
UNIVERSAL

TYPES.

Cutters and Keys, in., pin., 124 POST
lis.. 13'4: lin. 1 in. and
1S- each
Olin. and Elio., 1,8i- each
ltin., 19/9 2L in., 1/31/9: 21in., 36/9 lin. square, 24 3. All prices
incl. keys.
MAXChassis

:

;

;

RODAntennas.

scrtions, interlocking and
plated steel. BARGAIN,

lit.

copper

extending,

2/6 Instantaneous!

dozen.

SOLDERING GUN

SERVICE SHEETS

HEADPHONES

High resistance light weight S. G. Brown
make at 301- and 27/- also special type.
Brand New 14' -. Or ex -Govt. Low

resistance.

SOLDERING
Heating Time

3

;

16/9

on
Ad astable Bit ll
Eá y
to Handle.
Weight approx. 4 oz.
min.
40 watt Economy Consumption.

THREE

iron. Length only Ellin,
voltages

B.T.H.

100;110.

6/-

Post 1,6

de

le

TYANA

10/6

''a °a leab,e in ardoneneas
sorted of our best choice.

ableNBENCH AND, The
smallest high-power soldering
adjustable long hit dia. 3 /16in.
;

230'250.

200/220,

3/

.

SupMrvisor,

lí22 A10

sets,

EASY TERMS

T

O0 N

1B4

1LN5
2A6
2A7
2B7
6AB7

2'- 202STH
3- 21OVP
EF6
2'- KTZ41
3- MSPEN
7;-

2-

6J7

5'-

12SF5

6-

A

Ex Gov.

Post

-

7 -

512 3 6 -

cash

"BURNING" Question
Blowlamp o r

Electrostrip

?

Unique Electric
Paint Stripper
outdates & outstrips B I o wlamp. No smell,
no mess, cost ld.
per hour. One

of

ä

guarantee.

Unique.

prises
prise
five
spanners

II

steel,

for undis-

turbed listening on Crystal
Battery and Mains Set. 7,6
Post 116.

CONDENSERS
Wire Ends
2 m,

e
16
25
8
8
16
16
16
16

d 450v.
450 v.
500 v.
500 v.
25 v.

...
.., 2/6
...

Cans

z 8 mid.
x 16 ,.
a 16
z 24 ,.
x 32 ,.

2/6

... 2/9
.,. 113

2!-

500v. 3/6
500v. 4/9

500v. 5!9
350v. 519
275v. 6i6

144

Contemporary

AC/DC

Speaker
FABRIC

Neon

and
design. Spe-

cial offer.

Radio and
Electrical
Handyman.

Separately

Tester

attractive
colour

U s e f u l
Parts for

Type 400,

2i-

per square

etc., etc.,

11/3

foot. Send
mid. Govt. Surplus 6d. for large
v., 1'- Post 6d. sample.

-

Kindly mark envelope P.W.3

ti n /lead
c o n-; solder
taming cores
of Ersin
flux
sufficient
for

ELPICO
Six Tools in One

monthly

75/-

Post

2! -.

100

average
f""ints.

10/-

Tas
Fr ee

Standard
Handy

Kit,

175

Model

Punches, Bends, and
Metal Strip.
Rod & Angle.
Every Handyman, Mechanic and
Service
Engine e r
n e e d s
one! 10.001
used Unique
Shears

Jual p.'u
E

packed per
B.A
size,
Screws.
Washers,
Nuts, Tags,

SOLDER
melts with a
match. A

Deposit

+

kit

(Set

307BA).

tools

double-headphones

29/-

and

tools

o.

coveringn B.A.
II
i4lLS?Y+tl
I/
9, 4 lin. midget adjustable piers
with slim beak head and a tin.
electrician's turnscrew with
plastic high -insulation handle.
The
are of chrome vanadium
chrome -plated
and polished, and packed in a
clear plastic wallet with window panels.
22/_.

£23.2.0

Electric
Paint
Sprayer

handy

A

Deposit E7.14.0
and 12
Payments 01

9d.

KIT

GORDONS TOOL

Guar." DEMOBBED"

TAPE DECK
MARK I I I
8

TP22
VP13C

other types.

to

TRUVOX

17 6
2 -

P215
PM12M

year

TriecremPs

mAonrL
h s aAnYeOrR
y nMear CRSP.
Please
luepa
ask for full List, Terms and Proposal Form.

SPECIAL
VALVE OFFER
OlA

T

be bent

corners

Automatic Feed Of molten
solder by magnetic induction
'Fully guar. for 12 months.

4

Teleking and Viewmaster. T.901a 16ín. will replace
in Ferguson, Bush, Peto- Scott, Philco and Sobell

Bit Can

shape to reach

/6

As advertised last month. We
have still some left. Please
enquire by return. Also for
any

finger -tip

Slender

Post ll6 29

The set com-

39/6

Olin.

one-

Tests

everything in
Radio.
Cornplete with Test
prods.

fÍN

UNITS. Plugs straight
into A.C. mains, 200.'240 v., and is
indispensable for examination of condensers. Very slight and
intermittent leakages which cannot be discovered by conventional
instruments can be traced by this unit. Complete. Supplies
are becoming limited.
Post 1/-

ENGLISH ELECTRIC TUBES yi9ll

for

in - one

A.C. /D.C.

2/-

tenth fuel cost
Temperature Control At the

-

Radi ometer

FROM

mains

;

CandSoperaDonDnstZcntpons,

M,

Capacity

All

VALVES

63/-

features

19/6

GEHyBl;uepUn

NEOFLEC Ill /CTIFIER

Note these special

Instant Heating
Ample

PIFCO

2/3

Valves
Manual

BATTERY,

MIKEConnects tor

own

183

House

W.I.

1," han
brush aid
amla u s

!

!

Order TO-D.4

j'nsó
Reduced

from 20 /-

Y

10 /-

www.americanradiohistory.com

Cash Price
or Deposit

1

/-

AMPLIFIER
AC 54

A16.16.0

£ &.12.0 and 12
monthly payments of 22/-.
Can be used for

recording/play-

back and erase with any

unit

Case to

fit

tape

15.0.

MICROPHONES
LUSTRAPHONE

Model

C51 Z.

Highlmp Crystal

£5.15.0.

Model LX55 Crystal

£2.10.0.

Rothermel 2AD56. High Imp.
Crystal, £3.3.0.
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LYONS RADIO

-just

RADIO CONTROL
OF MODELS

LTD.
3,

Published

GOLDHAWK ROAD, Dept. M.P.,

by

SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.12.
Telephone: SHEpherds Bush 1729

THE

30

POWER UNITS TYPE 285
Input 230v. A.C. mains. 50 cps.
Output : E.H.T. 2 kV., D.C. 5 mA.

PACK

COIL

:

for your
CORONET FOUR

H.T. 35Cv. D.C. 150 mA..
L.T. 6.3v. 10 A. 6.3v. 5 A. A.C.
Origginally used as a ground supply unit for
operating R.1355 receiver and Type 62
Contains valves VU120,
Indil3faator units.
51.14 and V11.91, with metal -cased smoothing
condensers and constructed in the usual
first -class manner associated with ex -A.M.
equipment.
Housed in metal-cased unit
approx. 18 x 12 x 91n., with fuseholders and
input /out plugs on front panel. In new and
unused condition.
Price only £4'101 -, carriage 12/6.
A.C. VOLTMETERS.- Switchboard pattern, bin. dia.. M.I. type, calibrated at
50 cps. from 90v. to 170v. Price 19 6, post 2 -.
SLVDLOK FUSEHOLDERS.-5 amp size.
'3 for 8/8, 6 for 11'9.
MORSE CODE TRALNING SETS.- Valveoperated oscillator sets which give a true
representation of actual listening conThe circuit employs 2 valves
ditions.
ARP12 (VP23) with facility provided for
selecting one of three differently pitched
notes. All controls are on front panel and
include volume. and terminals for head phones and two morse keys. The sets are
housed in wooden instrument cases with
circuit diagram in hinged lid. Power
requirements : 60 -120v. H.T. and 2v. L.T.
Price, including valves, 95.- : carriage 3 6.
Optional extras : L.R. Phones, 5'9 : Morse
Keys, 2 8. Carriage free with above.

FREE

full details for building this super
pack for a super set given FREE with
each copy of our new Handbook The

"HOME CONSTRUCTOR"
(price 2/6 only), which also contains
FULL WIRING DETAILS for building NINE first-class superhets together
with circuits o, TRF Receivers, 10-watt
Quality Amplifier, Crystal Set,
etc., Soldering, Metal- working, Constructional and Servicing Notes,
Resistance Code, Useful Data, etc.
Complete

with

fully

illustrated

catalogue.
Obtainable from Radio dealers and

stationers, or in case of difficulty
send direct to
SUPACOILS, 21, Markhouse Rd.,
London, E.I7.

Boxed, 7/6.

Valves.

EF50 7/6, ECC35 8/6, EC54 4'6,

& 6K7M 5/9.

Orders over

E2

Carr. Paid.

Under 1/3.

Send 6d. for 24-page Catalogue.
Visit our Shop, open 8.30-6. inc.
Tel. : St. Albans 5951.

Sais.

BOLD & BURROWS (G311EO),
12 -18, Verulam Road (AS),
St. Albans, Herts.
"AUTOMAT"
CHARGER KITS
No. 2 kit as
shown, built in
one hour, simple,

foolproof,
All

troublefree.
new material with
guarantee,
full
and ample rating.
No. 2 kit, 12/14v.
3 amp. Westingselenium
house
recta, 65 watt trans., ballast bulb for 2v., by.
case, screws, grommets,
12v. charger, 48,
12 /6 extra, post 2/ -.
No. 1 kit, eimila but 2 amp. rectifier. 45 watt
trans., ballast indicator bulb for 2v., 6v., 13V.,
charger, 38/8 ; case 12/8 ; post 1/10.
Eliminator kit, trans, H.T. rest.. 2v. t amp.
trickle rest, condensers, case, for 120v. 20 mA

eliminator 37/6 P.P. 1/10.

CHAMPION PRODUCTS.
48, Uplands Way. London. N.21.
'Phone : LAB 4457. ,

Sommerhoff

postage 3d.

VIrelesa Encyclopaedia,

Practical

by F. J. Camas. 21v. Od., postage Is.
Telecommunications Principles, by
R. N. Renton. 37s. 8d., postage Is-

Radio Dala ('hecto. by R. T.
revised by J. McG. Sowerby.

Beatty.

75. 6d.,

postage 6d.

Radio Valve Data compiled by Wireless
World. Ss. 84., postage 3d.

THE MODERN BOOK CO.

Britain's largest stockists of British and
American technical publications.

PRAED STREET,

19 -23

LONDON, W.2.
(Dept. P.3)

call or write for our new

Please

Phone

:

catalogue.
PADdington 4185.
day Saturday.

Open

all

ASTRAL RADIO PRODUCTS

Selenium Rectifiers for Home Charging.
6 or 12 volt, 2!. Amp., 10/ -, 4 Amp., 15/ -.
Aluminium TV ,Tube 1^in. & 'in. dia.

7d. & 8d. ft.
Co -axial Cable. 50 ohm, 9d. yd., 75 ohm,
10d. yd. Twin Feeder, 75 ohm, 6d. yd.,
300 ohm, K25, 9d. yd. Screened 1/3 yd.
Condensers. .0005 mfd., 3 gang New &

G.

This book gives circuits (some for the
first time) and constructional data of
radio control gear for model aircraft.
model power boats, sailing yachts and
cars. Not only are the simplest and
cheapest methods shown, which would
be very suitable for the beginner. but
al .o the more complicated methods. so
afording the opportunity of improving
existing equipment. 5s. Od., postage 3d.
Basic Electronic Test Instruments.
by R. P. Turner. 32s. 0d., Postage 9d.
Electronic Gadgets for the Constructor, by E. N. Bradley. 3s. 6t1.,

(T. G. HOWELL)
BARGAIN, Midget
OC" ('STANDING
13116in. square
I.F:1"s, 465 kc's, iron cored,
x 11ìn. high. Brand New High "Q," 81 -pair.
postage 6d.
model
T.R.F. Coils as used in original
issue P.14.). 6/6
3 -Band All Dry 3 (April '53
pair. postage 6d.

-

Charger Transformer.
2 v., 6 v., 12 v. at 1.5 Amp, with Cire., 12;6.
Metal Rectifiers. 12 v. at 2 Amp, 8/9.
L.T. Transformer. Tapped. 3. 4. 5, 6. 9, 9,

Battery

10. 12, 15. 18. 20, 24

and

30 V..

19 6.

Dual -Nave

AMPLIFIERS

" DEFESCO " A.C.2. Audio Amplifier.
Two -valve plus Rec., 3; watt. A.C. Mains.
Complete Kit, incl. valves. 59'6.
Wired and Tested, inri, valves, 75' -.
DEFESCO " AC5'PP. Push -pull amplifier,
five -valve. A.C. Mains. V. &. T. controls.
Complete kit. incl. valves. 27.19.6.
Wired and tested, incl. valves. £8.19.6.
Descriptiv^ leaflets on request.
9909. with
" SNIP LINE " Rev. counters,
Solinoid & battery. 5/6. Post free.

ELM ROAD, LONDON, E.17. (Key

4813)

STANLANE,WILLETTS
WEST BROMWICH
43

SPON

6V6GT, 7;6. 6F6G, 5'9. 6K7G. 5 9. 51J4G,
15'1 6 '
7/6. EL32, 519: 59/- doz. 951.doz.
6AM0,
doz. 2C34, RK34. 1'9 ' 18'7
78/- doz.
Ñá7,
7
5.
N3î,
8.
.4D8071'11.
dó
5/9. SP61. 3'6. Post lid.
1T4, 1R5, 155. 354, brand new, 27.9 set of 4.
746 each, post 6d.
.

BLOWER.
ROTARY SLIDING VANE
in. at 1,200
7 c. ft. per min. at 10Ib. per sq.
Brand new, 15

-,

post

XTAI. DIODES,posttype
3d.

15'- doz..
SET
Complete set of parts for CRYSTAL
less phones
GEX34, brand new. 1/9

construction,
918, post 6d.

VALVES.

2

:

wave band,

WANTED

C.R.T.

as used in

original

A.C. Band Pass 3. 3'3 per coil. Ose. and S.W.
band also available, postage 6d.

very
M.W. Frame Aerial. -Litz wound,
high gain. on naxolin. size approx. Sin.
square. 5 each. post 6d.
STANDARD T.R.F. COILS L &MW. 5/6
pair boxed post 6d.
See separate advert. for details 'of our
new publication " Home Radio."
138, The 11iiw

tryodingdean,

y.

I. B. SERVICE

(BREATH)

LTD wp

Mail Order Dept..

NEW- Guaranteed 5, MAYPLACE ROAD WEST,

VALVES -BRAND

r.p.m.

('oil

Type Coils as used in original model

"K"

Tel.: WES. 2392.

STAFFS.

11.F.

models. Summer All Dry Portable. Moderns
4:3 each. poet 3d.
1 and 2 Valver. etc., etc.

GOOD

PRICE

PAID.

www.americanradiohistory.com

BEXLEYHEATH, KENT
Phone: Bexley heath 1000.

SILVERED MICA CONDENSERS. Brand

55F, 20%, 64. each; 240PF. 330pF,
8200F, 1500PF, 1650pF, 5%, 94. each; 5400F.
2 %, 1/- each; 240pF. 1 %. 1/3 each. Midget
Ceramican, BpF, 10 %, 18pF + - .5pF. 94. each.
new,

GRADE
470

ohms.

NEW

1
5 %,

HIGH STAB RESISTORS.
1

watt,

1 ,'-

each.

RETAIL SHOP NOW OPEN:

44,

UPPER

CHURCH ROAD,
NORWOOD, S.E.19

Phone; Livingstone 6222.
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The Editor does not necessarily a gree with the opinions expressed
his correspondents. All
letters must be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (notbynecessarily
for publication

TV Interference
5. I did not say that a licensed amateur never
have never seen fairer comment than that interferes with other services ; my point was that he
which appears in your January editorial and I is less likely to do so than another with no knowledge
heartily congratulate you.
of transmitter theory, and that if interference is brought
My only regret is that it will not come to the to his notice, he will know what to do about it.
notice of the many. misguided TV owners who seem
6. If Mr. Roberts cannot read morse, how can he
to have been persuaded
possibly distinguish bethat 90 per cent. of their
tween
Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with
the Continental
troubles are due to privatetechnical difficulties, we regret that use are unable
commercial stations on
ly -owned motor-ca r s, i to supply diagrams or provide
instructions for modifying
80
metres
and British
surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details
though the truth is almost
amateurs ? It is a comfor receivers described in ihe.se pages. Il'E CANNOT
!
the reverse.
t UNDERT4KE TO ANSWER' QUERIES OVER THE
paratively
rare
thing to
Further to the examples
TELEPHONE. !/ a postal reply is required a stamped t
hear a British amateur
and addressed envelope must be enclosed with the coupon
you quote, it is on record
operating
from
page
badly,
iii
of
but the
cover.
that a radio service van
less said the better about
was recently driven ay.ay
some
of
the
commercial
from a house, creating a veritable snowstorm on the stations. Some of the
amateur bands are shared
screen of the receiver which had just been serviced ! with other services, and amateurs
are allowed to use
-C. N. COURTNEY (Barking).
them " subject to non -interference with other services " (terms of licence).
Radio- cenlrolled Models
7. I have never yet heard a licensed British amateur
SIR, -How pleased I was to see Mr. G. Paish's operating on an unauthorised frequency,
but
letter in your last issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS heard it done by an operator whom I knew I tohave
be
asking for a section on radio -control although why a pirate (subsequently caught and heavily fined
!).
only in the summer I do not understand. The How does Mr. Roberts know that the 4.2 Mc /s.
summer may be the time for operating the models, offender was not a pirate, and how did he measure
but winter evenings are when they are made.
the offender's frequency so accurately ?-V. G. P.
Radio control has so many varied possibilities WILLIAMS, G3FYY (London, N.W.2).
and is so relatively unexplored except by a few who
do not publish their ideas, that 1 feel it would offer
Coastal Radio Beacons
your excellent magazine even more variety, and
was delighted when I saw the article on
certainly gain the appreciation of those readers SIR,
" Coastal Radio Beacons " in the December
whose interests lie deeper in " applied radio " as
opposed to "pure radio." C. L YOUNG (Southampton). issue.
I suggest you follow up with a small article each
month on the other radio navigational aids. Could
The Amateur Transmitter
your technical department issue a set design to cover
are a few brief replies to points raised the following conditions : (I) all dry ; (2) cover
SIR'-Here
by Mr. H. Cole and Mr. C. Roberts in reply to shipping and radio bands ; (3) Long range. It
my letter in your October issue.
need only be on headphones ; (4) minimum of
1. The question of Parliamentary voting is one controls ; (5) Incorporate a D/F loop
aerial, if
which concerns the people of this country only ; possible.
the allocation of radio frequencies affects other
The set would then be a very handy set to have at
countries and is primarily decided by the Atlantic sea. Time checks with the " pips " could be taken
Conference, and not by the British Post Office.
for navigational work, weather forecasts, etc., for
2. Amateur stations have been known to interfere general safety, and if a D/F loop aerial is possible,
with essential service stations ; this can easily occur radio navigation can be used. -W. A. ANDERTON
if the service station is listening to a weak signal (Nelson).
which the amateur cannot hear.
3. Crystal control is just as liable to cause interReader's Appeal
ference as any other method of control ; it is fairly
should like to appeal to any reader who
obvious that Mr. Cole is not aware of the different S1R,has any
circuit or handbook of the 358 exways interference can arise and this is a very strong government communications
receiver to be kind
reason for not giving him a licence !
enough to loan it to me.
4. Radiation from model control transmitters is a
I have one of these receivers minus coil units,
matter of yards, not of miles, owing to the low aerial, and I wonder if any of your
readers have successfully
of an inefficient type, and high frequency.
used other coifs ?
WALWYK (Hounslow).

SIR, -I

to

-t

40,0

-I

-J.

www.americanradiohistory.com

q.rsw.dre;

-71F.9".

3'ftewr7!
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little justification for

-

.PRACTICAL WIRELESS designers

Radio- controlled Models
confining themselves to A.C. /D.C. type circuits.
correspondent, G. Paish (Devon)
My own experience is, and I fancy that it will be
generally conceded, that the " Universal " type of
issue, p. 122), who is asking for inform
radio
tion on audio frequency tone modulated
receiver does not give the same performance as the
controlled models, may find the following to be of A.C. only type. The increased safety factor due to
interest.
mains isolation and lesser heat dissipation alone
Anon, " Radio -Craft," Jan. 1946, p. 242, Radio must weigh heavily in favour of this type of circuit,
Target Planes.
apart from the higher voltages available and simpler
Anon, " Wireless World," Sept. 1951, p. 342, arrangement of valve heater wiring. 1 deprecate
Radio Tclearchics.
the trend towards " Universal " television circuits
Bruinsma, A. H., " Remote Control by Radio " and imagine that these are prompted more by
(Philips Technical Library).
pricing than technical considerations and must
Chantrill, John J., "Newnes Practical Mechanics," ultimately lead to inferior results and more frequent
Radio
338,
p.
1949,
July 1949, p. 299, and Aug.
servicing.
Controlled Model Battleship.
Surely your best course is to continue the present
"
for
Models
Control
Radio
policy of designing fundamentally for A.C. and also
Honnest- Redlich, Cr., "
Circuits,
R.F.
-46,
39
pp.
Co.),
producing
(Harborough Pub.
a universal version, as with the recent
Modulated Carrier ; pp. 73-80, Special Intergear for
Coronet." I would suggest that D.C. only circuits
Modulated Carriers.
would be rather a waste of time ; although cheaper
Hunt, Peter, " Radio Control for Model Aircraft," to produce than their A.C. counterparts. Direct
(Harborough Pub. Co.), p. 53, Audio Frequency Current is on the way out, even if somewhat slowly.
Control.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS circuits have a reputation for
Osborne and Dunn, " Radio- Craft," Oct. 1947, longevity, and conversion of supplies to A.C. might
p. 20, Ploughing by Radio.
take place before the useful life of a D.C.
A well
Queen, 1., "Radio-Craft," Jan. 1945, p. 212,
receiver was spent -FRANK H. COWLES (Southall).
Radio Robot Convoy.
SIR,
Rayer, F. G., " Newnes Practical Mechanics,"
am now 59 years of age and my newsagent
Feb. 1953, p. 86, Radio -Controlled Boat Mechanism.
will confirm you that I have for many years
by
Safford Dir., Edward L., "Model Control
taken your Wireless and Television monthlies. Many
aft Publications, Inc.), p. 22, Resonant times 1 have found them interesting and helpful, but
Radio "
Eliminap. 30, Bandpass-Band
Relays and Reeds
onl when you have catered for D.C. or A.C. /D.C.
tion Filters ; p. 32, Band Rejection Filters ; p. 33, Wey have a good area with D.C. and many more
Receivers
;
would welcome more A.C./D.C. circuits. -F. C.
Discriminators ; pp. 59 -63, Tone-Operated
pp. 64 -69 Tone Modulated Transmitters. -JACK HACKIE (Gateshead).
POTTER (Whitley Bay).
Use of the 6N7G
Noise and the R1155
SIR, -With reference to the letter signed " Dreamer,
Manchester," in the January issue of PRACTICAL
-Being an owner of a RI 155 1 feel that all this
SIR,changing of valves in the receiver to try to cut WIRELESS, it may be of interest to report my own
down the noise level is unnecessary. With a good experience.
modified my existing quality amplifier, which
1
aerial, cut for the frequency it is receiving on, the
KT63 output
noise level will drop considerably. The R1155 had been using a triode- connected
the KT63
which I possess is about a year old and apart from valve (driven by an L63) and replaced
myself, an
removing the D.F. parts and putting in an output with a 6N7G. Although this was, itforwas
worth signal- expensive modification, I thought
stage the set has never been modified and the
while because I then had 10 watts of very good quality
to -noise ratio is extremely good. The aerial I use
on the output from the amplifier. Before modification,
is a 132ft. long wire. Admitted, the bandwidth
but apart from that it is an with only 5 watts, there was an excessive quantity
- 55 is not very good,
of H.T. current wasted which is now being used by
excellent receiver. -M. KELLETT (Leicester).
BLAKFMORE (Derby).
the 6N7G.

-Your

SIR,(Feb.

!

-I

-A.

-I

D.C. Supplies

learn from statistics supplied by the British

SIR,Electricity Authority

that there are over six
million homes supplied with Alternating Current
and something less than half a million with Direct
Current. Further, it is hoped, economic conditions
permitting, to transfer all D.C. supplies to A.C.
(240 volts) within the next five years.
have much sympathy with the " D.C. Brigade "
is
but I feel that with these figures in mind there
1

"Pimlico' Wireless,"

like to contact a reader who has
bought and modified an ex- R.A.F. RI132A.
My receiver operates well except for a loud hum,
not due to smoothing, and the 6V6 output valve gets
too hot to hold after about five minutes.
I wonder if any of your readers has experienced
the same trouble and if he would write to me ?
R. PINCHES (Plymouth).

Editorial and Advertisement (Mom :
Southampton Street.

George ?dermas, Ltd., Tower

R1132A

SIR, -1 should

-

W.C.E.

'Phone

:

Temple Bun 4363.

Strand,

Poet.
Registered at the O.P.O. for transmission by Canadian Magazine

in " Practical Wireless." Such articles should be
of a practical nature suitable for publication
responsible
The Editor will be pleased to consider articles
of the sender. Whilst the Editor does not hold himself
and should contain the name and address
written on one side of the paper only, made
envelope is enclosed. All correspondence intended for
to return them if a stamped and addressedLtd..
for manuscripts. every effort will be
Tower House. Southampton Street. Strand, W.C.2.
George Newnes.
Wireless."
Practical
"
The
Editor.
:
addressed
be
should
the Editor
and to our efforts to keep our readers in touch with the latest developments.
Owing to the rapid progress in the design of wireless apparatus
columns is not the subject of letters ispatent.
we give no warranty that apparatus described in our published
specifically reserved throughout the countries
in Practical Wireless "
articles
Copyright in all drawings, photographs andU.S.A.
Reproductions or imitations of any of these are therefore expressly forbidden. " Practical
signatory to the Berne Convention and the
Wireless."
"
Amateur
incorporates
Wireless "
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BAR TONS

,1CI!O
LIMITED
0

(Dept. PW), 42 TOTTENHAM CT. RD.,

1O

01

187

LONDON

Telephones

BUILD YOUR OW,V RADIO!
r

',

1

IppIIpp

-

-

.

This is a 3 valve 3 stage Amplifier for use
with Gramophone. Microphone or Radio.
Valve line -up is as follows-8.91.7
6V8
57.4. Negative feed -back. Tone control.
Voltage adjustment panel incorporafed. 9 watts output. For operation on
A.C. Mains 200/250 volts.
The comglete Kit, includes every Item
down to the last nut and bolt, drilled
and punched chassis, and comprehensive
Point -to -point wiring circuit diagram.

-

-- --

a

:

:

:

Carriage.

lnsur.

5

5

-

-

.

:

.

;

,

LPll.
1312 -

B33.
B14.
B35.

350 -0- 350.

150

m A.

6.3 5. 5

amp. 5 v. 3 amp. Fully
shrouded.
... 44;6
350-0-350, 150m'.11. 6v.3amp.,
4 v. 3 amp. 30 v. 0.5 amp..
incorporates voltage adjustment panel tapped
200 210 v., 220,230 v.. 240,250
v.
Semi -shrouded drop
through type ...
... 21'250-0-250.
80 m A.
6.3 v.
9 amp.. 5 v. 2 amp. Universal Upright mounting 23,6
050-0 -350 PA m'A. 6.3 v. 4 amp.,
5 v. 5 amp.
Universal
Upright5
... 23.8
General Purpose Step -down
Transformer. Tapped 3 v..
v.. 5 v., 6 v., 8 v., 9 v.,
30 v.. 12 v., 15 v., 18 v..
20 v., 24 v., 30 v.
Total
Output 30 v: at 2 am es. 221are plus 1 6 post & pkg.
4

All the above

AUTO TRANSFORMERS

Tapped 10 v., 120 v., BA v., 230 v., 250 v.
.411 the above are plus 1;6 post & pkg.

100 w., 22/ -.

MICROPHONE TRANSFORMERS
Ratio 100 1. Has innumerable uses.
1/11 plus 6d. post/packing.
THE NEW ACOS 35 -I
Crystal mike. output level -55db. Ref.
iv. /dyne /cm., 25!- plus 6d. post & pkg.

QUALITY GOODS

:

METAL RECTIFIERS
BRAND NEW I
r. 75 mA.. may be used in series or
voltage doubling to give any required
voltage. 7'11, plus Gd. post/pkg.
300

-

RESISTORS (CARBON)
'
and '. watt,
each. 1 watt 5d. each.
All preferred 3d.
values from 10 ohms to 10
lnnes

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS

BRAND NEW !
8 mfd. 150 v
29 mid. 50 v
1,6
1.6
8 mid. 158 v
20 -20 mfd. 27; v 2 3
8 -8 mfd. 450 v.
25 mfd. 25 r
3'6
1.6
8-16 mfd. 159 v. 3'11
50 mfd. 51 v
16 mfd. 450 v
8-16 mfd. 350,- 311
3'6
32 mfd. 503 v. 4.11
4 mfd. 450 v
1.6
50 mfd. 12 v
1 6
32-32 mfd. 3;0 v.3 11
-

.

WE CARRY VAST STOCKS OF RADIO
TELEVISION and ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS -We invite your enquiries.

TERMS OF BUSINESS

ALL COMPONENTS (SUPPLIED ARE
GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR

c6

Carriage, Incur,

T.R.F. RECEIVER We can supply this Receiver ready built at £6.19s.6d. plus 3/6 p.c.
ALL COMPONENTS SUPPLIED ARE GUARANTEED 'FOR ONE YEAR
NOTE : We would respectfully suggest to those interested in building these receivers
that OUR circuit diagrams be compared with those of other firms. Intending constructors can then judge for THEMSELVES which Instruction Booklet is the most
comprehensive. Instruction Booklet and priced Parts
for either of the above
receivers available separately at 1 /-. This money will List
be refunded
circuit diagram
is returned as NEW within 7 days. When ordering phase state Model if
No.
BATTERY CHARGER KIT
MAINS NOISE SUPPRESSOR KIT
metal rectifier. TransforConsisting of 2 specially designed
mer is suitable for AC mains 200.250 volts.
chokes and 3 condensers. Extremely
Charges either 12, 6 or 2 volt accumulator
effective, cuts out all mains noise.
at 1 amp. Complete with circuit diagram.
Can be assembled in existing receiver
Price 22/6. plus lí6 post and packing.
-or
separately as desired.
NSOT-RAONSÓORMERS
Ciroúíl6 teagr t h 4111 plus lType .AI
V.
amp. 5 v. 2 amp.
Fully
shrouded
22.9
METAL RECTIFIERS
LP4.
275 -0 -215 v. at 8Ö m,A 0 :4'6.
.,
at 4 amps. 0;4,5 v. at 22
S.T.C.
It.V -1. 125 v.60m1A.
amps
4.6
R.3I.2. 125 v. 100 miA.
LP6. 350-0-350. N ma. 6.3 v. 5
...
...
5!R.11.3. 1.25 v. 125 m!A.
amp. 5 v. 3 amp. Half
...
...
6'I1.M.4. 250 v. 250 m,A.
shrouded.
...
... 28'...
L.H.T. PENCIL. RECTIFIERS- 18'LPG.
Fully shrouded as above 29'6
LP7.
350 -0 -350.. 120 m'A. 6.3 v. 5
...
4.8
K3/50. 8.5 v. .
amp. 5 v. 3 amp.
Fully
...
...
... 140
shrouded
.. 37/6
..
LP). 425-0-425. `50m A.3v.4Fm
METAL RECTIFIERS (FULL WAVE)
12 V. 1 amp. (Bridge Type), 7 6
12 v.
shrouded ...
...
52/6
2 amp.. 1113
12 V. 3 amp., 12'12 v.
LPlO. 430-0-430. 200 m'A. 6.3 v. 4
"
4 amp., 15' -.
amp. 6.3 v. 4 amp. 5 v. 3 amp.
,.

1.
LANGHAM 1151/2

Atutourtci»,J

We can supply all the parts (including valves. 53n. moving coil speaker.
cabinet, chassis, and everything
down to Lhe last nut and bolt) to
enable YOU to build a professionalloòking radioThe chassis is
punched and drilled ready to mount
a
416116
the components. There 1s a choice __
of any of three attractive cabinets
12in. long Mn. wide by bin. high. as
h,llPw
either ivory or brown bakelite. or wooden, finished in walnut Complete
and easy -to- follow point -to -point and circuit wiring diagrams supplied.
MODEL I. T.R.F. RECEIVER
MODEL 2. SUPERHET RECEIVER
This is a powerful midget 4 valve plus
This is a 3 valve plus metal rectifier TRF
meta] rectifier Superhet Receiver with a
receiver with a valve line -up as follows '
valve line -up as follows
81.7 (IIF), 617 (Del) and 6V6 !Output).
6K8. 6K7. 6Q7.
6V6. The dial is illuminated and coverage
The dial is illuminated and when assemis for the Short Wave bands between 16 -50
bled the receiver presents a very attractive
metres, the Medium Wave bands between
appearance. Coverage is for the Medium
190 -540 metres, and the Long Wave bands
and Long Wave bands. Operates on 2001
between 1,000 -2.000 metres. Operates on
25) volts AC Mains.
200'250 volts AC mains.
Plus 2/6 Packing,
G
Plus 2,6 Packing,
rypl'

:

:

Cash with order (or C.O.D. Post items
only) ; all orders for small items
totallingg over £2 pose free unless

otherwise stated.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

www.americanradiohistory.com
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PRICE
I

.

01

Ii

_,

6

6

Plus 2/6
CARRIAGE

PACKING,
& INSUR,

The Output
Transformer supplied
P
se
is
for use with a loudspeaker of 3lied
ohms
impedance and we would suggest that
the
output of the completed amplifier justifies
the use of one of the latest W.B. H.F.
Speakers which can be supplied as
follows: 8ín..60,6: sin.. 67: -; 101n.,
73.6 All plus 2.6 pkg., carr.. incur.
Circuit Diagrma only, um:fable separately
at 1h.
To those who require this Amplifier
ready -built we can supply it at £519.8,
plus 3 6 pkg., Carr., ins.

LOUDSPEAKERS
THE LATEST RANGE OF W.B. H.F.
SPEAKERS
Incorporating the NEW Composite Cone
W.B. 6ín. H.F., 10,0001/
ohms. £2.10.8
W.IS. bin. H.F., 12,0001iues,
lines, 3 ohms f3.0.ó.
W.B. bin. H.F., 12,000 lines, 3 ohms, £3.7.0.
\ \ -It. loin. H.F., 12,000 lines. 3 ohms,
(Also awilub(e

.15

£3.13.6.

ohms imped.)

TRCAOX

12hí,. 2 -3 ohms.
SPECIAL OFFER,
47/6
BRONZE
10in. Flux Density. 10,0001ines
tì. W. 15 ohms
£4 12 8
WIIARFEDALIE
GOLDEN
loin. Flux Density 13,000 lines
8 w. 1.5 ohms
...
£7 13 3
\WI.412FI,n :\LF GOLDEN/
CSB 1.0in. Flux Density 13,000
lines. 5 w. 15 ohms
... £8 0 .7
RA AR 1,'EDALE SUPERBcsi
8in. Cloth Suspension,
Flux Density 13,000 lines, 4
w. 10 ohms
\\HA It FEDALE SUPER 5/ £6 13 3
CS 'AL Sin. Cloth Suspension,
Flux Density 13,000 lines 10
£6 13
ohms
3
WHARFEÜAo
W121ÓS 12in.
Cloth Suspension. Flux Den sity 13.000 lines, 10 w. 15 ohms
£9 15 0
\V AR EDALE
W12 12ín.
Flux Density 13.030 lines, 15
w. 15 ohms
GOODMAN.; Ain. Axiom 1fí1 £9 5 0
H.F., 15 ohms, 5 w. peak A.C.
GOODMAN5 12in. Axiom 150 £6 12 0
twin cone H.F., 15 ohms, 15 w.
Peak A.C....
GOODM.%NS 12in. Audiom 60 £10 5 6
H.F. 15 ohms, 15 w. peak A.C.
£8 12 6
.411 the above plus 2,6 pkg., carr. ins.

\ \HARFI?U :11.P:

.

PROMPT DESPATCH

,

t88

-

RADIO (HAIL

ET,

NOTTINGHAM

WE PAY TOP PRICES
AMERICAN SURPLUS ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

I
I

Any Quantity or Condition

I

FOR

IN

CALIBRATING
OR
METAL WORK

N

I
1

I

JUST ASSEMBLE
AND USE

BRIDGE
500 pf-50 mfd
megs
10 ohms

I

-5

RAMA)

NAIL

& P.

I/6

Five direct reading ranges.

P
P1/86

P. &6P.

Tunes over 465 Kc/s range of I.F. freqs. Fully screened. Pre -tuned.

AUDIO FREQUENCY BRIDGE 38/6

I

P.16P

To

This I44-page Book

a highly informative
guide to the best -paid
It
Engineering posts.
tells you how you can
quickly prepare at home
on " NO PASS
FEE " terms for a
recognised engineering
qualilication,outlines the
widest range of modern
Home -Study Coursetin
all branches ofEngiueering and explains the
benefits of our Employment Dept. if you're
earning less than £15 a
week you cannot afford
to miss reading this
unique book. Send for
to -dayyour copy
FREE.
- - - FREE COUPON - - - -

is

-Nil

0/

Please send me your FREE 144 -page
" ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES "

Sublect or Exam.

1D18'CPN2.

1D17tAPN3,
BC1151,
MC412.

£110
£25

1

BC1152, BC1159,
-81A, 1-82A.

Test Sets. Any unit with
1E19,
prefix

£80
£25

1

-208.

Modulators.
BC1142,

EC1091,

CM3.

Synchroniser.
Power Units.

BC1148.

RAM,

I
I

I

RA42, RA59, RA62, RA88,
PE98,
MG149,
RA90,
PE158, DM28.

TN17.
Tuning Units.
TN18. TN19, TN54.
Control Gear. BC1150,
BC1145, JB91, JB95. JB98,

JB102, PN31, PN32.

Antenna Gear. BC223A,
RC94, AS27, AT4, AN104.
FT237,
Mountings.

CPN2,
ART13,

Equipment.

ALTUAM RADIO

CO.

JERSEY HOUSE, JERSEY STREET. MANCHESTER, 4

Central 7934516

Telephone :

e

10

t

us

is

OPPORTUNITIES'

NAME
ADDRESS

TCS,

e

AMEITIOUS SOUND MASTER SERVICE
ENGINEERS ! The Sound Master
entirely new Portable

Have you sent for your copy ?
ENGINEERING
WHICH IS

r

I

TDQ,
ßC1139,
FT247A.
TDE
And almost every American made unit even if not
mentioned above.
Phone us immediately. transfer. charge.
Peal with the firm that has been established for twenty iive years and which is by far the largest buyer of Bam

Measures all audio frequencies from 40 to 16,000 cycles in three
ranges. Direct reading.
Stamp for illustrated leaflets.
Cash with order or C.O.D.

FREE

£135

R5,'ARN7,
R15 /APN3,
BC1147A,

R89B'ARN5,

T111APN3,

Our latest product, becoming tremendously popular with all
Send for details.
classes of radio men.

I.F. ALIGNER 17/6

I

ARCI,

SCR522,

RTl,'APN2.
Indicators. 1D6BIAPN,
BC800.

Prices for
Scanners. Any type, any
condition.
R1111APR3,
Receivers.

Transmitters.

50 micro /Hy -100 Henries.

R.M. TWIN MULTI -OHMER 25/-

ARC3,

...
£100
...
£100
We pay similar Remarkable

R65,AP119,
R1.5'CPN2,
gc348,

P.86P.

INDUCTANCE BRIDGE 42/6

For equipment In good condition
Tranceivers,
£350

SCR291, complete
Receiver R541APRI

Scanner RCM
Test Set TS13

SIX DIRECT
READING RANGES

Oi 31/6

LOOK AT THESE EXAMPLES
with all tuning
...
..
units
Transmitter
ET4336
Receiver
eceiver BC48R
Frequency 3488
...
TSt175
...
Test Set T561

RES /CAP.

.a

-

TEST GEAR

4

KIT FORM

.

that interests me
British Instituto of Engineering Technology
4098, College Mouse, 29-31, Wright's Lane,
Kensington_ W.B.
-1

-1

-- --
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS

for the Home Constructor by the designer of the

YOUR PET

famous- View Master Televisor.

SUBJECT?

Mechanical Eng.
Electrical Eng.
Civil Engineering
Radio Engineering
Automobile Eng.
Aeronautical Eng.
Production Eng.
Building, Plastics,
Draughismanship
Television, etc.

GET SOME
LETTERS
AFTER YOUR

NAME!
A.M.I.Nech.E.
A.M.I. P.E.
A.M.I.M.I.
L.I.O.B.
A. F.R.Ae.S.
B.Sc.

AM Brit IRE

Full

constructional

details

are

now available.

INSTRUCTION ENVELOPE,
6,6d. post free.

WRITE NOW for our fully detailed price list.

We carry full stocks of all items needed for the
Sound Master and can offer a
RETURN OF POST SERVICE.

FULL HIRE PURCHASE

AVAILABLE

CITY & GUILDS
GEN. CERT.

on

FACILITIES

complete or

part

kits.

WATTS RADIO

OF EDUCATION

eta., etc.

BIET

an

Tape Recorder which has been produced especially

(Weybridge), LTD.,
8,

Baker

www.americanradiohistory.com

Street,

Weybridge,

Surrey.

I
I

I
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The solder
D=GWARE-R`OAD
COMPONENT SPECIALISTS SINCE

HOME

TELEVISION

CONSTRUCTOR SETS

BROADCASTING

STARTED

for all

Invite all those interested in
Designers of television constructor
sets know that the efficiency of
their equipment depends on the
solder used by the constructor
that's why they recommend Ersin
Multicore for trouble -free, waste free soldering. Ersin Multicore, the
only solder containing three cores
of extra -active, non- corrosive Ersin
Flux, is obtainable from all leading
radio shops. 44 for Cat. Ref.
C.16013, 18 S.W.G. 60'40 High
Tin Television and Radio Alloy.
The size 1 Carton contains 55 feet

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

-

particulars of their

to send for

New Mailing List Scheme
Price -lists also available for

:

"Viewmaster" Televisor
" Teleking

" Televisor

"Magnaview" Televisor

'Tape Recorder

" Soundmaster

"Coronet"

A.C. Four.

H. L. SMITH & CO. LTD.

of solder, costs 5/ -.

Ersin Mcltic®re Solder

287,9 Edgware Road, London, W.2.
Tel.: Paddington 5491.
Hours 9 till 6 (Thursday o'clock).
:

I

In case of difficulty in obtaining supplies, please write to :
MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD. MULTICORE WORKS, MAYLANDS
AVE., HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS.
Boxmoor 3636 (3 lines).

Nr. Edgware Road Stations, Metropolitan and Bakerloo.

offers:-

HANNEY of BATH
VIEWMAS

4

EIR IN EASY STAGES
Constructor's EnvelopeV 6. Stage 1, 62/3: two 43 3 three, £5'1.8
Specialists in high quality radio for over
tour, 910 five, 910/4'- six, £7/7 3 seven, 64' -. Complete preamp kit (less valve), 32.2.
20 years offer to the enthusiast their
WB100 (sound and vision chassis,. 18'6: WB101, 6' -; WB102. 18'6;
WH103. 42/ -; WB103A. 52/6: WB104, 15 6; WB105, 472: WB106,
outstanding
25/6: WB107, 32,8 WB109, 33 3 WB109 1. 2 or 3 (state tube type),
22'6: W8110, 10' -: WB112. 21 6: WB Console conversion kit. 35' -;
WB303 pre -amp chassis, 17 6: Westinghouse Rectifier. 14A86,
20/4 14D36. 11 ?7 ' WX3 and WA6, 3'9 each 36EHT100. 29:5
36 EHT50, 26'1: 36EHT45. 23 8
K3100. 148 K350. 89 K3/95,
8 /2. T.C.C. Condensers. £710 -(any condenser supplied separately).
Morganite pots. 5'- each Morganite resistors. 35.3. Colvern
pots. 226 or CI,R901 3 3 each and CLR4080.22, 6 4. Belling -Lee
L707, 8 9. Fuses, 6d. each. Wearite Coilsets (with L0). L'don and
w h ich still further
Belfast 22 -. Wenvoe and Pontop Pike 28 -; H. Sloss. K -o -S, Sham
and Brighton. 30' -. Pre -amp coils 4;- pr. any channel).
their
TELRKING. Constructor's Envelope. 6'- Coilsets, 44 6 Chassis
kit, 50 /- T.C.C. kit. £7,4 3 RM4 rectifier, 21'- ' Allen Componame for PERFECTION.
nents, L0308, 40
F0305, 21'- DC300. 39 8 FC302, 31 - OLIO
and GL18. 7.6 each BT319, 15 - SC312, 21 -; AT310, 30;- 00117,
9/- Dubilier Resistor pot. kit. 81 6.
8 valve Superheterodyne chassis, giving 8 watts
SOUNDMASTER. Constructor's Envelope 6 6. W.B. Kit £11132:
Fj
push -pull output wills negative feedback and
:3 Collar,' Motors £5,15 Lab. resistors'pots, 48'8 T.C.C. condensers 83' -: Wearite kit. £7 Bulgin kit 70 - 3 NSF
switches 35,6 separate BASS and TREBLE lilt controls. WAVE RANGE .
Brenell tape desk, unassembled £13'13 - W.B. cabinet. £6: f, Mol- 16-50 metres, 190 -550 metres and 1,8(10-2,000 metres. PRICE
lard Valves £5 :18 2 Lustraphone C51Z mike £515, -. Stand £23 13s. including tax.
extra 10.6.
l0 valve Superheterodyne chassis, giving 10
P.T. SUPER VISOR
watts push -pull output with negative feedback
TCC Condenser kit, £8/6/4: Erie resistor kit, 54'4 4 w'w pots., and separate
BASS and TREBLE lilt controls, also a highly
26/- 7 Erie carbon pots., 35 /- Allen coilsets. 446 Allen DC 300C. sensitive
R.F. stage before the mixer. WAVE RANGE 2.-90
39/6 GL.16 and GL.18. 7/6 each SC.312, 21'- FC.302, 3E- OP.117
output trans., 91- Denco WA /FMAI. 21'- WA, LOTI 42'- Denco metres, 190-550 metres and 800-22,0013 metres.
PRICE .
chassis kit. 51/6 Westinghouse NV-X.0. 3'10 WG4A. 7 6 LW.7. £31 19s. 8d. including tax.
26 /8 English Electric polystyrene mask. 42'- perspex filter,
19/6 anti- corona ring, 10110 Tube sheath, 62 T.901 tube, inc.
Both High Czars Chassis at an economical
carriage and insurance. £2211410 Elac IT 8 ion trap. 5' -.
price giving AMAZING Realistic Radio and
Send Bd. in stamps for our GENERAL LIST. which contains details
of components for Viewmaster, Teleking, Magnaview, Super Visor.
Record Reproduction
from the modern
Lynx. Coronet Four, Williamson Amplifier, Soundmaster, etc.. etc.
records. Money back guarantee on every
Please add postage to orders under O.
chassis supplied.
:

:

t

:

:

:

9 new

:

:

;

;

:

:

isao

;

;

:

els

substantiate

:

:

:

'

'

:

:

:

;

:

:

;

C. 38

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

1Iß

.41

:

;

'

:

:

:

;

:

;

'

:

1

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

L. O.

77,

HANNEY

LOWER BRISTOL ROAD, BATH. Tel

ARnISTROIVG
:

3811

CO LTD.

.
TELEV SION
WARLTERS ROAD, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7.
Telephone : NORM) 3213/4.
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& COMPONENTS
for radio constructors, Condensers, Coils, Valves, Resistors, etc. Send stamp for list.
SMITH, 68, West End Road, Morecambe. Quick service.
RECEIVERS

RATES : 51- per line or part
thereof, average five words to line,
minimum 2 lines. Box No. L- extra.
Advertisements must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager. "'Practical Wireless,"
Tow ei' House, Southampton St.,
Strand, London, K,C.2.
LARGE QUANTITY, ex- equip., worksockets, 5/6;
ing perfect with any Coil Pack. MIC PLUGS in P.U.
new
465KCs IFTs, dust iron cored, bench small M/R O.'P Trans., 9/2/6;
Bar-.
7/6; 6Q7GT, 5Z4,
superhet tested, pr. 4/6, p.p.: doz. 6V6GT,
6d. CARTER'S. 578. Wash prs., 42/ -, P.P.; Var. Cond., all lin. gain list
Heath Rd., B'ham, 8.
(EAS
spindles and 500 pf. p.gang, Single wood
1/6; Superhet Twin. 3/6; 4 gang, 2/6 3017.)
Tested.
and
(post 1:' -I; brand new
s.w.g.,
18
4
sided,
.1/350. 2/6 doz., 20/- gross; Tropic CHASSIS,
9 x 7 x 2 ;in., 4/6, plus
.01 /1000, .1/350, .1 /500, 3/6 doz., 30 /- aluminium
special sizes, prices in
gross; 32fF /450, 4in. x 2in, diam., 6d. postage; Valve
Holes 3d., others
1/9 ea., 18/- doz.; BIG (1R5), proportion;
ceram V/holder. 8d. ea., 6/- doz.. 2:1. each (send sketch i. WOOD AND
60)- gross; packing free: post extra; TOY, 51, Whinfield Rd., Claines,
s.a.e. full list. THE RADELECTRIC Worcester.
CO. (Prey. Radio Services), Lr.
Bullingham, Hereford. (Phone: 4857.) 1 MIA, f.s.d., m.c., Meters. £1,
repairs; instruments. 3, Downsway,
PRESELECTORS, Receivers. Trans- Southwick, Sussex.
mitters, Amplifiers. etc.; equipment
constructed to specification; all types WANTED, Trophy Battery 3 or
Sudbury,
" Stansfield,"
of radio communications equipment similar.
serviced; collect and deliver London Suffolk.
Send stamp for latest list.
area.
RADIOCRAFT LTD., 25, Beardell RADIO SUPPLY CO. (LEEDS) LTD.,
(Tel.: GIP. 32, The Calls. Leeds 2.
St., London, S.E.19.
Ex -Gov.
5585.1
Transmitter Receivers type, TR9, complete with all valves, 47/6, plus 5/BRAND NEW, "Goodmans" Output carr, M/C Meters, 0 -5 amps, 11/9;
Transformers, made for 6V6s in P.P., Selenium Rectifiers, F.W. Bridge
6/6 each; " Polar " .0005 mfd. Tun- types, 6 /12v, la. 5/9; 6/12v. 2a, 9/9;
ing Condensers, standard spindles. 6/12v, 4a, 14/9; H.T. types, 250v, 50
4/6 each; new and boxed Hand Mies., m.a., H.W., 5/9; 250e. 100 m.a., H.W.,
tried and tested on tape recorders 7/9; M.E. Speakers, all 2 -3 ohms.
with perfect results, reduced from 61in. Rola. 600 ohm field, 11/9; loin.
£2/2/- to 29/6 each; brand new R.A. field, 600. 1,000, or 1,500 ohms,
6SH7s in original boxes, 5/- each; 23/9;
C.R.T.s. VCR5I7,
ex -Govt.
M/C Meters 0 -500 mA 2 /in, diam, 7/6 29/6; Carr. 5/ -; ex -Gov.
02mfd.
each; Miniature 0 -30pí air -spaced 5.000v. 119; .02mfd, 8,000v, 1/11; unour.
price
9d.
2/6,
normally
Trimmers,
2v, 16 A.H., with
Accumulators,
used
each, or 716 doz.; Meter Switches. non -spill vents. 5/9; top -shrouded
6 pole, 5 way (3 banks, 2 pole, 5 main Trans. Primary, 220/240v, 50
way each bank), 5/- each; Ceramic c /s. secs. 250- 0 -250v, 70 m.a.. 6,3v, 3a,
Don't
5 -pin U.X. Bases, 9d. each.
All goods guaranteed; c.w.o.
forget our now famous " Chassis Ser- 12/11.
c.o.d. over £1; postage under £1
vice," If you are not on our mailing or
1/1.
£3, 1/9.
under
list, write for details and our new
SERVIO RADIO.
free list.
1954
of Radio Parts.
PARCELS
Rd.. ' Wimbledon, BARGAIN
Merton
156-8,
£2.
5/, retail value more than surS.W.19. (LIBerty 6525.)
Stamp for particulars. List of
plus. ELLETT, Meppershall, Shefford,
TRANSFORMERS: EMI, input 110/ Beds.

EVERYTHING

-

,

output. 35040/350v, 120ma,
245v,
6v, 4a. 4v, 2a, Dropthru', 18/- (p( ELECTROLYTICS, capacity, voltage,
paid); Octal (baseboard mounting) size- type of mounting; price post
Valveholders, 3/. doz.; Meters. 2in. paid: 8, 450v. 1 x 2. clip. 21 -;
sq., 5ma, or IOOma. 7/ -; Bat. Ampli- 50, 13v,
x 11, tag. 1/6; 150, 25v,
fier, with valve QP21, etc., 7/6; with
x 11. clip. 2/ -; 250, 12v, .1 x 1/,
EF3G, relay and trans., etc.. 7/6; wire,
25v. 1 x 21, clip, 2/6:
2/3;
350.
Pots. w /wd.. 20k, 10w, 3in, dia., 3/6; 16
16, 450, 1 x 2, clip, 4/ -;
EHT Filter Boxes, with 15kVw cera- 40 +
1/ x 2. clip, 3/3;
40,
275v.
+
and
mic conds.. 500pf and 750pf
+ 24 + 16. 350/425v. 11 x 2, clip.
chokes, 5/6; LT /HT Filters, D.C.. 24
x 41 , clip,
-!- 200. 275/350v, 11
with 4 conds. and 4 dust chokes. 2/6; 4/9; 60
clip. 1/1; 500,
x
Responser 4790. 10 valves. 160/ 6/6; 4. x150v,
21. clip. 2/ -; 8. 350v. 1 x 2.
226mcs, 30/- (54- carr.); postage 12v. 11
x
275/350v.
extra. Cash with order; immediate clip, 1/9; 100 -f- 175.
delivery; s.a.e. for list /enquiries. 4/ clip, 6 /6; 32 + 32. 350/425v.1 x 2.x
W. A. BENSON, 308, Rathbone Rd., 2. clip. 5/ -; 8 + 16. 450/525v,
clip, 4/ -; 2. 450,525v, 1 x 11, tag,
Liverpool, 13.
1/6: 2, 350v, 1 x 1). tag. 1/3;
1.000, 6v, 1 x 21, clip. 2/9; 6,000, 6v.
OSMOR for really efficient coils, coil 11 x 3, clips 4/9; 8, 450v.
x 2, clip,
packs, and all radio components. 1 /9; all alicans, some with sleeves,
as specified for many " Practical all voltages wkg., surge where marked,
Wireless " circuits. See our advert. new
RADIO
guaranteed.
stock
on page 134 of this issue for free CLEARANCE
27, Tottencircuit offer, or send 5d. stamp to ham Court LIMITED.
W.I.
London,
Road.
RADIO
OSMOR
address below.
PC3), (Telephone: Museum, 9188.)
(Dept.
LTD:
PRODUCTS.

1.

1
1

=

Borough Hill. Croydon, Surrey.
Croydon 5148/9.)

(Tel.:

SURPLUS, 26-page
List; Radio and Electrical Equipment,
price 6d. A. T. SALLIS, 93, North
Road, Brighton, Sussex.
" LITTLE - WONDER " single - valve
Chokes. Loudspeaker Receiver! Send 1/RF
MR.
6d.; P.O. for "Easy- Build" diagrams and
GOVERNMENT

4/ -.
ML6,
PT.15, 5/;
VALVES,
Meters, 3.5 A. (TCi, 100ma (MC),
Thermometers 0- 100 °C,
Oil
4/ -.
Oil Pressure Guages.
6A /683, 9/.
1501b. /sq.in.,

6/ -.
1.5
1/6;
A>:ork
lists.
25 StAshfleld Place Otley, Yorks.
8.8

MH,

instructions. JOHNSONS
46, Friar St., Worcester.

March, 1954

Radiogram Cabinets of
distinction; stamp details. R. SHAW,
69. Fairlop Rd., E.11.
ALTHAM RADIO CO. pay highest
prices in the trade for all American
including Test Sets.
equipment,
Transmitters, Receivers, etc. JERSEY
HOUSE, Jersey Street, Manchester, 4.
(Tel.: Central 7834 -5-6.)
WALNUT

GOLD SPRAYED, expanded metal
Speaker Fret. 12in. x 12in., 4/6; 12in.
x 91n., 3/6; 8in. x 6in., 1/6. Special
sizes up to 24in. x 24in. at Id. per
Add 1/- towards cost of
sq. inch.
Lightweight
postage and packing.
magnetic Pick -ups, complete (by
Goldring), 30/ -, including p. & p.
SHARP'S (RADIO), 252, Chapel St.,
Salford, 3.

EDUCATIONAL
SEE THE WORLD as a

Radio Officer.

Short training period: low fees:
scholarships, etc.. available. BoardSend 2d.
ing and day students.
WIRELESS
stamp for prospectus.
COLLEGE, Colwyn Bay.

adventure in
Men 15
years upwards. required for training
in Marine Wireless and Direction finding at sea. (Trainees in forthRegistration Groups are
coming
eligible for Deferment of Military
call -up.) Immediate sea -going positions on completion of training.
Suitable candidates will be entered
as Officers and must be prepared to
sail to all parts of the world.
Courses; Full or Part -time, also by
by
Recognised
Correspondence.
Ministry of Education. Scholarships
Boarding and modern
available.
canteen facilities; low training fees.
Send 1/- P.O. (stating age and height.
etc.) for complete prospectus to:
14).
(Dept.
HOUSE
OVERSEAS
Brooks' Bar. Manchester, 16. (Tel.:
WORLD TRAVEL and

th, Merchant Navy. Young

MOSs -Side 2047.)

WIRELESS, -Day and Evening Class

instruction for P.M.G. Certificate of
Proficiency and Amateur Wireless
Licence. Morse instruction only if
required, also postal courses. Apply
B.S.T. LTD.. 179, Clapham Rd.,
London, S.W.9.

-

MERCHANT NAVY and Air Radio.
Here is an opportunity to train as
The big liners are
Radio Officer.
open to you, but you must qualify for

the P.M.G. Certificate. Day, Evening
and " Radiocerts " postal courses.
Estd. 30 years; s.a.e. for prospectus
fram Director. THE WIRELESS
SCHOOL. 21, Manor Gardens, London.
N.7.
(Tel.: ARC. 3694.)
Brochure giving details of
!
Home Study Training in Radio, Television, and all branches of ElecCourses for the hobby
tronics.
enthusiast. or for those aiming at
the A.M.Brit.I.R.E.. City and Guilds
FREE

Telecommunications, R.T.E.B., and
examinations.
professional
other
Train with the College operated by
Britain's largest electronic organisation: moderate fees. Write to E.M.I.
INSTITUTES, Postal Division. Dept.
PW28, 43, Grove Park Road, London.
W.4.

THE INSTITUTE of Practical Radio

Engineers Home Study Courses are
suitable coaching text for I.P.R.E.
and other qualifying examinations.
Syllabus of
Fees are moderate.
seven modern courses post free from
(RADIO), SECRETARY, LP.R.E., 20, Fairfield
Road. London. N.B.

ult

*01/b--;
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
CONDENSERS.-100 mfd. 25 v., 1/9 REAL BARGAIN
BOOKS

BOOKLETS

:
"How to Use Ex -Gov.
Lenses and Prisms." Nos. 1 and 2,
price 2/6 ea.
Ex -Gov. Optical lists
free for s.a.e. H. ENGLISH, Rayleigh Rd., Hutton. Brentwood, Essex.

AMERICAN MAGAZINES. -One year
Audio Engineering, 28/6; specimen
copy, 3/; High Fidelity, 43/ -; Popular
Science, 28/6. Free booklet quoting
others. WILLEN, LTD. (Dept. 40),
101, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4.
I.P.R.E. TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS.

5.500 Alignment Peaks for Super heterodynes, 5/9, post free. Data
for constructing TV Aerial Strength
Meter, 7'8,
Sample
The
Practical Radio Engineer,copy
quarterly
publication of the Institute.
2/ -;
membership and examination data
1/ -; Secretary, I.P.R.E., 20, Fairfield
Rd., London,
N.8.

SITUATIONS VACANT

each. Dubilier BR 850 8 mfd: 500 v., 2/6.
TCC Micro pack 25 mfd. 25 v. CE32c,
1/9 each, Dubilier B12505, 50 mfd. 50 v.,
2/- each. BEC 16 x 16 mfd. 450 v., 3ieach. B.I. .02 mfd. 1,000 v., 7d. each.
WIRE WOUND
VARIABLE RE -.
SISTORS,- Colvern CLR902 1K., 1f9
each, Polar 500, 1/9 each. Colvern 5,200,
10K., 20K., 25K., 30K.. 50K., 2/4 each.
Colvern CLR80I, 10K., 25K., 20, 1/3 each.

CLEARANCE, all
new good3, e.g., 4v LMS Wave S /het,
£3/1O/ -, incl. valves, coil pack, etc.;
A.F. Oscillator, sine /sq. atten, o /p,
20- 20kc /s, only £4/10/ -; IOW Quality
Ampfr., high gain, perfect, £4; Tape
Recorder Ampfr., Osc., offers
over
£7; numerous other smaller items.
S.A.E.
for
list
in
confidence.
" CLELAND," Ashtead, Surrey.

All wire ends .0001, .0003, .0004, .0005,
.01, .001, .005, .00027, .0008, .00005,
.003, 4/6 doz.

HOME -MADE

MOULDED MICA

urgently requires skilled Instrument
Makers, Toolmakers, Universal Millers, Precision Fitters. Centre Lathe
Turners, Sheet Metal Workers, Aircraft Engine Fitters, Airframe Fitters,
Radar Electronic Instrument Fitters,
to serve as Research and Experimental Mechanics (Special). Rate of
pay for 44 -hour. 5 -day week, on
entry as a Research and
mental Mechanic )Special) is Experiplus merit pay of 26/-. There139/4,
are
prospects of advancement to higher
rates of merit pay.
Hostel accommodation available immediately and
housing accommodation may be
available within a reasonable period
for successful married applicants.
Apply, giving full particulars of
apprenticeship, training )including
Forces' training), qualifications and
experience, to DIRECTOR, R.R.E.,
St. Andrew's Road, Malvern.
A.M.I.MECH.E.,

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City
and Guilds, etc., on " no pass -no
fee " terms; over 95% successes. For
details of exams, and courses in all
branches of engineering, building,
etc., write for 144 -page handbook,
free.
B.I.E.T. )Dept. 242B), 29,
Wright's Lane, London, W.8.
AIRCRAFT Radio Mechanics skilled
in workshop practice or aircraft
installations to work at Stansted
Airport, Essex; hostel accommodation
available: minimum hourly rates 3/9.
Write to the PERSONNEL MANAGER,
7. Berkeley St., W.1.

OPP

CITY AND GUILDS (Electrical, etc.)
on " no
Over
95% successes.
For full details
modern courses in all branches of
Electrical Technology send for our
144 -page handbook -free and
post

free.

B.I.E.T.,

(Dept.

242A),

Wright's Lane, London, W.8.

29,

T/V AND RAD10.- A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
City and Guilds, R.T.E.B. Cert., etc.,
on " no pass-no fee " terms. Over
95% successes.
Details of exams.
and home training courses in all
branches of radio and T /V; write for
144-page
handbook -free. B.I.E.T.
(Dept. 242G), 29, Wright's Lane,
London. W.8.

-

CONDENSERS,

TAPE

RECORDING
Tape Recorder, complete with Radio, etc. (faulty), 500v
power
pack,
mains
board; cheap. Box No.distribution
243, c/o
PRACTICAL

EX- GOVERNMENT VOL. CONTROLS.
-500, 600, Double 1,500, IOK., 20K.,
WIRELESS.
25K., 50K., 100K., 150K., 200K., ¡ meg.,
CHALLENGER, a new compact
meg.,
meg., 2 meg., all 1/2 each. THE
Deck, taking 600ft. reels, size
HALF WAVE I MIA. PENCIL RECTI- Tape
only Ilin. x 7in., best quality
FIERS. K3/25, 665 v., 5/8
K3140, price £8/18/ complete. Send heads,
stamp
Kv, 7/6
K3145, 1.140 Kv., 8/2 ; for details to: E. W.
K3/50, 1.260 Kv., 8/8 ; K3/60, 1.5 Kv., breck Drive, Blackpool.A., 266, War 9/8
K3 /100, 2.550 Kv., 14/8.
ENGRAVED KNOBS.- I.'hin. dia. for
VALVES
tin. spindles, available Cream or Brown
6V6G AND GT, matched in pairs,
as
toilons
Focus,"
" Contrast," new, boxed,
per pair; p, and p.
17/" Brilliance," " Brightness," " Brilliance 1 / -. R. J. COOPER,
32, South End,
On/Off,"
" Wavechange." " On /Off,' Croydon, Surrey.
" Tuning," " Volume," ' S.M.L. Gram.,"
" Tone. " Vol. On /Off," " Radiogram," NEW VALVES WANTED, small or
" Bass,"
" Treble," " Record -Play.: large quantities,
3Q4,
6V6,
5Z4,
Price 1/6 each. Plain knobs to match. ECL80, EF80, EY5I,
PL81, PY82,
KT61, 6L6G VR150 /30, 5R4,
1/- each,
80, etc.,
TERMS: Cash with order or C.O.D. etc. Prompt cash. WM. CARVIS,
Postage and packing charges extra., as 103. North Street, Leeds, 7.
ollowa. Orders value 10 /- adel 9d. ; 20/- RADIO UNLIMITED offer
boxed
odd 1/- ; 40/- add 1/6 ; E5 add 2/- unless Valves; 1T4, 154. 155, 1R5,new
354, 3V4,
otherwise stated.
Minimum C.O.D. Jee 6F6. 6
and postage, 2/3.
Illus. Cat. available, 6SQ7, EF91, EBO1, 6J6,
11
atS
7/6
send 6d. in stamps. MAIL ORDER ONLY. each; 5Z4. 5134, 5Y3, U14, 121(7, 12K8,
12Q7. 35L6, 25L6, 3524, 25Z4, 25Z5,
ALPHA RADIO SUPPLY CO., 6AT6, 8/6 each; 1L4, 3A4, LP2, 12.15,
5/6 Vinces Chambers. Victoria Square, SP41, SP61, EF36, 9D2, AR8, 6K7,
ARP12, ARP4. 6146. D63, all at 4/0
LEEDS. I.
each; 6K8. 6Q7, 6L6, KT66. 25A6, KT61,
9/6 each. Stamp full list. RADIO
ASTRAL RADIO PRODUCTS
Elm Road, London,
READY NOW -Our New l'ubliealion UNLIMITED,
Home Radio," a 32 -page booklet giving E.17. (KEY 4813.)
fullest details of constructing from a VALVES, over
crystal set to 3- valver, fully illustrated and EC91, 12AU7. 3.000 in stock: 2021,
6ßR7, 6CH6, 6BW6,
set out in the simplest form enabling the
beginner to construct with ease. All com- 6SN7, 91.; EL91, 6F33, 12AT7, EY91,
ponents are available and list of suppliers 7,-; EF91, 6.16. 12AX7, 6/6; 6AL5, 6C4,
is included. These 4 circuits were originally EAC91,
EF92,
5/6.
published in " Hobbies Weekly " and from Franchise St., Weymouth.SKILLMAN,
correspondence received have been a great.
success. Price of booklet 2ï- ,11postage 2ld. " VIEWMASTER " VALVES, exact
to
See page 184.
specification, guaranteed new and
boxed, set of 12, £6 2/6; post free;
6AM6, EF91, 6F12, Z77, 8D3, W77,
EF92, 6C4, L77, 6AM5, EL9I, 12AX7,
7/9; any 8 for 56/.; EB91, 6AL5,
189. DUNSTABLE ROAD, LUTON
6X5GT, EF39, HVR2A, 6/9; 1.4v
Tel.: Luton 2677
miniatures. 155, IRS, 1T4, 3V4, 354,
154, DK92, DF92, DL93, 7/6; any
COMPONENT SPECIALISTS SINCE 1925 4 for 27/6; 6V6G, 6V6GT, 6F6G,
EP.C33,
All H.V.A. and Tungsram valves in stock. KT63, U22.
EF50, 20D1,
7B7, 7C5. 7C6, 7H7, 757, 7/6; 5Z4G,
EDDYSTONE
COMMUNICATION
5U4G, 5Y3GT,
U50,
SETS AND COMPONENTS
MU14,
7Y4,
12AT7,
12AU7,
ECC81,
Short Wave Components Catalogue, 6d. DL35,
1C5GT,
U78, 6A7, DH77. 6AT6, 6J6,
T.C.C., Hunts & Dubilier Condensers.
6A8G,
25Z5,
25Z6GT,
25L6GT,
Welwyn and Erie Resistors.
35L6GT,
50L6GT,
80,
Lab /Morganite, Erie, Dubilier, Colvern and 6X4, 6ßA6, 6BE6, 6BW6,35Z4GT,
EC91,
Amplion Potentiometers.
PY82, 6LD20, 807, 8/6; PL38, Pen 46,
Denco, Osmor, Wearite and Weymouth 22/6; PZ30, GZ32, 6U4GT, UU8, EL38,
-;
Coils and Packs.
DK32, IA7GT, EF42, 6P25, EL33, 17/
N78,
Eddystone, Denco, Wearite and Weymouth 15/ -; U25, EBF80, UBF80, UF42,
I.F.s.
UAF42, U37, R16, UCH21, UBL21,
ECH35, 13/6; EY51, U16, PL83, N339,
Woden and Elstone Transformers.
DAC32,
Elac, Goodman, Plessey, Rola //Celestion IH5GT,
1N5GT,
3Q5GT, DL33, CY3,1, ECC91, DF33,
Speakers.
12/ -;
X65, PL81, PL82, PY81, 11; -; ECL80,
Iwo and Taylor Test Meters.
E.M.L. Scotch Boy and Grundig Recording EF80, 6F1, I0C2, 6E15, 6C9, IOF1,
IOP13.
UCH42, EAF42, RIO, 10/6;
Tapes.
PY80, EL41, ECH42, EBC41, UBC41,
Valradio Vibrator Convertors.
UF41, IOLDI1, 10E9, U309, U319, KT33C,
Offer.
Special
10 /.; 25Z4G, 25A6G, 6K8G, 6K8GT.
Ready Punched 5 -Valve Chassis.
Size 6Q7GT. 12K8GT, 12J7GT, 12K7GT,
121 x 8 x 2; complete with attractive glass
I2Q7GT,
UY4I,
UL41,
dial 111 x 41. Reflector Plates, Pointer and EF41, EZ40,6SN7GT,
EAC91, UU9, U404, 9/ -;
Pulleys. Price 12/6 plus 1.(- postage.
6KG 'I, 6K7GT, EF8, 3A4, KF35, KL35,
6I -; all new and boxed; postage 4d.
'These are some of the componenlc we per valve extra. READERS RADIO.
stock. Send for our 50 -page Component 24, Colberg Place, Stamford Hill,
Catalogue. Drier. Rd.
London, N.16.
(STA. 4587.)
1

;

;

:

'The engagement of persons answering these
advertisements ,nu.st be made through a Local
,Office of the .Ministry of Labour or a Scheduled
Employment Agency if the applicant is a man
aped
inclusive, or
woman
unlessahe
shee.
tjenemployment,
Is excepted from the provisions of the Notificabon of Vacancies Order, 1952.
MINISTRY OF SUPPLY at Malvern
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COVENTRY RADIO
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LANE

MEADOW

40,

EVERYTHING FOR

FIRST -CLASS

ALFRED PADGETT

RADIO COURSES

LEEDS, II

.

GET A CERTIFICATE!
QUALIFY AT HOME -IN SPARE

COLLARO GRAM. MOTORS
Variable speed, centre drive. Not to be

After brief, intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in your spare
time -YOU can secure your professional 'qualification. - Prepare for

---FREE

CO -AX. CABLE

tin.

x 2in.x Ilin. With spindle,
x j,in. dia. Just the Motor for
Model Makers or Model Railways, 12/6.

deep, 6in. x 9in. 4/8, Bin. x 61n. 61 -.
10in. x 7m. 71 -, 12in. x Bin. 9' -, 141n. x
ELAC
14/ -.
l in. 131 -, 16in. x 9in.
FOCUS RINGS, R17 /Mk. 1I 288.
R20/Mk. H 30'-. R25 /Mk, Il 32!6.

TRANSFORMERS (Mains
Standard Primaries), 250-0-250v.

SUCCESS OR NO FEE

invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your
career.

Cover, 6d.

FOUNDED
INTER-VALVE TRANSFORMERS

150,000

1885

new and guaranteed. 14:9.
ORDERS UNDER £1 please add 1.'- P.& P.
Orders £1 and over please add 1/9.
FOR INSTANT SERVICE -WRITE

--I

-OVER

SUCCESSES

Y

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF

3.5 -1 Ratio, 6d. each.

(Dept.L6ND8,

Phones

,

and

4

3

THE INCOMPARABLE

GLOBE -KING

SINGLE VAINE S.W. (RECEIVER
11 -100
RANGE
WORLD - WIDE
CRYSTAL-CLEAR NOISE METRES
FREE RECEPTION O ELECTRICAL
EXTUNING
BAND - SPREAD
COSTS
TREMELY LOW Rl- .`::ING
Catalogue Free. .S!sn_ ror postage.
JOIINSONS R tI) IO)
48. FRIAR S'i'1LEI: I. 1\ UItCESTE1L

SERVICE
Have your favourite tape- recording made
(d. stamp
into a gramophone record.
for free literature to . .
I

.

H.

R.

Tid iiu ::
HAND

NO EARTH
NO AERIAL
SELF FITS IN THE POCKET
CONTAINED BATTERIES
These are features of the

TWIN " ONE -VALVE
POCKET SET

3/L!V

SWIFT RADIO,

BATH ROAD, WILLSBRIDGE,
Nr. BRISTOL

¡

;

;

Accurately tests
High, Low and
Grid Bias Batteries.

Write for

leaflet 29

1)1.

McDermott, 10, Duke Street,
Darlington. Co. Durham

LOOK!
'

which you can build using our clear
drawings and instructions. The receiver is designed around the famous
" twin " valve now available as a British
all -dry midget type. The aerial and
batteries are self- contained, and the receiver is small enough to fit in the jacket
pocket. The set can be used indoors
or out, giving powerful headphone reception of many stations on the medium
waveband. It can also be adapted for
Fully illustrated instruclong waves.
tions and point -to -point wiring diagram.
Post
Price
Frea
This offer applies only to Gt. Britain.
Irish Republic, and Northern Ireland.

-

RURAL RADIO

101, HIGH ST., SWANSEA, GLAM.
Teléphone : Swansea 4677.

HOLBORN,

TAPE -DISC

Amateur Radio Enthusiasts

&

CITY

ENGINEERING

MINE DETECTOR

mA.,

for PRE
MAINS TRANSFORMERS
AMPL.IFIERS, TEST -GEAR, etc.
PRIMARY, 230/240v. SECONDARIES.
0 -250v, 30 mA. (for 250v. from a half wave rectifier). and 6.1v. 1 A. Price.

Write now for your copy of this

each.

input,

50

0- 4 -6.3v. 4 A.. 0-45v. 2 A., 1916 : Ditto
but 350 -0-350v., 19/8 ; 250.0 -250v. 100
mA.. 6.3v. 3.5 A., 5v. 2 A., 266 ; Ditto
but 350 -0-350v. 28'6.

etc., together with particulars of
our remarkable Guarantee of

VALVE SCREENING CANS'

It

Aspect

MASKS,
5/8. LIWEARITEUB"
COILS, 3! -. ALL CHASSIS, 21 in.

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds
P.M.G. Radio
Final Radio,
Amateurs, Exams., Gen. Cert.
of Educ., London 'B.5e. (Eng.),
A.M.I.Mech.E.,
Draughtsmanship (all branches),

lin.

102,

Old

success-compelling qualifications as

I2 -24 VOLT D.C. MOTOR

New, 25/

ION
IRO9'6.

GUIDE

The New Free Guide contains 132
pages of information of the greatest
importance to those seeking such

ex -W.D. 80 ohm, 6d. per yd.,
20 yds. 8/6.

HR

S

share in the post -war boom
in Radio. Let us show you how !

lin. Not

Amps. with
ARP12 valvas.

ELECTROLYTICS.-450v. wkg. (Gtd.
New Stock), 4 mfd. 18, 8 mfd. 2, -.
16 mfd. 31 -, 8-8 mfd.-3/8, 8 -16 mfd. 41 -,
LOUDP.M.
418.
16-16 mfd.
SPEAKERS (3- ohms). 3in. 131. 5in.
1416.
MANIUM CRYSTAL l DíOD
3/8,
rs,R 10/8.0171.R. 31 EADPHONES,
SOLDERS 1Miniature
6In. ENLARGE RS
ING
(for VCR97). 17,6. 10 h. 50 mA.
9in.
SMOOTHING CHOKES, 516.

YOUR

Complete

Base and

SOUNDMASTER

TIME

confused with rim drive.
with Turntable, 37/6.

Complete with

VIEWMASTER &

-

Est. 20 Years

Size:

--00fr

Hand

built

BUILT
RADIO
UNITS

'

''

Acoustic

OZ4
IAS
106
1L4
1LD5
1LN5
1T4

25.3

..

THE
FIDELIA ._.
MAJOR 10

high quality radiogram chassis at
economic price, 10 valve, model
modela224 -6-8, 7 valve 221 -12 -0.
8 valve 223-18 -4.
p.
Technical data sheets free.
Electra

B ENTLEY ACOUSTIC Corp., Ltd.,
38, Chaleol Road, N.ß'.1. PRImrose 9090.

..¡

Developments.

2,

Amherst Road, Telscombe Cliffs. Suses,

e

2X2
3D6
5U4G
5Y3
5Z4

Send

for the Candler

BOOK OF FACTS

88

7Q7

8/-

6136

58

61(6

2!3/-

871-

6K7G
6K8
6LSG

5!-

6Q7

8%8

BSA7

6507

6SN7
6V0
6X5

7C7

6C6

6H6M

65x7

718

818

6H6G

6S.17

4'8

5l18

7/6

7'-

80

6SH7

7B7
7C5

6CH6

6J7G

Training

4/4/8/8

6M
6CD6

6550

MORSE CODE

58
K-

85A2

$110!6

843

5763

7/6
8/6

7/7/7/-

7/7:-

8888i6 -

7117

7S7
7Y4
12AT7
12AÚ7
12AX7
1213E6
12C8

56

1255
121(7

12x8
12Q7

7Ì8

8886'88-

12SK7
125Q7
25L6
35L6

7,6

5OL6
75 -

8/-

2LF
EB91
EF37
EF39
EF91

EL91

ECC33
ECC81

518

10/6
81718

7/8

10!81-

HL24
1ß1MVSPen 6/8
MFI4

51-

QP21

71-

MU12

8'-

VR53
5/71VR55
71VR57
6U5(Y63) 5!6
UAF42 13'UBL21 13 UCH21
UCH42

6AM6
6BA6
6BE6
6BW6
9D2

ft gives details of all Courses which include
a Special one for securing Amateur Licence.

13 -

105 6
77.-

7'-

2i9

SPECIAL OFFER. New Ph lips Superhet
4 Wave Band. Aerial and Oscillator in
CANDLER SYSTEM CO. Dept. SLO Coils.
Cans. Complete with Circuit. 7/8
52b, Abingdon Road, London, W.8. Two Ali
Extra. Min. C.O.D. Charge 2/3Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado. U.S.A.

-
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS

Practical Wireless

SPECIAL NOTE

BLUEPRINT SERVICE
PRACTICAL

No. o//

WIRELESS

Blueprint

No. of

SHORT -WAVE SETS

Blueprint

CRYSTAL SETS

Battery Operated
One -valve : 2s. each.
Simple S.W. One -valver
PW88*
Two -valve : 2s. each.
Midget Short -wave Two
(D, Pen)
...
... PW38A*
Three -valve : 2s. each.

I /6d. each
1937 Crystal Receiver ..

The

" Junior " Crystal
...

Set

2s. each
Dual - Wave

Diode

"

" Crystal

PW71*
PW94*

PW95*

The Prefect

(D,
(RC and Trans))

Battery Operated

LF)

hand receiver)
Three -vase : 2s. each.
Summit Three (HF Pen,
D, Pen)
The " Rapide" Straight
3 (D, 2
LF (RC &
Trans))
" Sprite
Pen, D,

F. J. Camm's
Three (HF,

PW96*

2

LF

W.C.2.

PW30A*

SHORT -WAVE SETS
PW68*

PW98*

American
Two -vape

S.W. Convertor-Adapter
(1 valve)
..,
.,, PW48A*
(2 sheets), 7s. 6d.
e
The P.W. 3-speed Auto gram.
The P.W. Electronic Organ

PW87*

(2 sheets),

PW97*
..,
The All -dry Three
Four-vane : 2s. each.
Fury Four Super (SG,
... PW34C*
SG, D, Pen) ...
14Iains Operated
Two -valve : 2s. each.
Selectone A.C. RadioPW 19°
gram Two (D, Pow) ...
Three -valve : 3s. 6d. each.
PW99*
...
A.C. Band -Pass 3
Four-valve : 2s. each.
A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG,
PW20*
D, Pen)
A.C. Hall -Mark (HF
PW45*
Pen, D, Push Pull) ...

7s. 6d.

TELEVISION
The

Practical Television Receiver,

The
The

"Argus " (6in. C.R. Tube),* 2/6
" Super -Visor" (3 Sheets) 7/6*

(3 :sheets),

10/6

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND
WIRELESS MAGAZINE

STRAIGHT SETS
Battery Operated

SUPERHETS
Battery Sets : 2s. each.
F. J. Camm's 2-valve
PW52*
Superhet
Mains Operated : 3s. 6d. each.
.., PW 100*
" Coronet " A.C.4
AC /DC "Coronet" Four PW101*

,,.

,,. AW'429*

2s. each.

(SG, det Pen)

Four -valve

2s. each.

PW82*

:

Ultra-short Battery Two

MISCELLANEOUS

PW37*

Battery Operated
One -valve : 2s. each.
S.W.
One-valver
for

PORTABLES

PW76*

No. of
Blueprint

PW63*

Is. 6d.
The " Mini- Four" All dry (4 valve superhet).

3s. each.

AN"

3

The Band -spread S.W.
Three (HF Pen, D
(Pen), Pen)
...
.,.

PW93*

3s. each.

Modern Two -valver (two

size.
The issues containing
descriptions of these sets are now out
of print, but an asterisk denotes
that constructional details are avail able, free with the blueprint.
The index letters which precede the
Blueprint Number indicate the periodical in which the description appears.
Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, A.W. to Amateur Wireless,
W.M. to Wireless Magazine.
Send (preferably) a postal order to
cover the cost of the Blueprint
(stamps over 6d. unacceptable) to
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, Blueprint
Dept., George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand,

Experimenter's
Shortwave Three (SG, D,

STRAIGHT SETS
One -valve : 2s. each.
The " Pyramid " One valver (HF Pen)
..
OncModern
The
valver ...
.,.
...
Two -valve : 2s. each.
The Signet Two (D &

THESE blueprints are drawn full

:

WM402*

3s. each.

A.W. Short Wave World beater (HF Pen, D, RC
Trans)
.,.
... AW436*
Standard Four - valver
Short -waver (SG, D,
LF, P)
WM383*
Mains Operated
Four -va_ve : 3s.
Standard Four-valve A.C.
Short -waver (SG, D,
RC, Trans) ...
.., WM391*

MISCELLANEOUS
Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (10 Watts) (3/ -) WM3S7*
Listener's 5 -watt A.C.
Amplifier (3/ -)
... WM392*
De Luxe Concert A.C.
Electrogram (2/ -)
... WM403*

One -valve : 2s.
OneSpecial
B.B.C.
.,. AW387*
,,.
valver ,..
Mains Operated

QUERY COUPON

Two -valve : 2s. each.
Consoelectric Two (D,

Queries, sent in accord with the
notice on page 185.

Pen), A.C.

...

...

AW403

I

This coupon is available until Mar. I
4th, 1954, and must accompany ;all

PRACTICAL WIRELESS,

..

Mar

F. :54

I

Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. and
Published on the 7th of each month by GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED. Tower House, Southampton
Agents
Australla and New Zealand :
Subscription
NEWS AGENCY. LTD.
including Postage. for
sia), LTD. SouthSAAfrica : CENTRAL
GORDONt& GOTCHbAsia)),
at
the
General
Post
Office for the Canadian Magazine Post.
Registered
12s.)
Cd.
(Canada
d
135.
bro
and
inland
ono scar
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS

iv

High impedance plastic recording tape
by famous manufacturer. 1,200 feet complete on spool. 17/6. P. & P. 1 /6. 600 feet
8r-, P. & P. 1' -.
Amplifier. Case, black rexine covered,
leather carrying handle. chrome plated
corners, rifbber feet. felt lined, detachable
lid. External dimensions 131 x 131 x 91in.
£1. P. & P. 216.
Pr. 200.250 v.. secondary 3. 4. 5, 6. 8.
9. 10, 12, 15, 18, 28, 24 and 30 volt at 2 amps.,
13/-.
Drop thro' 280-0-280, 200 mA., 6 v. 5 amps.,
5 v. 3 amps.. 27'6.
Heater Transformer. Pri. 230 -250 v.

CABINET as illustrated, III x 61 x 5iin.
in walnut or cream, complete with T.R.F.
chassis, 2 wave -band scale, station names.
new waveband. backplate, drum, pointer.
spring, drive spindle, 3 knobs and back.
22'6. 1'. & P., 3'6.
As above with Superhet Chassis, 23/6.
P. & P. 3'6.
As above complete, with new speaker to
- -. P. & P. 3'6, with
fit and O.P. t:u::
P. & P. 3'6.
Superhet Chu

2 v. 21 amp.. 5/ -. 2, 4
v. 11 amp.. 6/or 6 v. at 2 amps., 7'6: 2 V. 21 amp. and
6 v. 0.6 amp. E.H.T. insulated, 816. P. &
P. each
R.I. MAINS TRANSFORMERS, chassis
mounting. feet and voltage panel. Primaries 200 250.
300 -0-300 60 mA. 6.3 v. 1 a., tapped at
4 v. 6.3 v. 2 a. tap 4 v.. 13'8.
350 -0-350 75 mA. 6.3 v. 3 a. tap 4 v. 6.3 v.
1 a., 138.
350 -0 -350 70 mA. 4 v. 5 a. 4 y. 2.5 a., C.T..
188. P. & P. on the above transformers
6

Used metal rectifier,

230 v. SOmA.. 416

:

gang with trimmers, 616 : M. & L. T.R.F.
coils, 5'- ; 3 obsolete Ex Govt. valves.
3 vih and circuit, 6'6 ; heater trans.. 6!'volume control with switch, 3'6 : wave change switch, 2'- 32 x 32 mfd., 4'resistor kit. 2bias condenser. 1'condenser kit. 4, -.
MA L. Superhet ('oils with circuit. 6:6
iron cored 465 IF's. 7.6 min. gang, 5/6
wave volume control with switch. 4 change switch, 2 6 heater trans.. 716
4 obsolete Ex Govt. valves,
4 v,h, -1/6
metal rectifier and Xtal diode with circuit,
146: 25x 25mfd.,L -: 16x16 mfd..3'3:
;

:

:

;

:

:

:

;

;

:

condenser kit

(17),

7,6

;

resistor kit

(141.3 6.
Used 4 valve plus metal rec. A.C. mains,

superhet. Valve line up 6K8,
6Q7 and 6F6. Medium wave In
mahogany cabinet, size 141 x 9 x 71in.
These have been checked and are in firstclass working order, and have a firstclass performance, 61in. P.M. speaker.
P. &P.5'- .£3'196.
Used 5 valve A.C. mains 200.250 3 -waveband superhet. Complete In outstanding
walnut cabinet, size 22 x 14 x 101in. Valve
line up. 6K8, 6K7, 6B8G, 6F6 and U50 rec..
8ín. P.M. speaker. In first -class working
order. £7'186. P. & P. 12'6. We have a
few of these in A.C. /D.C., price as above.
AU dry A.C. mains hatters unit. 200'250
.y. Metal case size 8 x 5 x 3in.. by famous
manufacturer incorporating Westinghouse metal rectifiers. 3 500 mfd.. 16 1.21
mfd., mains trans.. 3 smoothing chokes,
output 93 v. 10 mA., 1.4 v., .25 amp. P. & P.
26, 39'6.
COMPLETELY Bt 11;1' SIGNAI. GENERATOR. Coverage 110 KGs -320 Ke s.,
300 Kc's-9110 KGs., 900 Kc's -2.75 Mc
Me s..
2.75 Mc s8.5 Me s.. 8.5 Mes -25
17 Me's. -50 Me s., 25.5 Me's. -75 Me s. Metal
230 250

6K7.

;

PERSONAL PORTABLE CABINET in
cream-coloured plastic.- size 7 x 41 x 3 In.
Complete 4 -valve chassis. Scale and 3
knobs. Takes miniature 90 v. and 74 v.
batteries, 9 -. P. & P.1/6.
3In. P.M. SPEAKER to fit above, 10/ -.
Miniature output transformer, 5'- Miniature wave -change switch. 16. Miniature
1 -pole 4 -way used as Volume and OH.
18. 4' B7G valveholders.'2 /4. Midget
twin gang fin. dia.: tin. long and pair
medium and .long-wave T.R.F.. coils tin.
long x fin. wide complete with 4 -valve
all -dry. mains and battery circuit. 8 /6.
Condenser Kit, comprising 11 miniature'
condensers. 36. Resistor Kit, comprising
15 miniature resistors, 4/6. The above
receiver (less valves and' batteries) could
be built for approximately 51 -. P. &.P.
26. Valves to suit above 10/- ea. Point
to Point Wiring Diagram 1' -.

2 -.

500-0-500 125 mA. 6.3 v. C.T. 4 a. 6.3 v.
C.T. 2 a. 5'e. C.T. 2 a.. 278.
500-0-500 120 mA. 4 v. C.T. 4 a. 4 v. C.T.
4 a. 4 v. C.T. 2.5 a., 27/6.
500-0- 500 250 mA. 4 v. C.T. 5 a. 4 v. C.T.
5 a. 4 v. C.T. 4 a., 396.
P, & P. on the above transformers 3 -.
2/32 mfd., 350w1cg.
16 x 24 350 wkg.
4'4 mfd., 200 wkg
13
40 mfd. 450 wkg
3/6
16x 8mfd., 500 wkg
4/6
16x 16 mfd., 500 wk
5/9
8 x16 mfd., 450 wkg.
32
32x32 mfd.. 350 wkg.
4'.
32X 32gmfd., 350 wkg. and 25 mfd ,
616
25 mfd.. 25 wkg
liti.
250 mfd., 12 v. wkg
lí16 mfd.. 500 wkg., wire ends
3'3
8 mfd., 500 v. wkg., wire ends
2/6
v.
wkg.,
tag
8 mfd., 350
ends
1/6
'O mid.. 25 v., wkg.. wire ends
t.9
00 rat d. 350 wkg
4 9'6
100 +200 mfd.. 350 wkg
16 +16 mfd., 350 wkg
3'3
Ex Govt. 8 mfd. 500 v. wkg., size
2'8
31 x 1/ 2 for
60 +100 mfd., 280 v. wkg
7/16+32 mfd., 350 wkg
6'50mfd..180wkg
1/9
65 mfd.. 220 wkg
1/8
8 mfd.. 150 wkg
1/6
60 +100 mfd., 280 wkg
8/6
50 mid.. 12 wkg
11d.
32 +32 mid., min., 275 wkg
4150 mfd., 50 wkg. 8 mfd., wkg., wire
ends
1'9
Miniature wire ends moulded 100 pf
500 of.. and .001 ea
7 d.
Partridge fully shrouded mains transformer. input 200,250 secondary 350 -0 -350
175 mA. 6.3 v. 7 amp., 5 v. 3 amp., p/p 3 -,

;

-

/

-

-

as it would look s l,-n
bled with valves inserted.

View of chassis

Extension speaker cabinet. in contra=t-

Ing walnut veneers, size 15 e 1011n. Will
take 61 or Bin. speaker, 176. P. & P. 2 -.
Volume Controls. Long spindle leas
switch. 50K. 500K, 1 meg., 2.6 each. P. &'P.
3d. each.
Volume Controls. Long spindle and
switch, 1. 1 1 and 2 meg.. 4 - each ; SO
K. and 50 K.. 38 each, i and 1 meg., long
spindle, double. pole -switch, miniature
5' -. P. &P. 3d. each.
StandardIVace- change Switches, 4 -pole
3-way. l'9 ' -pole 3 -way. 19. Miniature
3 -pole 4 -way. 4 -pole 3 -way, 216.
Valvehohters. Pavolin octal, 45. Moulded octal, 7d. EF511, 7d. Moulded B7G, 7d.
.octal am-phenol, 7d. ).octal pax.. 4d.
Mazda Amph., 75.. Mazda pax., 4d. BOA,
B9A amphenol, 7d. B7G with screening
can, 11. Duodenal paxolin, 9d.
10 -110, 10-210,
Trimmers. 5 -40 pf., 5d.
10-450 pt., 10d.
-.
Twin -gang .0005 Tuning Condensers.
trimmers.
With
76.
5 -.
Midget .00037 dust cover and trimmers,

,

35 -.

Partridge fully shrouded pushpull
transformer. PRI 6,000 ohms, SEC 15
ohms, p p 2'- 20-.
Partridge fully .shrouded choke. 13 Hcn.
180 mA., Pp 2`, 15 -.
Partridge fully shrouded choke, 5 Hen.

-

;

p'p 2 -.
CONSTRUCTOR'S PARCEL. comprising chassis 121 x 8 x 2 in.. cad. plated 18
gauge. v /h., IF and trans. cut-outs, harkplate. 2 supporting brackets. 3 waveband
scale. new wavelength station names.
Size of scale 111 x 41in., drive spindle, drum.
2 pulleys, pointer. 2 bulb holders, 5 paxolin
international octal valve holders, 4 knobs,
and pair of 465 IF's, 188. P. & P.1 /9.
AS ABOVE, but complete with 16 +16 mfd.
350 wkg. and semi -shrouded drop thro'
250-0-250 60 m,a.. 6 v. 3 amp. Pri. 200 -250,
and twin -gang 312. P.& P. 3' -.
5in. 11.0;. field coil 750 ohms with O.P.
120 nTA..

8 6.

P.M. SPEAKERS
3,ín
...
...
...
...
5in.
...
...
.

...

with less
trans. trans

... 16/6

13.6
12.6

10ít1
...
...
...
...
19/ 6
case 10 x 6; x 4: in., size of scale 61 x 31in.,
Post and packing on each of the above.
2 valves and rectifier. A.C. mains 230.'250 v.
trans.. 17.6. P. & P. 1/-.
1/6 extra.
Internal modulation 400 c.p.s. to a depth
Germanium crystal diode, 2'3, post rem ox 11N11 12 in. P.M. 3 ohm speech coil
of 30 ",,. Frequency calibration accuracy
paid.
plus or minus 14;,. Modulated or unmodu45' -. P. & 1'. 3'6.
lated R.F. output continuously variable BATTERY (' II A RG ER KIT. comprising
metal case 5 e 41 x 41 trans. 230 250 v. and
Crystal pick -up with Sapphire Trailer¡
Post and packing 4; -.
100 milli- volts.
metal
rec.
Will
charge
6
battery
monthly
payor
12
v.
Needle. with volume control,
three
deposit,
£4'5'0. 34 -,.
at11 amp.. 19.6. P. &P. 26.
and P. 11-.
ments of £1.
three
days from receipt of order. Where post and packing charge is
Terms of business: Cast; , :15 order. Dispatch of goods within
not stated. plean. aid 1/- up to 10,'-, 1'6 up to £1, and 2 - up to £2. All enquiries and list, stamped addressed envelope.
RADIO AND TELEVISION COMPONENTS

/

D. ®C O

H E

.

23, HIGH STREET, ACTON, W.3.

Hours of Business: Saturdays

9 -6

p.m.

Wc,it

,

t

p.m.

Other days
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9 -4.30

p.m.

Gra addCinema)

